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prize: essay number 
Modern Studies 
SENT ON INSPECTION TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES 
STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF 
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE I 
W. S. B. MATHEWS 
In Ten Books, a tirade to each Book 
- .,,, suuiuwu cutties ana stuates 
In progressive order, selected from the best composers for the 
cultivation of technic, taste, and sight reading. They are 
provided with annotations and complete directions for the 
application of Mason’s System of Technic in each grade. 
Beginning with the simplest primary exorcises, they lead the 
student through what is best in etude literature to the very 
highest grades of piano-playing. For careful grading and 
adaptation of means to eud, this course is unsurpassed by 
any similar one before the public. Price, $1.00 each. 
ETUDES DE STYLE 
ANTON SCHMOLL 
This set of eleven studies lies outside the beaten track of 
the well-worn piano technic. Each study, while serving a 
well-considered technical purpose, is also a very good piece, 
capable of being played with taste and effect. There is a 
very good one for left hand alone. 
Edited by T. von Westcrnhagen 
(Grade. V and VI.) Price, $1.00_ 
CHORDS AND ARPEGGIOS 
Contains all major and minor common chords, dominant 
seventh and diminished seventh chords, written out in full in 
their three- and four-voiced forms in all keys, together with I 
the arpeggios derived from them, the fingering being given 
throughout; also brief rules and directions for fingering. 
Compiled and Arranged by P. W. Orem. Price, 33 centa 
SELECTED STUDIES FROM 
A. LOESCHHORN 
The editor, Mr. James H. Rogers, has selected the most 
attractive and worthy of I^oestihhorn’s many studies, in which 
not only musical but technical merit abounds, making them 
of unequa ed value. They are intended primarily to supple¬ 
ment Mathews’ Graded Course of Pianoforte Studies. Book 
I of the Studies can be taken in connection with Grade II 
or III of Mathews. 
(Grade. II to V.) Two Book., $1.00 each 
STUDIES AND STUDY PIECES 
A. SCHMOLL 
Moderate In Difficulty and Progressively Arranged 
These three books comprise a small library of graceful 
salon pieces of small dimensions, and an equal number of 
useful etudes somewhat in the style of Heller. Teachers 
will find a judicious selection from these pieces a valuable 
aid in arousing a sense for what is artistic in piano playing. 
Edited by E. R. Kroeger. Book. I. II, HI. $|.00 each 
SCALES, ARPEGGIOS, AND CADENCES 
I his edition of scales, nrpeggios, and cadences will be 
found very useful and valuable for daily scale practice. If 
contains all of the major scales, the harmonic and melodic 
minor scales, the c nords of each scale, the chromatic scale 
and scales in parallel and contrary motion, etc. 
Arranged by Theodore Presser. Price, 33 oonts 
EVOLUTIONARY PIANO TECHNIC 
By FERDINAND DEWEY 
Meets the demai.d for a logical and equal development of 
he hand in piano-playing The underlying idea is the train¬ 
ing m a tew simple fundamental movements, upon which 
rests the gigantic fabric of modern piano technic. 90cts. 
BACH’S INVENTIONS 
Constitiffe the best preparation for the “ Well-Tempered 
Clavichord, ' forming as they do an admirable introduction 
to polyphonic playing The work has been edited, revised 
h^,To,\"n v"nOI*‘Cd r,(,h ?xl,reme «re. “ special feature lg me writing out in full of the correct execution and in¬ 
terpretation of the various embellishments in the body of the 
(ext, in small notes, accompanied by their proper signs. 
Book L Two-parf. 30 cfs. Book II. Thtce-parf. 30 ct.. 
Complete. 50 eta. 
MODERN 
Instruction Books 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
The following works for beginners at the piano are 
among the latest and best on the market. They are 
widely used by our best teachers, are first of all, 
modern, with crisp and fresh ideas. The authors 
are all musicians of experience in elementary teach¬ 
ing. 
A change of text-books broadens the teacher and 
relieves the drudgery of routine teaching. If you 
are wedded to other methods, break away once, if 
only for a change. 
All or any of these Methods will be sent “ On Sale” 
to any of our patrons who may wish them. 
First Steps iiv Pianoforte 
Study 
THEODORE PR.ESSER 
A Beginner's Instruction Book 
This work has had infinitely e in its compilation than 
guidance of Mr. Presser 
e used as a kindergarten 
Price, $i.o 
40,000 SOLD 
Method for the Piano 
CHARLES W. LANDON 
vim°su?hsucnc«™^0[hisUoneg Thi^mhT^a^tiS’ e" ”** 
vith extended experience in primaiy\vo°rk!S Th^Masoi/svstem 
s introduced In its simpler forms. All dry. technical exerciS 
ire discarded. Copious directions are given the teacher. 
_Price, $1.50 
Foundation Materials for 
the Piano 
CHARJLES W. LANDON 
PIANO COLLECTIONS 
FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES J 
of Selected Compositions,-Revised E, 
Containing Both Popu!ar and 
THE finest editions^* 
SELECTIONS FROM BEETHOVFn 
price, $1.00 
Eleven of his shorter and best-knoum „ V 
compared from the highest authorise M§!iorB 
Presser, arranged in progressive order’ Vheod(J« 
in difficulty from IV to VIII A . ■ rieY grade 
raphy are included. No more accepUHe^ni?8' 
of Beethoven s music was ever published 
TRANQUIL HOURS 
. . price, $1.00 
1 his work contains selections of 0 
gree of difficulty intended for dratvi™ ™ate 
sabbath-day use. Contains many of the^hl^ 
compositions of this character and ;« ,1 ch®ces< 
.11 lover, of subdued, peuSSpS^t”"’ “ 
o producing uitFm 
otto bearing on thorough and ea 
Price, $1.00 
Twenty Lessons to a Be- 
ginner in Piano Playinsf 
w. s. B. MATHEWS 
Arv Epoch-making Work In the Art of Teaching 
Inner" Frnm1L”ary orl^odo5t way of teach- 
. w m lhe very first it involves ear Tding to Mason s system, and writing music 
Price, $i.5o 
Easy Method for the 
Pianoforte 
A. ROMMEL. A.C.M 
__>t__J'rice, $1.00 
Lnrtfe Discounts—Liberal Terms 
Headquarters for Everything in the Line of 
Music and Music Books 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher 
1712 Chestnut Street, . Philadelphia, P* 
The Art of Pianoforte 
Playing 
th d HU<?” A CLA*KE. Mus. Doc 
<° famish a thoroughly"/,^ schoo, 
oeginners are a^fost insensibly wercome!'’6 di^culties blset 
--Price, 
all lovers of subdued, r 
modern sonatinas 
PRICE. $1.00 
A collection of new, fresh sonatinas and pieces of 
like character not to be found in any other work- 
melodious and interesting. Not one dry pave Zthe' 
whole book. These sonatinas form a most pleas 
introduction to the classics. Maurits Leefson 
celebrated pianist and teacher, has had charge of ih 
Grade IV " dlfficuIty they are from Grade II to 
THE MODERN STVDENT 
TWO VOLUMES. PRICE. $1.00 EACH 
These volumes are intended to develop technic 
by supplanting dry and uninteresting finger exercises 
with pieces and compositions, both musical and o( | great technical value. 
The pupil takes more interest in this branch be¬ 
cause the exercises in scales, octaves, turns, arpeg- 
ff'os. etc., are most attractive and melodious in form. 
I his idea is entirely new with this house, and the 
study pieces have been most carefully edited and 
graded from easy to moderate difficulty. Grades II 
to V in scale of io. _ I 
MASTER PIECES FOR THE PIANO 
PR.ICE, $1.00 
The best compositions from the greatest masters. 
Difficult piano music for concert use. 
A carefully selected list. This volume is about the 
only collection containing a varied selection of piano 
pieces by such composers as Beethoven, Chopin, 
Schumann, Bach, etc. 
CONCERT ALBUMS 
Vol. I, Classical. Vol. II, Popular 
PRICE, $1.00 EACH 
Works containing the best music we publish, suit¬ 
able for concerts and musicales. A most valuable 
collection for all musicians wishing to possess the 
best music in these two classes. 
LIGHTER COMPOSITIONS OF CHOPIN 
PRICE, $1.00 
A compilation of Chopin’s lighter works, suitable 
for the average player and containing a portrait and 
biography. A most classical collection and invalu¬ 
able to all musicians. 
Album of Miscellaneous Piano Pieces 
By EDVAR.D GR-IEG 
PRICE, $1.00 
Grieg’s most beautiful compositions are here «> 
piled, handsomely printed and prefaced with the 
end a portrait of the composer. This work lias w 
graded, edited, and revised by several of the > 
noted musicians and teachers, and is a most vaiu 
addition to any collection. 
STRIGH & ZEIDLER PIANOS 
liberal discount to the”profession ~ 
m?£0D0RE PRESSER --— 
- Mll"“ S<rcet- Philadelphia. ty 1712 Chestngt Street, PhilaM* 
Theodore Presses 
Mann/actumrj Artistic Grunt , 
are noted for Purity, Power, and Resonance of Tone; Respon¬ 
siveness of Touch, Unsurpassed Construction, Workmanship, 
and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases. 
134th Street and Brook Avenue. NEW YORK 
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We publish all the Best=known Songs by 
KATE VANNAH 
Good-Bye, Sweet Day. 3 
keys. 
Cradle Song. 3 keys. 
Three Red Roses. 3 keys. 
Over the Hills to Sunlight 
Town. 3 keys. 
’Tis Home Where the Heart 
Is. 3 keys. 
Parting. Low voice. 
Never to Part. 2 keys. 
Separation. Low voice. 
There's a Little Nook. High 
voice. 
When Love is Told. 2 keys. 
The Way I’d Go. Low 
voice. 
Bid Her Dream of Me. Low 
voice. 
Sweet Sixteen. 3 keys. 
Sweet Honey Heart of Me. 
2 keys. 
Price 50 cents each 
thematic sonu catalog sent free 
Orders by mail solicited and promptly filled from 
Boston House or either of our branches. Music sent 
on selection. 
Piano Teachers 
TWO WAYS TO USE A TEACHING PIECE 
This Is a strange statement but it is explained thus: 
Words have been added to these pieces to engage 
the attention of little players, and so, after they have 
learned to play them they can also sing them. To 
those who do not sing, the words will ensure interest 
through their descriptiveness. 
LITTLE SONGS AND LITTLE STORIES 
By ADAM tiElBEL 
[KITTY’S MUSIC BOX. F. 
[THE LITTLE GREEN HOUSE. C. 
I THE BRAVE SOLDIER. C 
lTHE SUN’S TRICK. F. 
] THE kettle sprite, f. 
1THE WHISTLE STAYS INSIDE. C. 
)G0 TO SLEEP. C. 
1 SPIN, SPIN, SPIN. C. 
Price, 30 cents each 
Special Offer 50c. 
Four and Six Hand Music 
FOR PUPILS’ RECITALS, ETC. 
POUR HANDS 
BABY’S LULLABY.P*(L ^Bugtee.$0.30 
Ra^RADEMSrR0dHGr“c. Keller.60 
R0SEM0NDE GAVOTTE. C. Macy 40 
Third tirade 
DARKIES’ MOONLIGHT DANCE. Am. and 
Rp “• ?0erde,er 60 
YtT?L2ANCE- Ab- Chaminadr 50 
ELL0W JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johanning .60 
SIX HANDS 
Second tirade 
oPATCHING FAIRY, Polka. C. Keller . . .75 
BESTLESS GALOP. F. Meacham 60 
. Third (trade 
IHnop OF THE GNOMES. G. Bthr ... .80 
YKt Sa?! THE COSSACKS. Potter 80 
LL0W JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johanning .75 
BUPIL should have a concise and handy 
nFPiNco DICTIONARY. Send for “MUSICAL TERMS 
•NED, by B. M. Davison. Sample Copy, 15c. 
•‘»UreDe8uDp0nH4^{fonL,ST °‘ nl"ety teaChlnK pleC“ 
White-Smith Music Publishing Co. 
t24UBc0.ST?N NEW YORK CHICAGO 
Manhope St. 6 East 17th St. 259 Wabash Ave. 
CONTENTS 
‘‘THE ETUDE” - - June, 1905 
Do I Teach My Pupils, or Do They Teach Me ? 
1st Prize Essay... Mrs. Fannie K. Hughey 227 
Technic as Style, 2d Prize Essay .Florence Leonard 228 
Music -Teachers* National Association Conven¬ 
tion . 229 
Personal Relations with Pupils, 3d Prize Essay 
, Hannah Smith 230 
The Art of Piano Interpretation 
W. S. B. Matthews 231 
Musical Conditions on the Pacific Coast 
W. F. Gates 232 
Failure: Its Causes and How to Overcome Them 
C. Fred Kenyon 233 
The English System of Examinations in Music 
J. Francis Cooke 234 
Little Essays for Busy Students.. .Thalcon Blake 235 
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MUSIC 
Dream and Awakening, Opus 108.G. Bendel 2 
Gipsy Dance from Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 14 
(4 hands) .F. Liszt 4 
The Hussars. Opus 243.C. Heins 8 
The Troubadour, Opus 266, No. 4 ...C. Reineckc 10 
Apple Blossoms.H. Engelmann 13 
Blumenstuck, Opus 19, No. 1.B. Schumann 16 
In the Hammock.R. Ferber 17 
Evening by the Sea, Opus 25.II. Karoly 18 
Eventide.Frank H. Smith 20 
What the Daisies Saw.A. Leaycraft 22 
Staccato.E. Bonnamy 24 
ft | AnY’S DANCE CAPRICE 
ULMUl ^ M. ENGELMANN 
One 'of his best efforts. 
NYANZAa™™°;sntep 
Sample copies of the above | g- 
mailed upon -eceipt of 
BLASIUS & SONS 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
EDUCATIONAL WORKS 
Published for the Musician, Teacher and Scholar 
Song Stories for the Piano. Por By Carrie A. Alehin $0.00 
“ Dirt W. Grimm 1.00 Practical Method lor Beginners on 
the Piano . 
Modern Method of Technical Exer¬ 
cises for the EnualUation ol lhe u ^ w 100 
BaclTfteparalorj- Studies lor-Plano “ F-1~ hanrrence .75 
Fifty Yery Firs! Studies for Plano. .. 
On. .. ’ Cortn. n 
Elffht Progressive Eludes forlhe De- /Muttc 1 00 
E velopmenl of Rhythm. Op. 62, No. 1 L. Sehyttc 
Practical Exercises for Piano Slu- ( A G VKdmburg 75 
A simple Method ol Modern Harmony “ OtirlW.Onmm 1-50 
A Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary of ( Jr GHmm 
3500 Terms. 
USUAL DISCOUNT TO TEACHERS. 
Wrote Sent on Appbov.vl. Send kor Caxxuierxo. 
THE GEO. B. JENNINGS CO. 
General Music Dealers Cincinnali. Ohio 
An Afternoon of Music 
with the Children 
by the Piano Pupils of 
MISS ARABELLA GOODYEAR 
PROGRAM: 
PART x 
By the pupils in the second and third grades 
Allegretto in A minor, Op. 32, No. J, Emil IJebling 
Miss Susan Rigby 
Greeting, ... - Olio Pfefferkom 
Silver Fishes, - - Henry Schocnefcld 
Miss Frances Dwyer 
Beatrice, (Air de Ballet), - Otto Pfefferkom 
Miss Ethel Wynne 
I The Blacksmith, - John Mokrejs 
Leapfrog, - IF. C. Is. Secboeek 
Master George Bainbridgc 
By the Lake, - - - G. A. Grant-Schaefer 
Miss Constance Hall 
Marionette Parade, - Leo Ochmlcr 
Master Johnny Hand 
Petite Tarantelle, - Louis Sehchlinann 
Miss Grace Darling 
J From “ Village Scenes,” by John Mokrejs. 
The above are the publications of 
Clayton F. Summy Company 
220 Wabash Avenue, 
Chicago, III. 
J. FISCHER & BR0. 
7 and 11, Bible House, • New York 
Music for Schools 
Unison and Two-Part Songs 
erbrrt V. Springtime Song (Unison) . . . . 
“ “ Playtime Land (Unlaon) .... 
•• " School Festival Song (Two-part) . 
“ “ Naughty Ralndropa (Two-part) . . 
E. The Vesper Hour (Two-part) . . 
I, J. Graduates’Farewell (Two-part). . 
*’ Invitation to tho Dance (Two-part) 
Miscellaneous 
Tha Juvenile Entertainer. A collection of Humorcua 
Choruses, Action Songs, Musical Drllla, Tableaux, 
etc., for Class Room or Concert Purposes. Compiled 
by C. Burton. Three volumes; each, net, 7tc. As 
to the popularity of this collection we mention that 
many thousand copies of tho threo volumesare now in 
use In schools of all grades throughout the United 
States. The work recommends Itself on account of Its 
usefulness. 
German Sacred Choruses 
I and serviceable choruses 
thematic pages of same in We have added several ur excellent list, and will 
pon application._ 
Quartet Arrangements 
of Favorite Songs 
for Mala. Female and Mixed Voices by 
W. RMYS-HERBERT 
re published only In tho Fischer's Edition. Specimen 
Send for our Complete Catalogue and Thematic 
Pages ol Organ and School Music 
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Scribners* Newest Boors 
Letters of Richard Wagner to Mathilde WesendoucK 
Including Leaves from a Diary with Portraits and Facsimile 
, . .7', Large 8vo., $4.50 net - 
The German edition of this notable work has already reached its eighth edition in the 
course of three months, an unprecedented experience in Wagner literature. For the first 
time one of the most remarkable chapters of Wagner’s life, the genesis and completion 
of his Tristan and Isolde is laid bare in its inmost recesses, and the correspondence is so 
phenomenal in its character that it throws into the shade all the published letters of 
celebrities during the last half-century. :::::: 
- Published by - 
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS 153-157 Fifth Ave., New YorK 
EVERY ORGANIST Professional or Amateur 
6hoaldhave “MOLINEUX’ ORGAN FOLIO.” Each of the three volumes contains 62 pages,Marches, 
Voluntaries, etc. Per volume, 60 cents. Introductory Price, until further notice, 35 cents each or 
the three for $1.00. Also “ THE ORGAN.” Published every two months, contains in each num¬ 
ber an average of 13 pieces of Good Organ Music, Easy to Play. Single copies, 25 cents; one 
year, $1.00. Year Books from 1890 to 1904: Vols. No. 1 to 15. Bound in heavy paper covers, 
$1.25 each. Send 20 cents, special price, for a trial copy, or 50 cents for a trial copy and 
one volume of “Organ Folio.” 
Molineux’ Six=Hand Collection 
(Three Performers on One Piano). By J. W. LERMAN 
li UNIQUE. B causc there Is very little aix-hand music published (especially iu book form), and that little is, for the 
meat part, so dUBcuU or Intricate that seldom can three piauistsof sufficient ability get together and perform it well 
ar«larranveu 0‘‘; ,for' wh 8 th<iy afe ,very BRILLIANT aud showy enough for concert use, they 
“ft Lcrina.i lu a novel manner entirely his own, that they sound pretentious and full of “ go," yet 
are so EASY to play that even those with hut liule ability—mere beginners, in fact—may take partln them In nearly all 
Pi!ce*’ tw<!,°(the IJ»rts (bass and middle) are played within tho compass of a few simple notes or chords and even ’ 
t h inh ig h e r'o r*l o w er 'll sU n ee essar y' ‘ 1 °f 'h° led^erllne notes w written on the Staff, with directioM to play 
For novelty, brilliancy and case, this set of six-hand pieces is truly •• MULTUM IN PARVO.” 
Price of Book, 50 Cents to TE^EW^OR 40 CdltS A"‘pubtSm sL^torm? a,9° 
GEO. MOLINEUX, 148*150 Fifth Avenue, New York 
GAMBLEIZED” SHEET MUSIC 
WE WANT YOU TO KNOW WHAT IT IS 
N order to practically demonstrate it* simplicity and usefulness, we 
will •• GAMBLEIZE " one copy of your sheet music—FREE. (If it 
is old and badly in need of repair, so much the better—but don’t fail to 
send all the leaves.) Write your name and address on the front cover; 
enclose a 2c itamp for return postage; roll firmly, wrap securely 
address plainly and mail to us. We will do the rest and remail promptly! 
Any copy of old music “ GAMBLEIZED ” will outwear three new copies 
GAMBLE HINGED MUSIC CO. 1078 Millard Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
STEP BY STEP A TEXT-BOOK IN PIANO PLAYING A HAND-BOOK FOR TEACHERS 
BY A. K. VIRGIL 
THE TEACHER’S WORK MADE CLEAR. THE PUPIL’S CERTAIN, THROUGH THE 
APPLICATION OF CONSISTENT AND LOGICAL EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES. 
Issued in two i2mo volumes of 400 pages each. Price, $2.00 per vol.; to Teachers, $1.60. 
Vol. I out Nov. 1,1904; Vol. II will be out April 15, 1905. 
Address A. K. VIRGIL, 11 West Twenty-Second St., New York 
For sale also by THEO. PRESSER and book and music dealers generally 
«N INTRODUCTION TO 
FOUR-HAND PLAYING AND 
SIGHT READING Childhood Days 
PRICE, $1.00 
INSTRUCTIVE AND 
MELODIOUS PIANO DUETS 
FOR TEACHER AND PUPIL 
Composed, Compiled and Arranged especially for Clev: 
■By DR. HANS HAR.THAN 
*nd’P*rkJi"* material has been used throughout this work. As its name fndicates this 
papl1 «.^“n,,IYLde P,ctor'aI1r auRKYStive—BRIGHT—RHYTHMIC—INTERESTING ** 
and Private Irvstrvictlor 
■tost necessary material tc 
pupil’s part 
_ . SIJOOESTED USES. This work will be found to be of great 
THEODORE PRESSER. 1712 Chestnut Street. Phila.. Pa. 
Just Published 
$1.00 Postpaid 
We will send any of the music in 
this list, or any of our other publi¬ 
cations, “On Selection.” Complete 
catalogue mailed to any address 
upon request. 
We grade all piano music from 
1 (easy) to 7 (difficult). 
INSTRUMENTAL 
BINET, F. 
Queen Fairy Schottische.2 .35 
The melodic quality is immediately attractive to player 
and hearer, which accounts for its large popularity. 
BLUM, O. R. 
Eyes So Blue Waltz.3 .50 
Floating and dreamy; full of Interest when nicely 
ENGLEMANN, H. 
Bride of Madrid, Valse Espagnole..-3 
Splendid Spanish waltz replete with vivacity Very 
brilliant and showy, yet not difficult. 
Chimes of Love, Intermezzo.3 .40 
Entrancing composition with charmingly varied themes. 
It opens with a dainty theme, which Is followed by a full 
sonorous melody, that gradually fades into the original 
subject. 
KERN, G. W. 
By the Lake. Op. 117, No. 1.3 .50 
in this pretty and graceful composition the work is 
nicely distributed between the hands, making it both 
interesting and effective. 
POLDINI, E. 
Dancing Doll (Poup£e Valsante).3 .50 
Excellent descriptive solo, imitating a mechanical toy. 
possessing a beautiful and interesting theme. A very 
popular composition. 
WOOLER, A. 
Coquette Minuet.3 4° 
The melodious stateliness of this admirable minuet Is 
Its chief charm. A nice example for tastefu’ playing. 
FOUR HANDS 
ENGLEMANN, H. 
Little Boy Blue March.1 .5° 
In response to frequent demands thls-wonderfully popu¬ 
lar composition has been prepared in duet form. As both 
parts are quite easy, its popularity Is likely to Increase. 
GOERDELER, R. 
Dream of the Shepherdess.3 -5° 
In this attractive duet the interest and work Is fairly 
divided between the players, being about the third grade. 
VOCAL 
GUTTERSON, J. H. 
Sleeptime in Darktown.F. c-e. -5° 
Particularly happy combination of telling words and 
pretty music. A most sympathetic lullaby, whose sim¬ 
plicity Is strongly appealing. 
To Introduce 
will fill all orders received prior to July 
10th for the ENTIRE LIST (10 pieces) for 
$1.00 Postpaid 
Hatch Music Company 
PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS OF MUSIC 
Eighth and Locust Streets, Philadelphia 
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY CP SCHOOL AND TEACHER TRADE 
THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILL SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC 
VOL. XXIII. PHILADELPHIA, PA., JUNE, 1905. NO. 6. 
ANNOUNCEMENT OP PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST, 1905 
The first prize has been awarded to Mrs. Fannie E. Hughey; second prize to Miss Florence 
Leonard; third prize to Miss Hannah Smith; fourth prize to Mr. Edouard E. Hipsher; fifth 
prize to Mr. R. Thomas Steele. The first three appear in this issue, the other two will be in 
the July issue. 
FIRST PRIZE ESSAY 
Do I Teach My Pupils, or Do They Teach Me 
By MRS. FANNIE E. HUGHEY 
*tr8- Fannie E. Hughey was born in South Africa, 
labored as a missionary to the Zulus, 
tor musical education was acquired in the United States. 
Itju.h!fi r.s, in various branches having been Daniel jutchellor, Eugene Thayer. Dr. II. A. Clarke, and William 
n ■fl!>“er'vood. Having a pronounced gift for interesting 
ih.t i!achin£ children, she has made special study of 
live. [.*2. .work- including kindergarten methods. She 
Derail...i)' 1’0uis- Mo., where she conducts a very pros- 
asniLtj olne an<1 Day School of Music.” Her position 
lnt.V > vnt of •he Union Musical Club has brought her 
bromine!? ?-i,th the leading musicians of her city and 
voting artists. She has a lecture : "The Es- 
shieh .Ele,nents of Good Music,” with piano illustrations, 
Wch has been very well received. 
•t was a dull evening. The rain beat against my 
vindow-pane in a pitiless fashion, as if to add a 
tminished seventh to the minor chord already vibrat- 
“>g in my heart-strings. Altogether it had been a 
y day. Mud was tracked on to my pretty new 
thrnhh?i<1 *°r '’‘V so many hours of hard work and 
I “ln8 herves. \tv pet canary, grown discouraged, 
‘ .SUrrendprpd his place in life, and the sight of his 
tired * ^ fought the tears to my eyes, already 
hnri, ,e'Sht hours of black notes dancing on 
"uod fi- *inP'S‘ 1 drew mv chair up to the blazing 
“tear * m tUe grate’ and aettled down for a wai,in" 
trvirw concerning the hard lot assigned to me, of 
brains ° Pon'.crt stupidity into genius, vacuum into 
iato tie S^’c'<s or tow strings, in human anatomy, 
But'U'hS-°* beaut-v from the viewpoint of technic. 
a fire is not a good developer of unrea¬ 
sonable despondency; and as I felt the warm glow of 
the coquettish flames, there seemed to dance from 
their flickering light, right into my heart, the picture 
of a little girl with yellow hair and eyes brimful of 
mischief. 
Dear little girl, I love her, hut she is so heedless. 
She left out so many notes this morning; and over 
and over again we went through the simple exercise 
to get each note in its proper place. At last, I said: 
“Alice, if I should ask you to spend a month with 
me next summer, how would you like me to forget 
your breakfast once in a while, or your dinner? Or, 
if I should promise to take you Ashing and then for¬ 
get to do it, would you like it ? ” 
Her face dimpled with amusement as she answered 
brightly: “I think I should remind you.” 
“Ah! hut suppose I kept forgetting, do you think 
you would have a nice time ? ” 
“No, Miss-” 
“Now, dear child, think how many times I have re- 
inded you to put in those notes you leave out, and 
>u still forget. Have you ever thought that your 
vn life is like a tune, and that you cannot neglect 
single duty without leaving a hole in the melody? 
list as the "composer knows how to use his tones, so 
od has a beautiful plan for every life, and if you 
nit one duty, one privilege, your outline is spoiled, 
very note has its place, just as every little girl has. 
smetimes it is on the playground, sometimes in 
ihool. It is sometimes serious, sometimes gay, some- 
mes slow and sometimes fast; but always it must 
; its best wherever, however, whenever used. 
Sweetly serious grew the blue eyes as my meaning 
vwned upon the bright little mind. 
“Oh! dear Miss-, I never knew music was 
ke that: I thought it didn’t matter so much. 1 
ill try harder now. I am sure I can get every note 
i next time,” and with a loving kiss she gave place 
> a little hoy. . , ,, _ 
Here 1 leaned forward to put a stick on the fi . 
took off my shoes and put on my sl,PPprs’ 
“Oh! dear! ” I thought, “why must I think of that 
oy! He is the plague of my life, and I am tired, 
won’t think of him.” .. . . 
But thought asks no permission to enter the brain, 
„d besides, that hoy had suggested to me a 
n uncomfortable one. ’tis true, but one I wught as 
•ell work out. So I closed my eyes and set about 
'’inThe first place, his hands are never clean. His 
lotlier dresses exquisitely. She always looks as ,f 
ust liberated from a bandbox. But she is oo 
Stay gotten up to he rumpled or crumpled by 
hUdren, so she goes to a reception and leaves the lad 
o his nurse, or his own devices, the latter generally 
Jintr him into the dirt, from which he emerges too 
Lesson first: Neglected duty by one is an added 
burden to another. This morning I got his hands 
washed and then asked for his scales. He hadn’t 
practiced them. 
“Why?” 
“They are no good anyhow.” 
My heart sank. I wondered if they were. “Char¬ 
ley,” I said brightly, “liow do you like that new pic¬ 
ture of mine?” “I say,” he answered, “that’s great; 
where did you get it? What’s that man doing on the 
wall?” 
“Don’t you sec ? He has scaled the wall of the fort, 
and in spite of the fire of the enemy, has placed his 
flag on the highest point.” 
“You bet he was brave! ” 
“Yes, he was. How do you suppose he grew so?” 
“Born of the right stuff.” 
“So he was, and just as well-bred. He went to 
school where he had to do lots of silly things. To put 
his gun down, to put it up, to walk forwards, to face 
about. He had to do what the officer told him, silly 
or wise, over and over again every day for months. 
It was very poky. It seemed foolish; hut lie learned 
the greatest and hardest lesson of life. The lesson 
that makes great men, wise men, ricli men, good men: 
self-control. He learned to do his duty patiently, 
promptly, thoroughly, cheerfully; and to do his best, 
whether he saw the sense or not. And now he is 
famous. He saw the chance to capture the fort, and 
Itecause he had learned to obey, he faced death just 
to raise a flag; but it has introduced him to the ad¬ 
miration of the world. I guess you wouldn’t have 
done it; would you, dear ? ” 
The boy sat still and thought earnestly, his eyes 
on the picture, and then he played his scales. One 
mistake after another. His thumb on the wrong key. 
The wrong finger over. A natural for a sharp, then 
the wrong note sharped. A muttered: “Gee! ” His 
forehead in a pucker. But finally we got the tangle 
straightened, and it went smoothly. Putting my hand 
on his shoulder, I said: “Bravo, my soldier boy! 
You have conquered your worst enemy. Never for¬ 
get : ‘His not to question why, his but to do and die,’ 
and this will be a lesson well learned.” 
Now / must face the same lesson, for a general is 
not fit to command until he lias learned to obey. A 
guide is not to he trusted until he has learned tho 
way, every step. Can I teach until I have learned tho 
lesson first? Am 1 sounding every note in the melody 
of my life, true, and in the right place? Am I strik¬ 
ing wrong notes? Am I obeying my Master in tho 
practice of daily duties? Am I honest in every move, 
doing His will, even when longing to follow my 
whims ? 
“Oh, my Master,” I cried, “teach me to yield my 
will, and "to obey Thee as well ns my little ones obey 
me; and oh, help me to be patient with them as Thou 
art with me.” 
Verily, “A little child shall load them.” God bless 
to us the lessons they teach. For they return to us 
far more than we give them. 
The fire crackled and blazed, as much as to say: 
“To him that overeomoth—To him that overeometh.” 
But the rain heat against the window in a vicious 
way, as if it cried: “That will do for great heroes. 
No glory in conquering trifles.” 
I went to the piano. Nothing came to my mind but 
Schumann’s “Warutn.” 
IIow the question seemed to sob in tho first few 
phrases. Then came the passionate outburst, when 
the melody went down into the bass with its bitter 
cry of unsubmissive rebellion. And oh! the pitiful 
anguish of the last phrases— “H’ortm,”—“tthy, ok! 
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why,” and leaving the broken heart without perspec¬ 
tive of faith or hope. 
1 rose from the piano, every nerve throbbing in a 
painful sympathy with Schumann. How well he 
knew and expressed my mood, and with the persist¬ 
ence of temptation, followed to my mind Tennyson’s 
poem in the same hopeless strain. 
Break, break, break, 
On thy cold gray stones, 0 Sea! 
And I would that my tongue could utter 
The thoughts that arise in me. 
Throwing myself into my chair, I closed my eyes, 
and surrendered to my weariness and despondency. 
Drip, drip, drip sounded the melancholy rain, when 
all of a sudden there came a little flurry of wind, 
sending the rain-drops against the pane with a bust¬ 
ling chatter. Patter, patter, patter, whir-rr, it cried 
with a merry, bustling sound that caught my ear and 
started thought again. 
This time my mind flew to my Culture Class; and 
again I felt the thrill of intense feeling that passed 
over me at the close of an earnest talk on the content 
of art, as I said eagerly; 
“Class, the true content of a work of art is the in¬ 
fluence it exerts for good or ill, upon the soul-life of 
those who come within the radius of its power. 
“The true content of a human life is the character, 
the vital principle, which consciously and uncon¬ 
sciously controls it. 
“The value of a work of art is measured by what 
it says. 
“Every man must bear the responsibility of what he 
is, because he can be, to a large degree, what he wills 
to be. 
“He is responsible for his influence, because his 
life is the embodiment and the expression of what he 
is. And no matter how beautiful the mantle of con¬ 
scious expression which he may try to throw around 
himself, the true content will be read through his 
unconscious presentation of the motive power, the 
vital principle of his life.” 
from here, like a will-o’-tlic-wisp, my mind jumped 
into the middle of my class in acoustics. I love this 
class, because the science of acoustics, though full of 
mathematics, is so suggestive. Sometimes I think it 
is like a telescope. Only a machine, and many peo¬ 
ple are so interested in the detail of its maclianism 
that they forget to look through it to the distant 
worlds beyond, so much bigger and brighter than the 
one in which they live. 
We were talking about vibrations, fundamental, 
harmonic, and sympathetic. We compared a vibrating 
string, the fundamental and its harmonics, to the 
Creator and the children of men. I closed the lesson 
with these words: "Class, remember, if the heart be 
m tune with God, it can be a part of the harmony of 
the universe. If not, the vibrations of our lives 
mean only harsh, grating noise; as the violin is 
capable of making the sweetest music when in tune, 
and the vilest when even a trifle out of tune, so a’ 
human life, however strong intelleetuallv. pure mor- 
a11/' ®r ,9Weet in disposition, if not in perfect tune 
with God. must fail to add to the richness and beauty 
of universal life. I believe that is the difference be- 
tween heaven and hell. In the former, every soul will 
be in tune; in the latter, every soul will emit dis¬ 
cordant sounds of hate, remorse, suspicion, untruth- 
“Learn the lesson of vibrating strings, and do not 
forgot the application to your own life.” 
Through my classes in musical history with its 
dry dates, and hard names, eras and centuries, schools 
of music, and great composers, through my harmony 
classes where we learned that concord and discord' 
intervals and scales, melody and harmony, all teach 
lessons of the right and wrong way of living, my mind 
wandered capriciously, till it stopped suddenly at a 
sentence I overheard from one of my best pupils 
“I *el! -vou Miss -’* exams, are hard; but if 
everybody would live up to what she teaches, the 
labor problem race question, social life, and the 
purity of the home would take care of themselves ” 
His words seemed more startling now in the solitude 
of my room, and impressed by the unflinching voice 
of conscience. 
“Is this true?” I questioned; “then teaching is as 
great ns preaching. And if so, why these unsolved 
iT benching and preaching have gone on 
since the world was.” 
My last week s harmony lesson on pedal point 
answers. t\e all make beautiful chords pass^one 
after the other, before our fellowmen, in our doing 
and in our saying, while underneath, in the shadow 
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tones of unconscious life growls the discordant tone 
of our untrue being. 
Only the Creator Himself knows how and when to 
resolve our individual pedal points into concords rich 
and sweet, that shall vibrate to His glory. Then and 
only then can national problems be resolved and 
national life, like a mighty “Hymn of Praise,” sing 
“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth, peace, 
good-will toward men.” 
The fire had died down during mv re™,; t 
the shade to look out, and lo tlwfrain 7V rai*i 
and the silvery moon was smi’lins in „i.,, 
the sweet, clean earth. B Sadness upon 
A beautiful calm settled into mv v. 
thought: “Nature and art alike teac/thatn ** 1 
do the will of God.” And that “tears shS w , * 
our hearts to receive the welcome rays ()bft,cleanse 
light and love.” ays of Even’s 
SECOND PRIZE ESSAY 
TECHNIC AS STYLE 
By FLORENCE LEONARD 
Miss Florence Leonabd. 
’smmsmsirp 
id 3. n y 01 m,,sic "'bile In collei 
,,,. regulai college preparatory teaching trn 
v-K L, en ,y t° Pedagogic methods that ^ 
In Philadeh)hflu Ka^T^t'C/'’- Hi H^lsbkch' 
Her* w*ork 
Two Ways of Studying a Language. 
Two friends set out to study French. They worked 
at the same school, under the same master, received 
the same marks for excellent work. After leaving 
school they went, each for a different reason to Paris8 
7iyp“rp~'»' tvery ciay social intercourse. He been mo j 
But he made no h\ W“d 
hanguarr*" 
Pleasure in moS L t Tr them f°r his 
pleasure he kept them. He’revelTed jV*f hiS. °"'n 
of Coppde, in the severe ln tlle frankness 
the elastic rhythms of Hua0 inTh °f F‘aubert> in 
Iienau and Prudhomme. And’then^5fu“dity °f 
* o each man was successful t*,,* 
satisfied, while in the other wi,„B 4 °nc Was entirely 
"ith comprehending £ ™ P-t 
eould set berorc him there , i Beauties literature 
eontent, “the passion for 8*ori»us dis‘ 
which marks the artist. ‘ t,on at any price” 
Ignorant Notions of the Language of Music 
Music is a language. But it differs by the breadth 
of creation from any spoken language. It was ! 
made for business use, even on occasion. The Wh 
is that the people who admire it as merely 1m 
mar or as business do not know what they are losing 
Many of them do not have the possibility of knowing 
m their mental constitution; some of them might 1* 
taught. Although it is a day of protest against 
mechanical studying and a fashion of the moment to 
cry up Interpretation, the criers and protesters be¬ 
ing in the main ignorant, are just where they were 
before. They do not know what they want nor wha 
they get it. 
A Famous Surgeon’s Training. 
It is told of a famous surgeon, that as a youth he 
set himself to train his hand to absolute steadiness 
and precision. To do this he spent hour after hour 
cutting apples, until he could control to a hair’s 
breadth the motion of his muscles against a sub¬ 
stance of almost no resistance. But it was not the 
hand alone that he was training; the eye had to 
measure the distance and deliver the message to the 
hand. 
The Ear Must he Trained for Technic. 
We hear much of ear-training for pitch, for har¬ 
mony. The music-student needs another kind of ear¬ 
training also—for Technic and Expression. 
Real Technic. 
Real technic is not a matter of so many notes a 
second, nor even of so many perfectly even notes a 
second. There is another kind which has come filter¬ 
ing down to us through the teaching of some of 
Liszt’s pupils. It is the technic Rubinstein had in 
mind when he said that though he had lived to be 
sixty years old he could not play the C-major scale 
to his own satisfaction. It is the technic Paderewski 
worked out when he set himself for two years to the 
practice of Czerny (as the story goes), or in what¬ 
ever technical material he used. It is the teehnic that 
is inseparable from Tone, Rhythm, and Expression. 
How to Set About Learning It. 
An open-minded pupil can be trained to this sort of 
technic from the beginning and a child is almost more 
susceptible than an older beginner. But the esthetics 
of playing must be presented at first in a practical 
manner. Otherwise the average student, at least, 
will not understand, and impatience and lack of in¬ 
terest will interfere. But by hearing many examples 
and by experimenting himself he will gradually cd' 
lect a fund of ideas which can afterward be classified 
and treated from the strictly theoretical standpoint. 
Varieties of Touch. 
In the first place, a beginner must carry on two 
lines of work: he must control his muscles, and e 
must learn the values of the printed page. W’*1, 
very first key-board exercises, the beginning o 
cular control, he can learn several varieties of — 
These, instead of being a distraction or a sourc 
confusion, prevent monotony, enlist mind-effort, 
help each other, mechanically. Here the student 
get his first ideas of tone and color. And if the 
ercises are given immediate application in piece- 
belter yet, are drawn from some prospective piece 
is learning values at once, as he should. 
The Study of Line; Legato and Rhythm. 
In passage-work the salient note or notes musl 
pointed out. the ones which from rhythmic reasom 
because of relation, pitch or on some other grou 
ith ti 
of mu 
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j,„wioter to the passage. The reasons for finger¬ 
s’''6 wav rather than another in order to bring out 
08 °fLt peculiar to it should be shown. And deeply 
tbe , Jwith this sort of practicing comes the 
interwov Vanity ^ cultivate the perfect legato, that 
grea, acquirement which by its presence or 
Tice can make or mar the perfect rhythm. It in- 
, onlv the strictest sense of time-values, but 
^the melting of one tone into another with just 
*rright shade of fulness and smoothness. Here are 
£th need and chance for listening, for learning what 
00111 , c+iw1on+q will lparn heantv of line. 
Shading. Dynamics, Phrase-delivery. 
Shading, or better, modelling, grows immediately 
out of passage-character. “Passage” is here taken 
to indicate figure, figuration, undulating succession of 
notes with reference to curve and the implied rhyth¬ 
mical emphasis which is natural rather than rhe¬ 
torical. Taking up passages now with reference to 
their inter-relation and to their place in a complete 
organism, the effect of each in a “piece,” a new 
element has to be brought out. Now the question is 
of phrase-delivery, of setting forth a certain curve 
in a certain way that shall make it different from all 
other curves and different from other repetitions of 
itself in other relations. These rhetorical emphases, 
variety, contrast, notes detached or climactic, de¬ 
mand constant, often sudden, muscular change. 
Must be Studied as a Phase of Teehnic. 
This is only another phase of technic. It is not to 
be expected that accuracy in sudden, changing control 
can suddenly become available without training. To 
this end phrase-delivery must be studied and prac¬ 
ticed. Exercises to develop muscular control apart 
from strict rhythmical successions, varieties of attack, 
the release of a phrase with a tapering tone or a 
brusque, challenging one—these exercises are studies 
in expression and teehnic both; one cannot exist 
without the other. And to study a piece in such a 
manner is not studying dry mechanism nor taking 
from the piece any degree of musical feeling. Never 
have I known a pupil who practiced a piece in this 
way to complain of being “tired of it,” for the very 
excellent reason that new interest and an ever-in¬ 
creasing sense of power are continually added. After 
studying it vigorously the student, like any pro¬ 
fessional, may lay it aside for a time. 
Endurance not Neglected. 
With regard to endurance it will be found that the 
foregoing methods of practice contribute a very great 
deal toward maintaining the absence of undue mus¬ 
cular strain on which endurance largely depends. For 
the rest, a few hand-gymnastics and some repeated 
work cannot be dispensed with; but tone and rhythm 
should be varied frequently and homogeneity of tone 
(in whatever quality is for the time-being selected) 
must be listened for. 
Faculties to he Trained in a Musician. 
Now we have come back to our young surgeon with 
and and eye to train. A musician must train hand, 
car, and eye. Just as soon as his fingers touch the 
P’ano his ear must test his muscle-work; just as 
®°°n as bis eye falls on a line of music it must 
fecognize certain demands; his thinking ear must 
■magine the sound; his hearing ear must test the 
muscular reply, to correct or commend it. 
Finish as a Result of Technical Accuracy. 
If he has been taught along the lines just now 
ggested, working out practically the meaning of 
T ?r-v M8n> Be will be able to reproduce the absolute 
musT an>' printed page within the limits of his 
ther 1, nieo^an’sm—according to his “grade.” Fur- 
limit P'aywith expression quite up to the 
Dlav* ° u *S muscuIar ability. For many a concert- 
j ‘er £ets no small credit for emotional playing 
TalUfs‘>ng m°re t*lan this. Playing with absolute 
seems ,ls exPress've playing. If expression often 
plaver ° ** it is because students—or older 
?a)ue * *Ven *laVe not t*’e v'v‘<i appreciation of sign- 
dvnam-n°r °* peneral laws of rhythm, tone, and 
vivjj ICS "Bh'h they stand for. It is just such a 
stuHv a?Prec*at’on that can be developed with the 
•v of real technic. 
j Perfect Reproduction of Values. 
C reca,linK intercourse with the elder musicians, 
®*trump.0ned masters of either orchestral or solo 
nts, one is impressed with the sense of ful- 
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ness of values, of deliberately-timed pause, of poise 
which intensified the fury as it commanded the calm 
of their playing. It was based on the fully developed 
rhythm-sense and tone-perception. A student tried 
again and again to reproduce a certain phrase which 
a great teacher played for him, in correcting him. 
Only three notes there were, but the shade of ex¬ 
pression was wrong. He left the class without suc¬ 
ceeding, but he thought over it, continually listen¬ 
ing in mind to the teacher’s example. Suddenly he 
saw—it was a question of absolute rhythm and 
legato, of fulness of finish on certain tones—and the 
expression was there. Another example from the 
same great player was a simple, rapid descending 
scale. It seemed easy until the dissatisfied master 
delivered the phrase. Then it took on a beauty too 
subtle to be won at once, and yet, in that short scrap, 
all of one color as it should be, there was nothing be¬ 
sides the absolute rhythm, evenness, legato to give it 
its individual character. These are examples of only 
the most fundamental requirements. 
Finish Cannot Fail to Give a Certain Beauty. 
If to them be added the perfect reply to every other 
sign, beauty and expression of the sort that we call 
finish will result. Because of the fundamental con¬ 
stitution of all musical sounds it can pass for emo¬ 
tional response, and in certain compositions it will 
count for more than in others—in certain old dance 
forms, and in such a work as the Beethoven Sonata, 
Op. 31, No. 1, first movement, when the whole effect 
is rhythmic rather than melodic, or in much of the 
modern music to which strong character is given by 
harmony and rhythm. It will vary, too, with the 
individual ear and muscle-capacity. 
Finish and Finesse. 
There are fine points of playing, applications of 
laws and the breaking of them which are the oppor¬ 
tunity of each player to develop beyond finish, finesse. 
How shall he grade his pp’s, his sf’s? What is his 
feeling for nuancel How sharp shall he make his 
contrasts, how define his climaxes, how set out his 
moods 1 
Finesse Merging into Poetry. 
From the moment we touch on the finesse of indi¬ 
vidual performance we open the way to psychologic 
values; dipping into moods and meanings brushes the 
indefinable, the properties of music which outstrip 
words. But there is a distinction, the player of finesse 
may have his periods perfectly graded and co-ordi¬ 
nated, his whole scheme flawless, of crystal beauty, 
and yet it may be only coldly clear. Why is he not 
a poet? 
The Poetic Flayer. 
So far we have taken no account of individual 
musical gift and power. It has been the average ear, 
the average intelligence whose training to a sense of 
beauty has been suggested. A superlative grasp of 
tone and color seems to be the marks which distin¬ 
guish the more highly gifted from other players of 
equal finesse, equal mechanical ability. In this re¬ 
spect every man is set apart from every other. A 
player is a sculptor. His material, scale-stuff, mel¬ 
ody-stuff, chord-stuff, is a flexible, plastic mass that 
he holds in his two hands to shape and mold as he 
will. He is a greater master than the sculptor, inas¬ 
much as it lies with him to fashion the quality of his 
stuff, to create even as he shapes it. His tone is his 
stuff, and from its most yielding, elastic condition to 
the white-hot brittleness to which he may on occasion 
fuse it, it is his to make. It is his also to color. If 
he can, moreover, breathe life into it he stamps him¬ 
self a genius. 
The Meaning of Technic to Every Student. 
To the student who has this gift, the appreciation 
and cultivation of expressive technic should come far 
more easily than to others. But whatever the mu¬ 
sical, mental, or muscular proficiency of any student 
he should learn to regard technic not as a verb to tie 
conjugated nor even a whole grammar to lx- recited, 
nor yet as the end of ambition. It is in reality shaped 
by the meaning of the whole idea-a grace of speech, 
a beauty and a competence of style through which his 
thought is ordered and set forth. 
Giuseppe Campanari was one of the most val¬ 
uable of the Grau forces, and why? Because he is 
a thorough musician, having plnyed for some years 
in the Boston Svmphony Orchestra. It is not enough 
to be a singer in the present day. There are numer¬ 
ous singers, but musicianship goes for a great deal. 
THE MUSIC TEACHERS' NATIONAL ASSO¬ 
CIATION CONVENTION, JUNE 21st, 
22nd, 23rd. 
The broadening out of the educational system 
makes the question of the place of music in general 
education more and more vital. It is for this reason 
that the coming Convention of the Music Teachers’ 
National Association will devote the whole of Thurs¬ 
day, the second day, to the place of music in general 
education. In the forenoon, the subject with ref¬ 
erence to the Elementary, Grammar, and High Schools 
will be considered. In the afternoon, “Music in Col¬ 
leges” will be the subject. 
When the Music Teachers’ National Association 
was founded, the condition of music in this country 
was very different from what it is now. Hence its 
work is required to be many-sided—including the 
giving of good concerts, the bringing out of American 
composers and musicians, and the encouragement of 
tlie art in every way possible. To-day special societies 
have many of these functions for their chief aim. 
Hence at the coming Convention the festival idea will 
be entirely omitted, not that the visitor will not have 
opportunity to hear excellent music, as the city offers 
unexcelled opportunities in that line for the season, 
but that the time of the Convention will’be devoted 
to problems of the music teacher. 
ln order to specialize still further, the meetings of 
the Convention on the forenoon of the third day will 
be held in sections, the general subject for these being 
“What are the principles agreed upon in teaching,” 
considered separately for the Voice, the Piano, and 
Theory, the latter including all work that is done for 
broadening the musicianship of the pupil, as History, 
Descriptive Analysis, and Composition. 
On the first day, two papers on Musical Criticism 
and on concerts, composers, and conductors in America 
will appeal to a more general interest; while a third 
—the most important for the Association—will dis¬ 
cuss “What should be the aim and plan of work of 
the Music Teachers’ National Association?” 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art has one of the 
rarest and best-arranged collections of musical in¬ 
struments to he found in any country, containing one 
of the two existing Christofori pianos. To see and 
study these instruments gives one an unusual oppor 
tunity of understanding the music of other countries 
and of bygone times. On the afternoon of the last 
day it is planned to visit this collection under the 
guidance of an expert. 
Great pains are being taken with the program, 
which will be issued soon, so as to leave time both 
for discussion and social intercourse. Thursday even¬ 
ing will be devoted to a dinner at one of New York’s 
most popular seashore resorts. But the most effective 
opportunity for getting what is perhaps the most val¬ 
uable asset of the Convention—personal acquaintance 
witli fellow-workers and the exchange of ideas—will 
be obtained through the means of the Convention 
Headquarters, Whittier Hall, located at the corner 
of Amsterdam Avenue and 120th Street, a few min¬ 
utes’ walk from the 116th Street Subway Stntion. 
This Hall serves as the resident quarters of the Col¬ 
umbia women during the winter. It is a strictly fire¬ 
proof, ten-story building, costing a million dollars, 
offering in its baths and accessories of convenience nil 
that a first-class hotel would, at the reasonable rale 
for room and board at $2.00 a day. From its beau¬ 
tiful dining-room on the ninth floor, the Hudson with 
its Palisades can lie seen to the west, while in the 
foreground is Grant’s Tomb, only five minutes’ walk 
away; to the east. Flushing Bay, the north shore of 
Long Island, is distinctly seen, with Morningsidc and 
Central Parks near at hand. The rotunda on the 
first floor, with library, music room, and reception 
room opening into it, makes ideal quarters for a Con¬ 
vention, and it is hoped that all guests will take ad¬ 
vantage of these opportunities. Across the street 
from Teachers’ College and Whittier Hall are the 
beautiful buildings of Columbia University. Its large 
library is well worth a visit to New York. The situa¬ 
tion of all these educational buildings on a hill in the 
centre of such a city as New York gives fresh air and 
coolness, with unexcelled opportunity for seeing the 
great metropolis whose phenomenal growth makes it 
possible for visitors, whether serious student- or 
pleasure seekers, to find as nowhere else what they 
are looking for. Those intending to come to Whittier 
Hall should write early. 
For further information, including transportation, 
letters should be addressed to Charles H. Farns¬ 
worth, Chairman of the Executive Committee. Teach¬ 
ers’ College, Columbia University, New York City. ( 
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M THIRD PRIZE ESSAY y? 
v •:* PERSONAL RELATIONS WITH PUPILS 
i By HANNAH SMITH i 
Miss Hannah Surra. 
Miss Hannah Smith wn« i ..... been » resident of Now york flu '',,,oklrt>- hut has 
a l ook of "wi-paV't iuSirV L hlJnd,e3 •>lano 
ini'*f ""M«»fcfl,|lRw<,'it'“'•amp !vf1'"r? *P“b- 
In 
nec,cd »'"> "lifor, and IIrerat'iir" of co“- 
-rfS? sans? ci~ ■“» 
frmndHhip with my own-,, level" SlTwttfc^SS 
deal of musical talent and partialSnuS luT 
entir^X* J I * te^'t 0lnh;r, 0"""tt=>in1n(.n«s • 
s.^ifcSWs.'ssa 
'zznbz Li 
<«• li ssjjSttaSTSf. t «-**' * 
of my nan al.il,tv tn l! 1 "ot rCall>' doubtful 
them; did I fee he ne^Tih Vr '‘Pr *° remed-v 
h«ve made dheettt ^ a .tr^'l " **iah. *»““ 
^veT'!veth?°aila/IVfo0rLTtexa0" 
tontS 5 
which in such n light ai.^amMo meb^,°'V ,m°ae-v 
ferent from charity. P sc^rcWy dif- 
S’rjws- <*. syysrs 
no effort to be punctual at lessons, and desired with 
all my soul to be faithful in teaching—how I felt 
when the coachman drove the sleigh by a long and 
circuitous route which brought us to the door about 
the time for the lesson to be over. And when I 
protested to the dear old lady, and said I should be 
obliged to leave almost immediately in order to be 
in time for my next pupil, she said it was done by 
her orders, to give me the pleasure of a sleigh-ride, 
and that she was quite satisfied that the lesson should 
he lost. 1 could have wept to think that my teaching 
should be rated so low. 
But with what a fierce sort of pleasure I labored 
over my third pupil, to whom I was known only as 
a teacher; a dull little thing, good and conscientious 
in everything, Dut oppressed by all her tasks, over¬ 
weighted by ordinary school work, and practicing the 
piano in a hopelessly perfunctory manner; a child 
who should not have been allowed to waste time and 
nervous force over any instrument, but whose mother 
a woman of frail body but strong will, who had, 
before she became fettered by invalidism, striven to 
Jccome a pianist—was determined that the daughter 
Snfor ,m°M ,Sl‘e had failed to a^lisli. Unfortunately, however, the mental limitations were 
othelC °in vate 7*F?'? ***** in «* other. In vain I cudgeled my brain between lessons 
“yT nlfftrit0 aWak;en intwest’ and “busied m. seif m eflorts to impart some of my own enthu- 
1 L-in for the art of music; the seed perished for 
I- ek of nourishment in that sterile soil. But in spite 
of my disappointment at what I was forced 
or™JT,,I‘r,£reL””TM T “ * «“ 
dread, perhaps, but I felt that a foo,ish 
risk. But to take t t lat 1 dared not run the 
desire to drink at the^f °ne’ awaken its 
smooth the way and 1 5“*'“ °f 8"“* rounds, 
couraging to effort S £ ^ the hard Plaees, en- 
gradually establishing the reTation of°d eXe''ti0n’ a“d 
loved teacher—what a pleasure! PUpi‘ and 
on every trw'Tnd wlthUyoun^r d° ”ot grow 
of teacher must usually ^of „» P.”pl 8 ti,e relation 
‘hing of authority But’it I inClude 
for granted without insisting ****?' to take this 
rather than assert it exeent in 4°" lt; assUme it 
““ch Pleased when one of 'n ' ^ 1 was 
cinating little rascal who Muld!, pUpils~a *■»- 
eause be as cranky as old Nick hi ' 110 aPParent 
0 mv certain knowledge and who had 
|ears and despair-I was ind^ i ?V'er teacl‘er.s to 
inwardly triumphant when T"8 ,y,delighted and 
sa-d: ‘ Well, you know. Miss Ty ^ ,that h* had 
witii her that vou just , , has a kll‘d of way 
little knew bow carefully I hid a** -T says-” He 
g,,ble eontention ; how oft™ P°ints of P«- 
srs ?• "ad st,,died °ff my 
‘.'e to discover if the ind;„ *• 1 the oomer of niv 
or threatening; or how f u,'0"8 of ni0°d wefe fair 
lierhaps, by saying: “Now ^ h"n otT ''is track 
sr.'r - pu 
>ou touch; now play the scale 8.’ SCe "hat key 
and tb°r’, “ThiS Fl’°rt' hit of p J 'I' 1 b(’ginS 0n that 
and ‘he longer bit for the piece d f°r the Zeroises 
or. “Before y^Jin Se°? ^ 
that p„.ce that vou do so pl<‘ase P'av for nie 
U*Mh * 
being done. Chil- 
panied by cheerfulness, Z'^Severity if ac^ 
the development and training of n e!*®h- Tht‘ aim u 
the establishment of the tefchifS‘ 
so far as this is necessary to a i!• ! °nt-y’ 
suit, and any means not ineompaUb^ »■ 
honesty a little coaxing, a £ « T*trutl'**i 
humor, severity-all are legithnat i ?,’. briK 
erly and with discretion Thee f applled prop, 
than one up the hill Difficulty, Su? m 
some pupils must be longer and mo J ■ • a}' wilh 
" ith others, what different wil, ^22"?°“ 
the summit is attained? make when at last 
A system of small rewards-there need he 
ishments—is sometimes helpful , ■“ pi“- 
who cannot be expected tn ' ^ untraiD«l bov 
reward inherent 'n the me- hc 
ficulty will sometil tSJr™1,ing ? “ * 
promise of a bit of ch 
often work quite diligently for a tinvT f',*1" 
w VtLb orLtr,-e’may ^-3555 
tne authouU of the parents; though, of conrs^ 
^TredTvT11011 " deSiraWe’ and ™ iST seemed by management, without that direct appal 
the ellect of winch is almost invariably to excite 
the pupil both jieisonal dislike and contempt fi 
the weakness of tne teacher. Far better, if the para 
b^tTl m!|d the pupil is o^treperous,L 
he to leave the house before the lesson is finished 
™/S ceital“ t0 provoke inquiry without directii 
s . l T' A 'eadstr0ng and unruly girl of thirtee 
sa d to her music teacher (in a sneering tone, an 
a s‘oelong glance to watch the effect): “Wlia 
do you think! My school teacher wrote to my lnollie 
to complain of, me! ” To which the music tmk 
responded; “I should never have done that. If i 
should have a pupil who would not try to do whal 
1 knew to be right and best, I should simply id 
her parents to find her another teacher”—which ap 
parently appeared to the pupil to involve a much 
more serious situation than would be created br a 
mere complaint of misbehavior. 
The feeling which a teacher has for a pupil ie 
sometimes curiously, almost absurdly, impersonal, 
the pupil for whom as an individual one has the 
warmest regard and admiration may as a pupil—and 
this is by no means incompatible with honest and 
commendable effort—invent sucli impossibly awkward 
fingerings and discover such absolutely unthoughlaf 
misreadings as rasp the teacher’s nerves almost to the 
verge of personal dislike; while, on the other hand, 
a pupil for whom one feels scarcely even respect nuj. 
without possessing any re.'l musical talent, show 
such natural grace and facility in manipulating the 
seyboard as warms the teacher’s heart with a gl°* 
which for the time being amounts almost to affection. 
If there is to be, above and beyond the mere friend¬ 
liness Which, happily, is the rule between teacher 
and pupil, a really lasting friendship, the overturn 
toward it must come from the pupil. The teacher 
may be the loved or even adored teacher, but will 
never be the friend unless the pupil so elects. 1'ben 
a pupil said the other day: “I was so pleased lid 
n iglit when you .spoke to me over the telephone that 
.vou called me ‘Mary’; (which had, indeed, been* 
mere inadvertence) ‘“I hope you always will.” II* 
choice was evidently made, and the teacher was on!; 
too glad to leave off the more formal “Miss.” 
This mueh-to-be-desired relation must necessanj 
be of slow growth. In the beginning the diffene** 
in age alone will usually preclude that sympathy " 
taste and feeling which is the only secure foundati* 
lor a real friendship. But that difference, which B 
first seems insurmountable, lessens with each decade; 
and the firmest friends of mature life have "nt '* 
.11 earner years oorne the re!ationshl| 
teacher and pupil, the most brilliant instance h 
the charming and altogether delightful friends 
which existed between Ignaz Moscheles and B 
Mendelssohn—the teacher of the precocious child, i 
the mature artist in the development of whose ge" 
that teacher’s training bore a part. 
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THE ART OF PIANO INTERPRETATION OF MUSIC 
By W. 8. B. MATHEWS 
What Interpretation Means. 
Vant years ago I quoted, apropos of what is called 
“interpretation,” the classification of an elocutionist, 
that in interpreting any piece of literature for the 
bearing of others, there are three great stages of 
PrRrst,Sto get the words correctly; in music this is 
to play the notes, as to order, duration, rhythm, 
et Secondly, to bring out the individual ideas; this is 
accomplished by the grouping of words, whereby a 
clause becomes what elocutionists call a “compound 
word,” “oratorical word,” that is: a group of words 
spoken in such vocal connection that they group to¬ 
gether precisely as syllables of the same word group 
together in speaking, as distinguished from the stac¬ 
cato effect of independent words. 
Thirdly, to give the individual ideas their relative 
importance, which is done by means of rate of ut¬ 
terance, weight and emphasis. This classification is 
not without value; in fact, it is vital as far as it 
goes, but it stops short of the central element of in¬ 
terpretation, which is to give the poem or piece of 
music the mood, the spirit, the general effect in¬ 
tended. Words can be spoken, individual ideas de¬ 
fined, and relative importance of ideas preserved, in 
a reading which nevertheless fails utterly to get the 
proper mood, and which therefore is in no proper sense 
an interpretation of the author’s idea. The central 
thing in an “interpretation” is this thing which was 
central with the author or composer—a certain mood, 
not necessarily a simple mood, but perhaps a kind of 
resultant, developed by means of several lesser moods 
contrasting with each other. 
For instance, take the finale of the “Moonlight” 
sonata of Beethoven. The mood is extremely im¬ 
passioned. As in all pieces in sonata form, it contains 
two strongly-contrasted ideas. The first is the as¬ 
cending arpeggio with its two very strong chords at 
the top; the second, the highly-impassioned melody 
which begins in the 21st measure and recurs several 
times later on. These two, together with the con- 
eluding idea, beginning in measure 41, are the main 
ideas which combine to carry on the impassioned surg¬ 
ing of this really great movement, nowadays begin¬ 
ning to lose its savor through too much familiarity. 
So also all lengthy pieces by Schumann consist of 
contrasting subjects, each subject standing for a mood, 
the mood of the piece being that stirring up or 
paietrating the depths due to the cycle of moods 
which the piece illustrates. 
The central thing in the “interpretation” of music 
!*’. taerefore, to define and create a mood; and to do 
is with such authority that the listener enters into 
mood, enjoys the piece in its completeness and in 
e inter-relation of its parts, is moved by the music 
*'«;c’ and by the inner something of the soul 
■uen the music expresses. 
soon as we define it in this way, we immediately 
tbat a great deal of tke music-making we 
w-a ek PS 8ll0rt of tl,is kmd of perfection; and when 
inva ■ Tfto know tke piece intimately, we are almost 
an itla- -j consp‘ous of lacks here and there where 
ividual idea has not been made enough of. 
mean k the i.mniediate question is as to what we 
•■me y mo?d in music, where we are to look for it, 
'U “nd how secure it so completely and 
—^at the listener cannot escape it. 
Mood in Music. 
mte°Ir mns'c turns upon three things: Tempo, or 
•rheme ’?ovement; Key-note of Force, or general 
Placed a P°"er ’ and Emphasis, which must be 
the snhLli? tbe mood recluires it- The difficulty of 
dements tnrnS l!pon the fact that all three of these 
Tbe cent^16 imPerfectly indicated by composers. 
tempo element of all in defining mood is that of 
cations R, iate of movement. All the general indi- 
PrHto’m 1.1s ^Hesro, Allegretto, Andante, Adagio, 
^Pable nf br'°' nild tke like, are indefinite and in- 
fate 0f realization, one player taking one 
Here the m V(ement- another a faster or slower one. 
etronome affords the only valid indication. 
Even the metronome is not final, because even in this 
the personal equation enters as a disturbing element. 
Take the ease of Schumann, for instance. Schumann 
was a man of very active musical fantasy, almost 
feverish. He heard things very fast in his inind, and 
all his metronome tempi are so extremely fast that 
many have supposed he must have had a defective in¬ 
strument, which at a given mark went too slow for 
the standard, in consequence of which he moved the 
slide down until it marked his idea of the tempo, 
and as the instrument beat less rapidly than it 
should, a reliable metronome will always give the 
marked tempo at too fast a rate. 
I do not think this explanation sufficient. I be¬ 
lieve that Schumann’s mind acted so quickly that a 
tempo which gave him plenty of repose around his 
notes, is too quick for the rest of us. I base this 
idea upon some experiences I had in observing 
Godowsky, who can play a movement with repose, 
authority, and force, at a tempo which under thc 
fingers of a poorer player sounds simply confused 
and hurried. Hence, nearly all the Godowsky tempi 
were a little faster than normal; sometimes much 
faster, especially if he chanced to be misled into 
thinking that because a passage had few harmonic 
incidents it was therefore shallow, which is not al¬ 
ways the case. 
Tempo the First Element. 
Tempo is, nevertheless, the first element in getting 
a mood. And in studying a piece, tempo is the first 
thing about it to find out, because while the rate can 
be shaded a little to accommodate a player, the limits 
are narrow; to play much slower is to make it drag, 
and to play much faster is to hustle the player or 
the listener or both, as not infrequently happens. 
Hence tempo, rate of movement, is the first thing to 
get in studying a new piece, because all the rela¬ 
tions within the piece take on new aspects through 
the rate of movement. A sforzando in a Presto may 
only brush off a fly or give a needed accent, whereas 
in an Adagio it might give a black eye. It is like 
trying an iron to discover if it is hot. If you just 
touch it, the hot iron does not burn; but if you linger 
tenderly upon the sizzling surface, where are you? 
Even when a tempo is once attained we are not done 
with questions, for it is a very singular piece indeed 
in which the tempo does not change materially sev¬ 
eral times in the course of its development. The 
change may not be observed consciously by the lis¬ 
tener, should not if musically done, except to be felt 
as an increased excitement or repose, but change it 
must. The publisher of The Etude has lately issued 
a curious example of tempo changes within a move¬ 
ment, which illustrates what I am speaking of. It 
is the Andante from the first sonata of Brahms, his 
Opus 1, in C-major. The Andante is conceived in 
the character of an old Minnelied, in which the “fore 
singer,” or poet, leads off with a verse upon his lady’s 
charms, and the chorus responds fervently, in the 
manner of a male chorus. Later on, Brahms im¬ 
provises upon this theme, making several variations, 
the true effect of which turns very much upon taking 
them at a proper rate. This rate, of course, he in¬ 
dicated onlv in the general way customary, by his 
term Andante. But for students it was necessary to 
find this out, and while artists may think some of 
my marks faster or slower than they would take 
them, tiie tempi are determined with great care and 
sympathy for what Brahms seemed to be after, and 
the student who reproduces each beginning by the 
help of the metronome will be a great deal farther 
along towards getting at the spirit of the work than 
if he went ahead blindly trusting in a musical 
providence, with which he has established no very 
active relations. 
We commonly think of these changes of tempo 
within a composition as something Monging to our 
later times; but anybody who will read the anecdotes 
of Beethoven, as Czerny tells them, will discover that 
thev charged that self-sufficient young virtuoso with 
taking unheard-of liberties with tempo. He slowed 
up, accelerated, made rubatos. until every piece 
sounded under his fingers like an improvisation. 
Even that old musical marine engine, J. S. Bacli, 
who had more momentum to the cubic foot than per¬ 
haps any musician since, used to make rubatos. 
Emil Paur, now thc conductor at Pittsburg, told me 
the other day that his father, who was an orchestral 
musician, had played under Beethoven himself, and 
that they were astonished at the liberties in tempo 
he took in his symphonies. 80 there we have it. 
Rubato. is no new thing. “Thou shalt not be caught 
stealing” is a principle enunciated long before us. 
General Rate of Power. 
The second ingredient in a moodish “interpreta¬ 
tion” of music, is general rate of power. Take, for 
instance, that wonderful work by thc young Schu¬ 
mann, written within four years from his first be¬ 
ginning as composer, the Etudes Symphoniques, a 
theme with eleven variations and a finale. After a 
theme marked at the rate of 62 quarters per minute, 
comes the first variation, moving in 8ths and Ifiths, 
at the rate of 72 quarters per minute. Passing over 
the singular fact that nearly all the artists I have 
lately heard in public make this variation trivial by 
taking it quite a bit faster, I come to this second 
thing, the general rate of force. Now the variation 
begins low down in the bass with a kind of fugato 
subject, which is answered later upon three different 
keys in the next three measures, beginning pianis¬ 
simo, very gently increasing, and holding back at the 
end of the fourth measure, after which the same 
fugato subject returns again to the low bass, while 
the theme comes in the tenor, even this lieing marked 
piano. Now what have our virtuoso friends been 
giving us this winter? They have taken the speed 
at fully 84 quarters, and beginning forte have plnyed 
fortissimo by the time the melody comes in, and in 
this way, taken with other sins farther on, they have 
all of them missed the extremely fascinating “stock¬ 
ing-feet” effect which Schumann imitated after Bee¬ 
thoven, who was fond of bringing in a lively melodic 
theme low down in the bass pianissimo, like a timid 
householder looking in the cellar for a burglar. It is 
a charming effect, and thc minute the player starts 
this variation mezzo or mezzo-forte, thc mood is be¬ 
yond recovery. 
The third variation of this piece of Schumann is 
another case in which he leaves off any indication of 
power at beginning, although he gives the tempo by 
metronome. If this is begun forte, as it often is, the 
character of the variation is destroyed. Schumann 
writes his forte later on, where he wanted it, and 
the character of the movement is conclusive that this 
also should begin pianissimo nnd be kept down in 
force. This lies in the nature of thc things pro¬ 
posed to be done, and also in the fact that this varia¬ 
tion follows a very strong and impassioned one, and 
must therefore contrast with it if it is to make an 
effect. Again, only a few nights ago I heard the 5th 
Etude played forte, although it is plainly marked 
“piano,” “scherzando,” and “sempre vivacissimo”— 
three things which together preclude anything very 
emphatic. In the next study the piece was spoiled 
by the tempo, which in place of being at the rate of 
CO for quarters, was at least as fast as 84. At this 
rate the molecular movement is lost; and with it 
the poetry and mood. But to return again to smaller 
examples. 
The selection of a suitable rate of power, a funda¬ 
mental rate, is the same thing in interpretation as 
thc choice of a size of type for a book or circular. 
Whatever you select, you build from that, by making 
foot notes in smaller type, and thc various kinds of 
chapter titles in whatever degree larger makes them 
effective. So in every piece, in order to interpret it, 
you begin by deciding as nearly as |iossible about how 
fast it ought to go; and you try it over and over 
in this tempo in order to get thc ideas in this kind 
of speed, for speed changes the character of an idea 
very much indeed. 
At this point in the discussion we must leave the 
subject, to be completed later with further illustra¬ 
tions nnd a handling of the still remaining topic, 
fully as important ns either of thc others, that of 
relative emphasis. 
Music is an art. It is a fhing of law and order. 
There is no ineffable mystery and miracle about it 
which may not be understood by the average man.— 
Henderson. 
Evert season new ideas and methods are offered to 
teachers. Every one may have value, some of them 
much, others little, hut the teacher’s duty is to test 
for himself, so far as he finds it possible. 
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Musical Conditions a r By W. FRANCIS GATES 
on the Pacific Coast * y A Plethora of Teachers but Less Concentration of Effort than in the East 
lessons, in the frequent irruptions for purposes of 
pleasure, in the general feeling of irresponsibility that 
pervades the young, and is fostered by their elders. 
As to the hard and serious grind that is done in many 
eases in the east, not one in a hundred knows any¬ 
thing about it. The result on the work of the teacher, 
artistic and financial, is easily appreciated. 
from the fact that orange ranchers 
education and a fair supply of wealth. ~ The3e tW 
brought from the east to the building of the western 
Influx of Teachers. communities. They are the pick of the cities from 
Another feature that is a direct result of climatic which they came; and the towns they build can do in 
conditions is seen in the numbers of eastern teachers ten years what it takes fifty or a hundred to do in 
who come here with an idea that they are the first 
to discover the land. Numbers flock hither to enjoy a 
beautiful climate and perhaps to recover lost health, 
thinking at once to collect a class of pupils that will 
equal or exceed that left in the east. No teacher 
should think of throwing up a reasonably good income 
in the east for the crowded south-west. There is 
much more opening in the growing cities on the 
northern end of the coast, if one must make a change. 
Still another feature of the situation is seen in the 
number of capable amateurs who accompany 
ailing relative to their land of dreams and then, to San Francisco and Los Angeles, perhaps a dozen all 
aid the family exchequer, offer to teach at absurdly told. 
low prices. Naturally, this does not assist in keep¬ 
ing the teaching rates at a point worthy of capable 
professional effort. The result is. seen i musicians 
Considering the homogeneity of the American peo¬ 
ple, it might seem that conditions in musical matters 
in one portion of the country would be about the same 
as in another; and yet, in considering the extreme 
west as measured up by eastern standards there are 
certain differences noticeable. 
As one leaves the Mississippi Valley there are few 
musical centres worthy of notice. Omaha and Kansas 
City have a strong interest in musical matters, but 
passing between them and the Pacific Coast cities 
there are but two places worthy of serious considera¬ 
tion: namely, Denver and Salt Lake City. Denver is 
three times as large as Salt Lake, yet it shows to an 
outsider but little more, if any, musical activity of 
the better sort. The number of Welsh in the latter 
city, the large organ, and other factors, go to make 
a musical atmosphere of no little density in the City 
of the Saints. 
Passing that large section given over to cattle, 
mines, sage bush, Indians, and cholos, on arriving on 
the Pacific Coast one finds an eastern civilization 
transplanted to the extreme western edge of the Con¬ 
tinent. The centres of this are at Seattle, Tacoma, 
Portland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, naming 
the cities from north downward. 
Climatic Conditions. 
Queer as it may seem, climatic conditions have a 
good deal to do with the musical as well as the phy¬ 
sical atmosphere. The northern cities have a driz¬ 
zling rain for five days a week through a period of’ 
seven or eight months of the year. The casual ob¬ 
server may conclude this is hard on the music teach¬ 
er’s business, as people would fear to venture out in 
the wet and would miss many lessons. But the op¬ 
posite is true. They get used to the rain—regard 
“rubbers” and umbrellas as normal garments. An 
artist may have a crowded house in Portland, every 
man and woman having come under an umbrella; 
while the same artist,—should there occur that rare 
feature in Los Angeles, a rain,—finds few in the 
house. Rains come so seldom that people in the City 
of the “Angels” dread them, and would refuse to get 
their backs wet even to hear a Godowsky. In fact, 
a heavy rain so scared away his auditors that Mark 
Hambourg faced an audience composed of few besides 
the ushers, two or three years since;—and then took 
as many of the latter as he could get into his cab and 
carried them off to a theatrical performance that had 
nearly as few persons present. In the northern cities 
the music pupils expect to paddle through the rain 
to their lessons; in the south, a rain will keep away 
four-fifths of them. 
Another and more general feature is also to be 
laid at the feet of climatic conditions. Eastern peo¬ 
ple coming to the coast to stay for a winter or a 
season choose the more enjoyable climate; few elect 
to go through the aqueous experience of a winter in 
Seattle or Portland, unless it is to visit friends, nor 
are many attracted to the windy hills of San Fran¬ 
cisco. They “make a bee line” for Southern Califor¬ 
nia and enjoy balmy breezes and bright skies such as 
are unknown to eastern winters. 
Differences between North and South. 
This means that while the northern cities are 
growing equally as rapidly as the southern, the char¬ 
acter of the population is different. The new addi¬ 
tions in the north are made up of people who are 
permanent; the heads of the families are in business 
and there is less of the restless spirit that charac¬ 
terizes young and old in California. The result is 
that the young people are steadier in their work, im¬ 
bibing from their elders less of the dolce far niento larger communities XTT7" ^ * WUle' and 
spirit that is so prevalent in the south. Consequently, supply of ignorant and muffu UT’ for there 
the teacher in Seattle or Portland can depend on more pupils is greater gullible get-smart-quick” 
regularity of income and better work from his pupils There is not the • *• 
-those vocal pupils excepted who are affected by the teachers that there is “e ea T°^ PaCific Coa8t 
dampness of the atmosphere. tance . S,m the east» owing to the dis 
In Southern California there is a large floating cisco a^d Los AnS tTmUnities’ Ia San Fran- 
maSs fl,°VPCO-P • °f u°re °r ,C89 lm-ans—which tions, but these nrfseparated br%^CherS’ orSaniza- use that 
makes as , s principal object in life physical comfort is no affiliation. Ta«X “nd sand «*» 
-and mental apathy This is the play ground and to make such a th^L "J,ff are dose enough 
the health ground of the country. The effect of this of the name of the adk^nt * h® Vesed question 
conuiuon is seen in the irregularity of attendance on cause for disruption. d,’aCent moUBtain did not form 
Culture in SmaU Towns. 
There is one feature noticeable in the south 
and that is the culture of many of the smaller ™ 
munities. Towns that are perhaps but two,™ 
years of age have more education and musical i„u 
est per capita than found in nine-tenths of the to 
of similar size in the east. This is particularly mw"* 
able in Redlands, Riverside, Pomona, Monrovia !„T 
farther north, in older cities, such as San Jos# & 
ramento, Albany, Salem, and other points On ^ 
pects such culture in the college towns last mentions 
but to find a choral society 15 years old in a litti 
“orange town” is a surprise. Such a condition aril' 
fro the fact that, nrancra mn.1,-- 868 
persons of 
the east. 
Church, Choral, and Orchestral Music. 
From what has been written, it may be seen that 
there is no dearth of material for good church music 
on the coast. The supply of capable organists and 
singers is greater than the demand. Consequently 
salaries, outside of the largest churches, are low. The 
best organists get from $500 to $750 a year, and 
sopranos and tenors about the same. But it must be 
remembered this is only in the largest churches in 
Mb. w. F. Gates. 
drifting out into other occupations—or seeking 
on which to get back east, where m^T bS and jmT 
b® bad, if not more sunshine 
The conditions mentioned above are v , 
ordinary matters of quack teachers and iii * , 
performers are practicallv tho c 1 ^ 'Prepared 
"here in the eoS^LS andVm-^ *+ 
found the world over; are 
a*l'“*•»* 
deal with, but the nuisance is pretty well rlT ? , j° 
The “fake” teacher flourishes for a wl tndT U h ' 
r rmn tiTiiiin. t__ i »ii , m the 
The niggardly policy in the matter of church choir 
salaries often noticeable in the east evidently came 
oyer the Rockies or “ ’round the Horn” with the forty- 
niners. At any rate it is here. The general rule is 
to pay the singer as little as possible—all for the 
glory of the Lord. In what is said to be the largest 
Presbyterian church on the coast, not one of the sing¬ 
ers is a professional musician, and a bank clerk was 
recently chosen as organist because he would take 
the place for half what a professional organist would 
charge. Such is the example set to the smaller 
churches and they follow it without compunction. 
'Hie “pin-money” soprano and the “cigar-money” bass 
is largely in evidence. And the worst of it is, the 
churches are satisfied with the kind of music which 
results. But this is no new story. Why dwell on it! 
In nearly every city over the broad land the same 
condition obtains. 
In the matter of choral music there is considerable 
spasmodic activity on the western edge of the Conti¬ 
nent. Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
have their choral societies, more or less permanent— 
too often less. In Los Angeles, within a certain ten 
days, two organizations gave the “Messiah” this sea¬ 
son. Each filled its auditorium. Competition is the 
life of art, in this case. Pasadena has a new chorus, 
Monrovia has had one for years. San Francisco’s 
“Loring Club” and Los Angeles’ “Ellis Club”’are or¬ 
ganizations of male voices which attain much perfec¬ 
tion in their recitals. 
As to symphony orchestras, the oldest on the const 
is that at Los Angeles, now in the eighth season. It 
enrolls fifty players and gives eight concerts a year. 
San Francisco and Portland have had less success in 
this matter, possibly because the same spirit of self- 
sacrifice does not animate the orchestral players 
Union control of musicians also interferes with wbnt 
they would like to do for the furtherance of art. And 
everyone knows San Francisco is owned body and soul 
by the unions. Portland has been doing something of 
late years in the matter of orchestral music and the 
programs of its orchestra are highly creditable. These 
orchestras are handicapped in securing artists of hig 
grade as soloists, as many such demand as much for* 
single performance as the whole intake of the con¬ 
cert amounts to. But this reacts for the benefit of t e 
local musician, who is thus given opportunity to ap- 
pear with orchestral setting. 
Private Teachers and Conservatories. 
There is no notable example of broad conservator! 
work in the Pacific Coast States. There are a num¬ 
ber of musical departments attached to denoBjJ* 
tional colleges which apply the term “conserva o 
to themselves and a few separate institutions » 1 
as a title. These undoubtedly, noUbI-'hef 
San Francisco, are doing good work. But in®. > 
communities the work of the schools is so ^ar. u, 
that of private teachers as to make no notice . 
impress on the musical atmosphere. In the mat 
private instruction the western cities will hold 
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... communities of similar size m the east and 
oW>wlln musical atmosphere is far denser 
i“ some it; ’ 0f the same population in the Middle 
than in CIU” 
St*tef llv San Francisco, from its situation and its 
JfS and adjacent population, is the centre of 
art life in the extreme west. There are a number 
1 v „ Hiore whose reputation is national among 
°ne!?rand there is no dearth of composers. The 
"TnE of the better class is more permanent than 
southern end of the States. In theatrical and 
'“.Li affairs San Francisco gets nearly as good 
"factions as does Chicago. Nearly all artists think 
r worth tlieir while to visit this city, some turning 
“rtb from this point and some south. There is suffi- 
dent interest in the better class of music to give 
large hearings to performers of note. Opera may be 
heard all the year round. . 
Musical criticism is largely on a newspaper basis 
rather than on 1 a artistic foundation. I do not know 
a which the three necessary elements of 
eood criticism are present. I would rank these three 
,Tfollows: first, a journal of general circulation; 
secondly, musical knowledge and literary ability suffi¬ 
cient to make the critic’s dictum authoritative—in 
so far as one person’s judgment can be; thirdly, ab¬ 
solute freedom from advertising and other considera¬ 
tions. Occasionally, two of these elements are pres¬ 
ent, but the lack of the other negatives much of their 
good effect. As a general thing, what is true of 
eastern newspapers, save in certain shining examples, 
is true in the west: the musical columns contain re¬ 
ports, but not criticism. The pianist’s hair and his 
mannerisms are described and the usual gamut of ad¬ 
jectives is worked over as to his performance. But 
of analysis, there is none, for the reporter has not the 
musieai education that permits him or her to dis¬ 
tinguish between a diminished seventh chord and an 
augmented ninth; between bassett horn and saxo¬ 
phone ; or betweeen French and Italian. The society 
writer is detailed to “write up” a symphony concert; 
the political reporter is sent to an artist’s recital. 
And when the dignity of a signed article is reached 
the “I” is larger than the artist. 
Lesson Rates. 
Rates for musical instruction probably evince the 
same vagaries on the Pacific Coast that they do else¬ 
where in the country. There was a time when the 
teacher who could point to school-days in “Bosting” 
could charge two or three dollars a half-hour, regard¬ 
less of his ability—or lack of it. Occasionally, there 
still comes from the east some teacher who has had 
a wide opera experience (in the chorus, but that point 
is kept in the background) and with large manners 
and the latest fashions of dress and an ever-ready 
glad hand” for everyone, rounds up a number of 
pupils for a season or two. But when the personal 
enthusiasm for the stranger dies out, he hies him 
back to (literally) greener pastures. 
Like in the rest of the country, there is a certain 
proportion that are carried away with the “Herr” or 
Signor” or “Monsieur” (self-dubbed). In some 
cases the proprietors of these prefixes come from the 
countries they indicate. In others, and more ludi¬ 
crous, the title was attached in a visit to that country. 
c still are provincial in that respect. But there is 
?ro ually spreading the idea that there is no better 
st °r tban tbe wide-awake American who has 
onnAW *!ard under good teachers and who has had 
Dracr m?.lt‘es bo bear plenty of first-rate music. This 
has 1Cat y.“eans that his musical education, if he 
i.r ?0. T.'s'ted Europe, must have been acquired 
thew ‘V NeW York> Boston, or Chicago. For only in 
vantaee' ^ <*°es tbe ardent have the fullest ad- 
oncra 8>.ln **nes °f symphony (always first) 
rank’ amber musie> and soloists of the highest 
At Musical Atmosphere, 
to the*™** SUC** bas the condition of affairs up 
wi|| seePreseJlt w‘ntury- Doubtless, this new epoch 
rtudent *SU°a advancement as will cause the music 
had in s° r^'’ze that as good advantages are to be 
city 0{ i,an Franc»seo and in Los Angeles as in any 
reach thi.6 C°rry’ save those mentioned, and as few 
arc t0Uc|. ?rade "here the highest realms of music 
will tnak/'f ta6Se l10*11** will offer advantages that 
journev nfIo<^.nnecessary f°r the student to take the 
S(,'p miles for instruction. 
Mansfeldt ?C1SC0 bas had her Otto Bendix, Hugo 
gel«, h ’ _er Stewart, her Anton Schott; Los An¬ 
as Heinrich, Etta Edwardes, Bernhard 
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Mollenhauer, Henry Schoenefeld, and others. There 
is no lack of good instruction in various lines, though 
there still lingers in the minds of the people the 
corollary of that idea which used to permeate the east. 
Twenty-five years ago the person who wished to be 
thorough in a musical education thought he had no 
salvation outside of Europe; now that fallacy is ex¬ 
ploded, but its natural offspring is in evidence on the 
western coast—that anything solid in musical study 
must be done in the east. 
People now go to Europe for eclat, for reputation, 
and to hear opera to better advantage; in a decade, 
this modified idea will have hold of the Pacific Coast 
and our students will go east, not so much to study 
as to hear. It is a peculiar fact that, in a prospective 
student’s eyes, the value of a teacher decreases in 
direct proportion to that teacher’s approach to the 
student’s location. One might journey from Yuba 
Dam to Boston to study with a certain instructor of 
note, and go through all sorts of sacrifice to this end; 
let the teacher decide to locate in Chicago, and there 
arises a doubt in the pupil’s mind as to the value of 
his instruction; and, further, if the musician of note 
decides to spend his days in the salubrious climate 
of California, the project of studying with him is 
dropped, and another eastern instructor picked out. 
It is truly a case of distance lending enchantment, 
though the teacher might be able to do even better 
work in the better climate. 
Number of Pupils Out of Proportion to the 
Number of Teachers. 
While it is now true that at present there are not 
enough music students to “go ’round,” while the num¬ 
ber of teachers who have come to the coast is out of 
proportion to the number of young people who are 
seeking instruction, it is equally true that the popula¬ 
tion is drifting this way. Approximately—for the 
exact figures cannot be given—Los Angeles gains 
15,000 a year; San Francisco plus Oakland, 20,000; 
Portland and Seattle perhaps 5000 to 7000. The sur¬ 
rounding communities do not, as a general thing, 
gain so rapidly in population, for the people who come 
to this section largely desire the benefits of condensed 
civilization as well as of climate. 
During the first few years of life here, the average 
family offers nothing to the business of the music 
teacher. It is too busy getting settled and enjoying 
the change of temperature. It has not fully awakened 
from the surprise caused by a lack of cyclones and 
snow storms and blizzards. It is revelling in the 
esthetic delight of picking roses on Christinas Day 
and violets on New Year’s; it is still enjoying the 
creature comforts of oranges and strawberries in the 
winter and ocean baths in the summer. After a few 
years of these things, they become commonplace mat¬ 
ters and the processes of education are allowed to 
have their place, though that place is more restricted 
than in the east—and it is short enough there. The 
average pupil expects to do literally nothing from 
May to October and really must have a month at holi¬ 
day time! So the teacher cannot count on more than 
seven months of full work in the year. And then 
because of the outdoor attractions—as has been noted 
above—the study may be frequently broken into. 
As a whole, the matter may be summed up in these 
few words: The Pacific Coast is a good place to spend 
one’s declining days, or after a moderate competency 
has been acquired, to “sing a little tenor, teach a little 
baritone,” or to do a small amount of piano or violin 
work. The energetic man who must have his time 
fully occupied, for peace of mind and pocketbook, will 
not be satisfied with present conditions. In twenty- 
five years things will be different. 
The efficient man is the man who thinks for him¬ 
self and is capable of thinking hard and long. This 
is a process which requires motive and will-power. 
The problem for education to solve is how to stimu¬ 
late voung people to think in the absence of the 
pressing motives of the real world.—-President Eliot. 
In its ideal feature music keeps within its natural 
boundaries so long as it does not undertake to go 
bevond its expressional capacity—that is, so long as 
the poetical thought of the composer becomes in¬ 
telligible from the moods called forth by his work 
and the train of ideas stimulated thereby, that is, 
from the composition itself; and so long as nothing 
foreign, not organically connected with the music it 
self, must be dragged in to assist comprehension.— 
Ambros. 
FAILURE: ITS CAUSES AND HOW TO 
OVERCOME THEM. 
BY C. FRED KENYON. 
Perhaps the greatest tragedy any artist can have 
in his life is to fail to achieve his ambition. Artists, 
by their very nature, are so susceptible to pain, that 
they feel much more keenly than ordinary people 
the disappointments and disasters which await them; 
and of all those who devote their energies to art, 
there is no man so alive to suffering as the musician. 
He is made for drinking sorrow to the dregs; he has 
an immense capacity for the pain which comes from 
defeated ambition and injured pride. 
The great majority of musical students are in¬ 
tensely ambitious; so greatly do they love their 
work, that to many of them it is the one thing worth 
living for. But of all those whose hopes for the 
future are centred in music, only a small number 
escape bitter disappointment. For even’ one that 
succeeds, there are perhaps three who fail. Why? 
Well, there are three chief causes of failure in the 
musical profession, and I propose to deal with each 
in turn. 
Many men and women fail simply and solely be¬ 
cause their ambition is disproportionate to their 
talent; they hope to conquer the world with a voice 
which will not fill the smallest of concert-halls, or 
they strive to become famous as pianists with the 
most meagre technique. This, of course, is a fatal 
mistake. The man who wilfully deludes himself with 
regard to his talents is laying up for himself an in¬ 
credible store of misery. A student must learn to 
look upon himself and his abilities as dispassionately 
as he examines the work of his fellow-students. He 
must never make excuses for himself; failures must 
be recognized as failures, and he must permit no 
amount of sophistry to persuade him that other peo¬ 
ple succeed because they are lucky, or because they 
have influence. In these days of hard heads and hard 
hearts, men do not win wealth and fame by means of 
luck; nothing but sheer ability backed by indomi¬ 
table perseverance will win the day. Therefore, cul¬ 
tivate a cool head and a clear eye; practice the habit 
of examining yourself from time to time to see what 
progress is being made; give yourself credit where 
credit is due, but avoid all tendencies to become self- 
satisfied. Recognize your limitations, and let the 
end you have in view be within the range of possibil¬ 
ity. To begin life with the idea of becoming a famous 
pianist, and to end it as a teacher of small children 
is not the way to gain happiness. 
The second cause of failure is incapacity for sus¬ 
tained effort. Many students can work hard for a 
week or a month, but they grow tired and bored and 
seek distraction in a round of pleasure. Weak- 
willed, baek-boneless, without patience and grit, they 
play at working; for a week they will work hard 
all night, going to bed at daybreak, and then the fol¬ 
lowing week will be spent in novel-rending and in 
smoking cigarettes. The artistic temperament is en¬ 
thusiastic, easily aroused; it will burn itself up in 
a furnace of hot endeavor. So peculiarly susceptible 
is it to outside influences, that it is alternately in a 
transport of hope and joy, and in an abyss of dis¬ 
appointment and depression. AH students should 
cultivate a habit of steady industry; it is important 
to remember, however, that it is just as foolish to 
work too much as to work too little. There is no 
greater cause of lassitude nnd infirmity of purpose 
than a month’s unremitting labor. Punctuality and 
regularity are far more serviceable qualities than 
the brilliant enthusiasm of the man who composes 
a symphony in a fortnight and remains idle for the 
rest of the year. 
The third common cause of failure is the inability 
to recognize and take advantage of an opportunity 
when it comes. Every man lms given to him at least 
one chance of succeeding; it may come to him sud¬ 
denly, without the least -warning, or it may arrive 
after years of patient labor and watching. In either 
case, when it does come, it must be used without a 
moment’s hesitation. To hesitate at a time like this 
is perhaps to be lost forever, so far as this world is 
concerned. To know when and how to act with 
decision and firmness is perhaps the real secret of 
success; but, when you do act, be very sure that the 
time is ripe, nnd the opportunity one that is worth 
seizing and firmly holding. 
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THE ENGLISH SYSTEM OF EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
That love of security which is an invariable at¬ 
tribute of English character carries with it as a 
corollary, the demand for a standard of excellence by 
which not alone commodities, but people themselves, 
may be judged. The “sterling” mark on silver, the 
Greenwich Observatory, the red thread in the Royal 
Navy hawser, etc., etc., are only a few instances of 
the Englishman’s deep-seated admiration of the label 
of excellence and accuracy. This is carried even into 
his art work. In no other nation have musicians of 
ability been so carefully labeled or so carefully graded 
with reference to their accomplishments. For by these 
means it is expected that public and professional 
musicians alike will be protected from swindlers and 
eharlatans, and by these means it is expected that the 
public shall receive the same immunity from fraud 
that it has when dealing with a physician or a lawyer. 
To the really great musician a university decora¬ 
tion may be a pleasant expression of academic appro¬ 
bation, but it often becomes ludicrous when it is con¬ 
ferred by colleges whose musical faculties are com¬ 
posed of musicians of far less ability and standing 
than the musician receiving the degree. Nevertheless 
the system of examinations in and throughout Eng¬ 
land. headed by the University examinations, has 
worked wonders toward the establishment of a high 
standard, and at the same time, has given the public 
some means of determining a musician’s knowledge 
and ability other than mere hearsay, before engaging 
his services. Unfortunately, many swindling colleges 
and examining institutions have arisen in the past. 
Among them we may note with deep regret several 
disgracefully fraudulent American colleges granting 
in absentia degrees. Fortunately for the reputation 
of our country, the swindling operations have not been 
limited to American charlatans, since many institu¬ 
tions have arisen in the city of London, some of the 
best-known English musicians being inveigled into 
lending their names to these institutions. However, 
the means of protection against such swindlers are in¬ 
creasing yearly, and the examination system is rapidly 
becoming the most important feature in English edu¬ 
cational work in music. 
That American students and teachers may more 
properly understand this system of musical examina¬ 
tions, a list of the requirements at some of the insti¬ 
tutions conducting examinations and conferring de¬ 
grees follows: 
Class I: The Universities. 
The degrees conferred by the universities for proven 
musical ability are “Bachelor of Music” and “Doctor 
of Music.” English universities do not confer the 
degree of “Master of Music” corresponding to “Master 
of Arts.” Formerly there was no examination for 
the degrees—the only requisite being the presentation 
of a musical composition of a prescribed standard. 
Now the written examination is the rule, and in some 
instances, a “resident” preparatory course is pre¬ 
supposed. The examination for the inferior degree of 
Bachelor of Music is usually conducted after this 
manner: There is a preliminary examination, which 
includes harmony and counterpoint in not more than 
four parts, and the candidate must present to the ex¬ 
aminers a vocal composition containing five-part har¬ 
mony and “good fugal” counterpoint. This must be 
accompanied by a string orchestra of at least five 
instruments, and must last from twenty to forty min¬ 
utes. A second examination follows, a half year 
being supposed to elapse between the two examina¬ 
tions. The second examination includes harmony, 
counterpoint, canon, imitation, fugue, musical history, 
form, and a knowledge of certain standard scores. 
The candidate is usually obliged to become a member 
of the university previous to the examination. The 
usual fee required for this degree is about $90.00. 
Students interested in university degrees will find 
several similar examination papers in E. A. Dick’s 
“Handbook of Examinations in Music.” The prelim¬ 
inary examination for Bachelor of Music is sometimes 
used as a special examination in a series leading to 
the degree of B.A. 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Music are 
supposed to have already taken the degree of Bachelor 
of Music five years previous to applying for the Doc¬ 
tor’s degree. In other words, the preparation for the 
Doctor’s degree is supposed to represent five years of 
hard work. This rule, however, is not generally fol¬ 
lowed, and sometimes in the cases of musicians whose 
achievements are' well known, both degrees have been 
conferred on the same day. A candidate is required to 
present a vocal composition, either secular or sacred, 
—it must consume from forty to sixty minutes during 
its performance, and contain eight-part harmony and 
counterpoint. It must be scored for a full modern 
orchestra. The examination includes eight-part har¬ 
mony, eight-part counterpoint, instrumentation, form, 
critical knowledge of the great orchestral scores, 
acoustics as applied to harmony, canon, fugue, and 
musical history. The composition must be performed 
at the Candidate's expense, and a full orchestra and 
chorus is usually required for this purpose. The 
manuscript must be presented to the University Li¬ 
brary. The fees are about $100.00, except in the case 
of degrees conferred by the Archbishop of Canterbury 
(who for some peculiar reason is entitled to confer 
degrees in music in addition to the regular univer¬ 
sities conferring the degrees) in which case the fees 
are over $300.00. 
In 1902, the following regulation went into effect at 
Cambridge: “The Music Bachelor degree will be con¬ 
ferred only on candidates who shall have ‘resided’ for 
not less than nine terms within the precincts of the 
University,” and in 1900, the following regulation 
went into effect: “The Music Doctor degree will be 
conferred only on candidates who shall have taken 
the Music Bachelor degree or a degree in some other 
faculty.” These regulations, which make the higher 
general education of a candidate necessary, are per¬ 
haps the most commendable features of the system of 
musical education in England. 
It will be seen that technical skill as a performer 
is not a consideration in procuring these degrees, al¬ 
though such skill is naturally presupposed. 
Class H: Examining Associations. 
In Class II may be included the examinations held 
by boards or societies organized for that purpose. 
We may also perhaps include many of the systems of 
local examinations which have borne good fruit in 
England. Among these societies and boards are, for 
instance, “The College of Preceptors,” “The Incorpo¬ 
rated Society of Musicians,” “The Royal College of 
Organists,” “The Associated Board of the Royal 
Academy of Music and the Royal .College of Music,” 
“The Royal College of Organists,” “The Education 
Department,” and the local examinations of Cam¬ 
bridge and Oxford Universities, etc., etc. Some of the 
examinations conducted by these bodies are theor¬ 
etical and others practical. Successful candidates are 
usually rewarded with diplomas or certificates of 
proficiency, etc. 
Class HI: Music Schools. 
In Class III may be included the music schools con¬ 
ducting examinations, such as the Royal Academy 
of Music, the Royal College of Music, and Trinity 
College (London). These institutions are recognized 
by the London University, and some of their several 
teachers are attached to the teaching faculties of the 
University. In this manner, the student who so de¬ 
sires may prepare for the Music Bachelor degree, and 
the Music Doctor degree at a regular music school. 
The London University thus acquires a faculty and 
teaching equipment far superior to that of the'other 
English universities. Each of these institutions, how¬ 
ever, conducts a separate series of examinations, gen¬ 
erally open to the public and leading to certificates, 
academic degrees, etc. 
The highest academic distinction is that of “Fel¬ 
low.” Tlie term “Fellow” formerly meant the roem- 
. r of an incorporated body, but it now carries with 
it the distinction of distinguished accomplishment. 
In the Royal Academy of Music, the number of Fel¬ 
lows is limited to one hundred. Fellows are entitled 
the initials F.R.A.M., and the distinction is 
served for former students who have distinguished 
themselves in after-life. 
,TT|!e.n??t <IpPrec of importance is that of Licentiate 
(L.R.A.M. or L.R.G.M.), and after that conies the 
degree of Associate. The examinations leadim, * 
these are usually practical, except in specified theL? 
ical subjects. Their value is entirely different ft 
those of the universities, for although a general m 
sical knowledge is presupposed, in manv instances T 
degrees are awarded for excellence in some particu 
branch of music; that is, piano, organ, violin ” 
singing. The examination of the Royal Academv 
Music for Licentiate in piano, for instance, is- ci - 
A, performers and teachers; Class B, teachers- CW 
C, performers. 
This examination is intended primarily for teach 
ers, and the general requirements are framed accord 
ingly. The examiners, however, have authority m 
heretofore, to classify successful candidates according 
to the qualities displayed by them respectively 
Nevertheless, it is permitted to any candidate on en 
tering to request to be examined solely as a per" 
former. Candidates who desire to pass as performer 
and teacher, must play a least one piece from memory 
Candidates must be prepared to play the whole or 
portions of a piece of their own selection from each of 
the following three lists (three pieces in all): 
List A: Prelude and Fugue in A-flat (No. 41 0f 48 
Preludes and Fugues), J. 8. Bach. Fugue in E-minor 
(from 4th Suite), Handel. Prelude and Fugue in F- 
minor (Op. 35, No. 5), Mendelssohn. Fugue in B-flat 
(from Variations and Fugue on a theme of Handel, 
Op. 24), Brahms. Fugue in G-minor, J. L. Hatton. 
Prelude and Fugue in B-flat minor (Op. 41), Kroeger. 
List B: Sonata in F-minor (Op. 57) (the entire 
work), Beethoven. Sonata in F-sharp (Op. 70) (the 
entire work), Beethoven. Sonata in E-minor (Op. 
90) (the entire work), Beethoven. Sonata in A-flat 
(Op. 110) (the entire work), Beethoven. Variations 
in E-flat (Op. 35) (omitting the Fugue), Beethoven. 
List C: Prelude in B-flat (Op. 104, No. 1), Men¬ 
delssohn. Prelude in E-flat (Op. 28, No. 19), Chopin. 
Waldesrauschen, Liszt. Romance et Etude, in A-major 
( Op. 38), Thalberg. Lorelei, Hans Seeling. Capric- 
cio in B-minor (Op. 78), Brahms. La Chasse in 15- 
flat, Heller. Etude in B-minor (Op. 38, No. 3), Ignaz 
Briill. 
Candidates will be required to play at first sight the 
whole or a portion of a piece selected by the examin¬ 
ers. 
Candidates will be required to play (from memory) 
all or any of the following scales and arpeggios: 
(A.) Major, harmonic and melodic minor, and 
chromatic scales, the hands commencing a third, sixth, 
eighth, or tenth apart, in similar and contrary motion, 
except in minor scales in the melodic form, which will 
be required in similar motion and a sixth and eighth 
apart only. (B.) Major and harmonic minor scale* 
in double thirds in similar motion only. (C.) Chro¬ 
matic scales in double minor thirds in similar motion 
only. (D.) Major, harmonic and melodic minor, and 
chromatic scales in double eighths, the hands com¬ 
mencing a third, sixth, or eighth apart, in similar 
motion, excepting melodic minor scales, which will he 
required a sixth and eighth apart only. '(E.) Arpeg¬ 
gios of major and minor common chords and their in¬ 
versions, diminished and dominant sevenths and their 
inversions, in similar and contrary motion, the two 
hands to play the same or different inversions of the 
chord in combination. 
All the scales and arpeggios, as above stated, to be 
played with legato and staccato touch:—not less than 
three octaves in similar and two octaves in contrary 
motion (except double octaves, which must be played 
three octaves in similar motion only). The staccato 
touch to comprise both finger and wrist staccato (ex¬ 
cept scales in double thirds and double octaves, which 
will be required with wrist staccato only). The scale* 
and arpeggios to be played by each hand separately 
or with both hands together, descending and ascend¬ 
ing, and to begin on the highest or lowest note at the 
discretion of the examiners. Candidates will also he 
required to answer questions on the position *n 
action of the arm, hand and fingers in playing, and an 
the fingering of passages selected by the examiners 
from classical compositions for the pianoforte. 0 
restriction will be demanded as to methods of finge^ 
ing. The judicious use of the pedals will influo 
examiners in their adjudication. . 
Similar examinations for the degree of Licentia 
are given in other branches of music. _ ... 
The following paper leading to associateship of 
Royal College of Musio in “teaching” the P'8"0^0 
(not performing) is interesting to American teaC p 1 
as it gives us an idea of what our English bre ^ 
are expected to know before they are entitled o 
classed as proficient teachers. 
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didate will be required 1, to answer ques- 
E*chCX grammar of music; 2, to harmonize a 
lionS sired bass in four parts; 3, to give an outline 
rren of instruction in technical exercises, stud- 
" Tnieces; 4> to ,ulme studics of different de- 
**’ f Hifficul’ty suitable for special purposes (for 
^•filtion the first bar of each study is to be 
‘a The term “special purposes” refers to the 
qU0!t departments of technique. The candidate’s 
varlra should show a general acquaintance with the 
'of Bertini, Clementi, Cramer, Czerny, Mos- 
*[ , tc i . 5, to name special composers and the 
rticular works, the study of which would be likely 
1 assist the progress of the pupil in respect of (a) 
Ihnical execution, (b) improvement in style and ex- 
■on. gj to answer questions on terms and signs 
Eng to’tempo, expression, and phrasing; 7, to 
olay any scales or arpeggios required by the examin¬ 
ers and to answer questions upon the position of the 
hands (The playing of scales in double thirds and 
in double sixths is not compulsory.) 8, To answer 
questions on the rendering of such ornaments as occur 
in the works of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven; 9, to 
give practical illustration of the fingering of passages 
submitted by the examiners; 10, to detect inac¬ 
curacies in the rendering of a composition well-known 
to the candidate; 11, to perform pieces of moderate 
length chosen by the candidate and guaranteed to 
have been learned without assistance, or any portions 
of such pieces fvhich the examiners may select (the 
pieces must consist of (a) a movement by J. S. Bach, 
lb) a movement by Beethoven, and (c) a study by 
Clementi or Cramer) ; 12, to read a simple piece at 
sight. 
In addition to the examinations for academic de¬ 
grees, there are various other examinations and ex¬ 
hibitions (performances) for scholarships, medals, 
and awards held in the schools for the benefit of the 
scholars. These are so numerous and varied that any 
attempt at a classified arrangement in a short article 
would be futile. There are also “local examinations,” 
held in various places throughout the entire British 
Kingdom and Colonies by the institutions mentioned. 
Trinity College, for instance, has over two hundred 
local centres. A Local Centre may be established 
wherever there are a dozen pupils to examine. 
In The Etude for May, Vocal Department, there is 
a rtsumg of the work demanded in examinations for 
singers. This will serve to show what English edu¬ 
cators think a singer should be able to do. 
The one great fault with the system of examina¬ 
tions in England is its complexity. Even the number 
of degrees, certificates, prizes and diplomas given by 
the well-known institutions, aside from those which 
may have been conferred by schools accused of char¬ 
latanism, is so enormous and confusing that only an 
expert can hope to unravel and thoroughly understand 
the significance of the various titles. The present 
writer was able to collect in London in a few hours 
1 ver‘table library of information—pamphlets, books, 
announcements, and examination papers far larger 
and vastly more complex than the entire output of 
*’ ,e®ding music schools on the Continent. Only 
»'ery few of these examinations have been mentioned 
thT ?ve resu't °* ^is complexity must be to defeat 
original object for which musical examinations 
arivt"1 j UtC<^: **lat *s> the protection of the worthy 
Kn^- x the long-suffering public, since the average 
im man must he as much at sea as ever over the 
^ posing alphaiietical appendages and the endless 
(liehT-ia^ cert‘hcates. In fact, so manv times has 
„f ov l dered Public been imposed upon that a book 
,tu,er.0ne hundred pages has been published to warn 
plant0 * ^ Paren4s against swindlers. To trans¬ 
ient* f a sys4em to a country with the territorial 
*>on ev ° °Ur °Wn wou*d doubtless evolve a confu- 
tqian that which already attends the 
.valem ® conferring degrees. Yet the examination 
» veritabl bL,G°Vernment suPervision would prove 
which h. 6 „n t° the American musical profession, 
’tarlatans * .red and "ill continue to suffer from 
the -3 'mtd some effective means of suppressing 
13 ^covered and applied. 
t°u; p a-v 80 fast that your pupil cannot follow 
'as5 to raay lead even the best of your 
stumbling n^ln®’ and thus be the means of their 
othersalway8 do excellent work, while 
•tody y,e J" “0 more than fairly well. Therefore. 
,0c°rdingly ^8Cl‘y °t ea<th pupil, and deal with him 
THE ETUDE 
LITTLE ESSAYS FOR BUSY STUDENTS. 
BY THALEON BLAKE. 
Not long since, a science writer said that, in his 
opinion, the first man of genius was a stone-mason. 
He meant to say, in simple English, that the making 
of flint weapons marked an epoch in the development 
of the race. To the first manufacturer of flint arrows 
and stone hatchets, he assigned genius. I do not 
agree with this writer without a reservation. If the 
first “flint” workman was an artist in his manner 
and methods, he may have been a genius; but if he 
were only an artisan, then he is not to be so honored. 
Anyway, I think the first man of genius was either 
a poet or a philosopher. Certainly a poetical mind 
antedated the first stone-mason, for every invention 
is long foreknown by the poets. Who but the poets 
spoke of sending messages from continent to conti¬ 
nent, two, three, or more thousands of years ago! 
The great Marconi arrives to-day with an apparatus 
which by-gone poets knew all about before Abraham 
founded the most wonderful commercial people on 
earth. Poets had told how arks should be and 
would be built before Noah was bora. It’s a great 
thing to be a poet, and to be able to foretell how 
one’s twenty-sixth descendant (if the family run 
that length of time) shall fly like a bird, or even 
visit the moon. The first readers of Poe were con¬ 
versant with dirigible balloons a generation or two 
ago. We have Santos-Dumont to acclaim king of 
aeronauts now. 
Well, young brain workers like to read of what 
fine results they may experience, simply by using 
their minds. It can no longer be considered by those 
wise, practical people that to say that thinking makes 
success, thought makes muscle, nay, even may take 
the place of exercise to a limited extent in develop¬ 
ing power and strength of body, is just a poet’s 
fancy, or a visionary philosopher’s fine-spun theory. 
For now comes Professor Anderson, of Yale Univer¬ 
sity, to tell us that what the poets have said is a fact 
—an actual, physiologic fact. So, after all, the 
philosophers were right who taught that mind is con¬ 
troller of body to an extent greater than it is com¬ 
monly supposed to be, for a thought has now been 
weighed, and the effect of thought on muscle has been 
somewhat ascertained. 
The Professor made what he calls a “muscle-bed,” 
which, with a man lying upon it, being then balanced 
like a pair of scales, or steelyards, or like a ruler 
upon your finger, could mechanically display the 
effect of thought by the movement of the man’s blood 
changing the center of gravity of the “bed.” If the 
man on the bed thought of walking, mentally making 
the exertion which the mind makes to control the 
movements of the muscles, the blood went to his feet, 
somewhat as it would have done had he been actually 
walking; the foot end of the bed tipped from the 
inrush of blood. So, also, when the man computed 
sums “in his head,” the effort sent the blood there, 
and that end of the bed tipped, or sunk. 
Students don’t need to have “muscle-beds” among 
their traps, but they may learn a lesson from this 
visible proof of an ancient dictum. Piano students 
may readily assist in the development of their 
fingers’ dexterity, by mentally exercising them, if 
they wish to do so, when and where practice at the 
piano is not possible. Some may have tried this plan 
ere this. As to vocal thought-practice, I am not 
competent to write. However, the Professor says all 
muscles may be caused to grow in power by con¬ 
centration of mind on exercise in this manner. Per¬ 
haps the vocal chords are not the exceptions that 
prove the rule. 
Students should also observe that the story has not 
yet been told in full. “Thinking success,” may make 
for success bv opening the mind to receive ideas use¬ 
ful to that end. It is, therefore, a very good habit 
in which to indulge: think health, think success, 
think breadth of view, think honor, and by so doing 
prepare the mind for those very things. A beginning 
is half the task, they say: the finish must be in the 
mind ere it can be put to the task. 
Having made a beginning, the completion of the 
task which you have undertaken will be m your 
mind’s eye. Ten thousand authors in ten hundred 
thousand articles, cannot aid you much toward ac¬ 
complishing what you have set out to do. Plenteous 
will be the advice given you—anybody can tell >ou 
what to do. The best friend you can have is your 
own conscience. 
An old man gave me advice once—just once—yet I 
remember what he said better than the counsel of 
many other people’s kindness to me. This was what 
he said: 
1. Work as well as you can, when you can. Don’t 
finish a thing begun if it be not worth finishing. 
2. Have no rivals: be in a class by yourself. 
3. Say no ill of anyone; least of all, of your ene 
mies. 
4. H you have no enemies, make haste to get some. 
A man without enemies has a weak character. 
5. Keep down your conceit. If your blood be not 
ditch-water, neither is your clay refined gold. 
6. Then he quoted from a critic: “Art is never 
more supreme than when it fashions from the com¬ 
monest materials objects of the greatest beauty.” 
See what you can make out of yourself that shall ap¬ 
proach beauty. This is the test—a beautiful life. 
A SUGGESTION FOR SIGHT READING. 
BY ENID A. SWEP8TON. 
Often we are asked to give a hint that will help 
pupils to read with more accuracy and better time. 
This is the first enigma that confronts the inexpe¬ 
rienced teacher. It is discouraging, surely, to have 
second-grade pupils stumble through a first-grade 
piece. Even fourth-grade pupils sometimes hesitate 
to read a very simple composition. I call them sec¬ 
ond- and fourth-grade pupils because they can play 
pieces of those grades after they have learned them 
in the course of their term of lessons. 
Poor readers excuse themselves by saying that the 
ability to read well at sight is a gift of nature. They 
deceive themselves. The ability can be acquired; not 
as some think, however, by making a haphazard at¬ 
tempt to read as fast as possible. Pupils will never 
be good readers without paying strict attention to 
counting and accenting at the very beginning of mu¬ 
sic study. Some persons are by nature quick to per¬ 
ceive, and persons have the “knack” of reading with¬ 
out being able to explain the method they use. 
“Necessity is the mother of invention.” After 
teaching for a year without getting desired results, 
I studied out the method I nowf always use. It is 
but a simple hint, but commends itself from the very 
beginning. By its use we do not have to wait for 
good results. It should be taught at the very first 
lessons. Pupils of the more difficult grades that are 
poor sight-readers dislike to go back to the ABC, 
but if persuaded to do so, they may become good 
sight-readers. ' 
Preparation is the foundation of the art of sight¬ 
reading. For the beginner nothing is more helpful 
than the “ready to play” exercise given in “Habit in 
Pianoforte Playing” by Carl Hoffman, for it gives the 
correct position of fingers upon the keys. After this, 
teach the pupil to write a few notes and to name 
them. At first, whole notes and only those within the 
five-finger position should be used. Now go to the 
piano and illustrate how you hold a note for four 
beats while you give your attention to the succeed¬ 
ing note and prepare your finger for striking. 
With two or three trials, any child will play the 
exercise without a break. I always write a number 
of exercises, using different kinds of notes and rests. 
Then I often question my pupil as to what he shall 
do on certain beats, so as to keep the idea of prepara¬ 
tion always in mind. This must never lie neglected 
after the first few lessons for it is essential to good 
reading. A pupil will never be a sight-reader if be 
keeps his eyes riveted on the note he is playing until 
time to sound the next. One who does so goes to sleep 
at the lesson, reaps no good result from his hard 
work and grows so .discouraged as to think it useless 
to continue. 
That state is a “Slough of Despond” to teacher and 
pupil. Make haste slowly to lead him out of such 
a condition. Take him back to simple music, where 
he can have ample time to prepare for each note. 
Above all things make it clear to him just what yo1' 
expect, or these simple things will go as badly as tM 
more complicated ones. 
I have never seen this most simple of suggestions 
in print nor heard of it lieing applied by anothei 
teacher, so I wish to tell the readers of The E-r-Joi 
that it is well worth the application. It may not bt 
a new idea to some, but to a great many, especially 
those starting on a teaching career, it will b-a ar in¬ 
estimable help. 
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THE EDUCATION OF THE MASTERS 
i. 
By HENRY T. FINCK 
The conviction is gaining ground that in order to 
bo a successful musician one must be more than a 
musician—that one must have a liberal education in 
other arts and branches of knowledge. It is only the 
, minor musicians who, as a rule, have nothing to think 
and talk about but “shop.” Tichatsehek, Schnorr, 
Niemann, Alvary, Jean do Reszke, Caruso, and other 
tenors have made the old phrase: “bC-te comme un 
tenor” seem an absurdity. You might talk with 
Paderewski nn hour or two without suspecting that he 
is a musician; he will converse as entertainingly 
about American politics, or New Zealand scenery, or 
Chinese sociology as about Chopin or Liszt; and the 
same is true of other eminent performers nnd com¬ 
posers of the day. Saint-Sagns reads papers before 
French scientific societies on astronomy and other 
topics. Edward MacDowell might have become as dis¬ 
tinguished among painters or authors as he is among 
composers. 
Handel. 
Rockstro says in regard to Handel that “Had he 
been by nature a musician only, he would never have 
filled the place he now holds in the history of art.” 
As a boy “he worked as industriously at his books as 
he did at his music, and made such rapid progress 
in every branch of learning, that we are fully justified 
in believing him to have possessed one of those master 
minds which never fail to distinguish themselves, 
whatever position in life their owners may be fated to 
occupy.” 
Handel's father was a barber, who had the ambition 
of making his son a lawyer. He was not at all 
pleased with the evidence of the boy’s musical talent; 
he forbade his practicing any kind of musical instru¬ 
ment, declaring he would “have no more of such 
jingling,” and that “henceforth all houses in which 
music was practiced must be avoided.” George, how¬ 
ever, was more than a match for his father. He 
got possession of an old clavichord and smuggled it 
into the gnrret, where he could practice to his heart’s 
content. At the same time, he obediently prepared 
himself for a legal career, and, after his father’s 
death, piously carried out his wishes. He was at the 
head of his class in Latin, and in 1702 entered the 
University of Halle, where he made such good use of 
his opportunities that, as his friend, the Hamburg 
tenor Mattheson afterward wrote, he “added to his 
rare musical knowledge many other polite studies.” 
Mattheson was well qualified to judge; he himself 
. affords proof that even two centuries ago not all 
tenors were “stupid.” He was a student of law, knew 
several languages, became tutor in the English ambas¬ 
sador’s family, and, for a time, even took the am¬ 
bassador’s place. 
So far as his musical education is concerned, Handel 
was largely self-taught, as men of genius are apt to 
be. At an early age he was obliged to turn his knowl¬ 
edge to account by teaching others, but that did not 
make him forget that he still had a good deal to learn 
himself. Italy was at that time the home of the 
great masters, and to Italy it became his ambition to 
go. While collecting the necessary means, he won 
considerable fame in Hamburg as an opera composer; 
but this only seemed to make him the more eager 
to study in Italy; so he finally set off with “a firm 
determination to learn all that Italy could teach him.” 
It is of such stuff that successful men are made. 
Bach. 
Bach’s father did not, like Handel’s, forbid his son 
to practice music; on the contrary, he himself taught 
him to play the violin. Unfortunately, when little 
Johann was only ten years old, his parents died and 
he was placed in the hands of an older brother, who, 
though he taught him the clavichord at first, subse¬ 
quently tried to thwart his musical inclinations. The 
story of how the boy spent six months, secretly copy¬ 
ing in the garret, by moonlight, a valuable collection 
of manuscript pieces by the principal composers of 
his time because his brother would not let him 
practice the originals, has been told many a time, but 
is worth repeating because it illustrates Bach’s eager¬ 
ness to learn and his instinctive understanding of the 
best way to educate himself. It was also for his 
education, quite as much as for his enjoyment, that 
he made his long foot tours to Hamburg and Liibeck 
(over two hundred miles) to hear the famous organ¬ 
ists, Reinken and Buxtehude. 
Concerning Bach’s school studies we have little in¬ 
formation. Besides arithmatic, religion, and rhetoric, 
it is probable that he learned to read the New Testa¬ 
ment in Greek, and such authors as Cicero, Virgil, 
Horace, and Terence in the original Latin. It was 
about this time that the concert master Johann Biihr 
wrote a musical discourse on the question “Ob ein 
Componist necessario miisse studirt haben”—whether 
a composer of music must necessarily have a liberal 
education. He came to the conclusion that while not 
absolutely necessary, it was better that he should 
have it. 
Bach did not, like Handel, take a university course; 
his means did not permit that. As a boy, he was 
obliged to help himself by joining a boy-choir and 
singing not only in church but at funerals and wed¬ 
dings, and even in the streets. From an educational 
point of view this was good practice for him. Before 
he was out of his tSens his time was completely taken 
up by his musical duties; but there can be no doubt 
that with his astounding intellectual power he could 
have made his mark in any of the learned professions 
as well as in music. Music, however, particularly 
needed such a genius, and it was lucky that the 
hereditary inclination for this art in the Bach family 
made him a composer—the greatest, all things con¬ 
sidered, the world has even seen. 
Gluck. 
Like Bach, Gluck was obliged, as a boy, to help 
earn his own living, which he did for a time by going 
from village to village, entertaining the peasants with 
his singing and playing. His payment often consisted 
of eggs and vegetables, which he could eat or sell, 
as suited him best. He did not find such a life irk¬ 
some, as he had previously been inured to hardship. 
His father, a game-keeper, had often made him carry 
provisions for him into the woods, barefoot, in raid- 
winter. 
Luckily, he had had excellent opportunity, while in 
the Jesuit school at Komotow, in Bohemia, for train¬ 
ing his voice and learning to play the violin, the 
violoncello, and the organ. Consequently, when he 
went to Prague, in 1732, to attend lectures at the 
university, he had no difficulty in earning an honest 
penny by playing, singing, and giving lessons. 
Most of Gluck’s education for the role he was to 
play in the musical world came to him through the 
school of practical experience. After studying for a 
time with Sammartini, in Milan, he wrote, in five 
years, eight Italian operas, which, while of no great 
value, gave him the routine necessary to a writer 
for the stage. Some of them had considerable success, 
which they hardly deserved. Handel’s sneer at the 
Gluck of this period, that he knew “no more counter¬ 
point than his cook” was not undeserved. London 
taught him a lesson by refusing to applaud a pasticcio 
he had concocted out of arias from several of his 
operas. This made him reflect on the artistic prin¬ 
ciples of music. 
The next step in his operatic education was made 
in Paris, where he heard the operas of Rameau, in 
which there is a close correspondence between the text 
and the music that did not exist in the Italian operas 
which had up to that time been Gluck’s models; these 
now seemed to him mere concerts in costume. From 
this time he began to study musical esthetics and the 
literature of various countries, and to seek the com¬ 
pany of intellectual men and women. In*Vienna, to 
be sure, he subsequently wrote several works which 
seemed to indicate that his conversion was short¬ 
lived; but these were only pot boilers, and at the 
first opportunity he brought out his “Orpheus and 
Eurydice,” in which he foreshadowed the principles of 
reform which were further developed in his Parisian 
operas, and which made him one of the most healthful 
influences in the history of music. As Gustave Chou- 
quet of the Paris Conservatoire has well said: “All 
his French operas show him to have been a noble 
sician, a true poet, and a deep thinker.” 
Haydn. 
When Joseph Haydn was a boy he “used to 
more flogging than food,” to cite his own words if 
had left his home when six years old to live witi 
cousin in Hamburg, under whose care he learned7 
sing and play various instruments. After two y<» 
during which he had spent most of his time in chuH 
or in school, he obtained a place as choir-boy in" 
church in Vienna, which naturally offered great ed * 
cational advantages to one anxious to make use "i 
them. Young Haydn not only did this, but be nrac 
ticed diligently on his little clavier, read text book 
on harmony and counterpoint, and filled all the musi 
papers he could get hold of with juvenile composi' 
tions. To earn his bread and butter he had to teaek 
and to play at weddings and balls, but this did him 
more good than harm. How thoroughly he apply 
himself to his studies may be seen from the fact that 
he so completely absorbed the contents and style of 
the six clavier-sonatas of Emmanuel Bach that that 
eminent composer subsequently declared that Haydn 
alone had fully understood and known how to utilize 
his works. 
If Haydn had a hard time during the first three 
decades of his life, he was exceptionally lucky during 
the next three. At the castle of Prince Esterhazy he 
was so fortunate as to have an orchestra of thirty to 
play his own works with daily. What this meant 
for his higher musical education anc^progress he him¬ 
self fully realized when he wrote: “I not only had 
the encouragement of constant approval, but as con¬ 
ductor of an orchestra I could make experiments, ob¬ 
serve what produced an effect and what weakened it. 
and was thus in a position to improve, alter, make 
additions or omissions, and be as bold as I pleased; 
I was cut off from the world, there was no one to 
confuse or torment me, and I was forced to become 
original.” 
It has been sa'id that Haydn was an uneducated 
man. He certainly cared for little except music, and 
his letters are commonplace. Yet he spoke several 
modern languages and “knew enough Latin to rend 
Fux’s ‘Gradus,’ and to set the church services.” The 
advantages he enjoyed at Esterhazy Castle, combined 
with his innate genius, enabled him to achieve great 
things without a general education; yet can anyone 
doubt that if he had had such an education, his 
music would have been deeper, and more of it would 
have survived ? 
fin a later issue Mr. Finck will icrite about lie 
education of others of the great masters.) 
HOW STEATJSS COMPOSES A SONG. 
In a recent article by Dr. Alfred Guttmann on 
“Strauss as Lyricist”—the great composer is himself 
quoted as to his inspiration and manner of writing. 
“For months at a time I have no desire to com¬ 
pose; then one evening, I take up a book of poems; 
I turn the leaves carelessly, my attention is suddenly 
caught by a poem and often before I have really fin¬ 
ished reading it, the musical thought suggests itself; 
I seat myself and in ten minutes the song is finished.” 
It is said that Dr. Strauss receives $250 for every 
song he writes. If that be true, his “ten minute” 
labor is not badly paid. 
He further relates with what difficulty a suitable 
“thought receptacle” is found for the music of a 
definite character which accumulates in sub-conscious¬ 
ness: “If at such a time, I happen to come across 
a poem,” he continues, “which corresponds appro*1' 
mately in content, the work is finished with a turn of 
the hand. When such a poem does not present itself, 
and unfortunately that occurs very often, the pro 
ductive impulse must be satisfied and I take any 
poem which seems comparatively suited to mv Par' 
poses—but it goes slowly, it is artificial, the melod) 
flows haltingly, the entire technic must suffer >“ 
order that anything which can stand the test « 
severe self-criticism can be accomplished. 
“And all because, in the decisive movement, * 
two stones do not strike fire; because the music* 
preparation, which—God knows why—has been guj11* 
on inwardly, cannot find the perfectly correspon 
thought receptacle, but has to be remodelled! 
constructed in order to be given a hearing at si • 
“Why do I not write my own poems? That » 
really the only thing to do. But unfortunately, ^ 
me, the word and tone talent do not correspond • 
exactly; because the technic in which the mu3^ 
vein finds its expression is superior to, or has ^ 
more practice, than the poetic.”—Continental Tim 
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jfF.LPS FOR NEW TEACHERS. 
: Pbimaby Wokk. 
the second lesson, repeat the previous les- 
, Jrereises, that is, begin with, say, five minutes 
60,19 Ttraining; another five or ten minutes of 
« „ fieures; then use the remaining fifteen 
Pla-T"l L winning to learn the keyboard and to 
m the letter-name of notes with the piano keys. 
ST»«5 V P-aU-a middl« c. Tl« 
uTis to observe that it is (usually) just over the 
• . k and in front of the piano maker’s name, 
P!l verv near the middle of the piano; just mention 
m th/period) that it is called middle C, however, 
wnse it is exactly in the middle of the two clefs, 
Something you will teach him very soon-tlie clefs, 
lust now he may think of this particular C as being 
.Imost in the middle of the piano and lying directly 
before two black keys. Point out all the black keys 
now. Let the child observe and talk about their 
being grouped t» twos and in threes all the way up 
and down the keyboard. 
After C is well observed you must explain that only 
seven letters are used for music—A, B, C, D, E, 
F G—and that, on the keyboard, they are repeated 
over and over; that all the C’s are in the same posi¬ 
tion; that is, just in front or just before two black 
keys. With his forefinger the child may point out 
all the C’s on the piano; let him sound them and say 
the letter aloud as he touches. Return then to mid¬ 
dle C (as being near the child) and count backward 
to A, and note very carefully that A is connected 
with one of the black-key groups of three; it comes 
just before the third black key. He will now point 
out (and play) all the A’s; then B, and all the 
B’s; and so on. If a teacher prefers, D may be 
taught next to C, and so on up to G, before going 
back to A. You can easily use all that lesson in 
becoming acquainted with the keyboard. 
For the first several lessons, the teacher does not 
need any book; but children like to possess one as 
soon as possible, and are proud to carry it back and 
forth, from home to the teacher’s studio, and to have 
work to do at home out of a book. I use Landon’s 
“Foundation Materials,” as being, to my mind, the 
best book there is at present for beginners, and i 
have examined a large number. It is not expected 
that a teacher will take any book of this kind and 
use the exercises in just the order in which they are 
printed. The teacher must select according to her 
judgment in the order that is best for, and needed by, 
each pupil. I have fonnd, however, that the major¬ 
ity of young pupils all need the following, in the suc¬ 
cession named: The first page of exercises to be 
used first. In our preceding “chat” I used numbers 
one and two for the little figure exercises. It is 
suggested that teachers do as follows: Take some 
blank music paper (one of Presser’s Tablets is con¬ 
venient and inexpensive for such work), and, using 
figures only, copy the exercises as shown in The 
Etude for March; at the second or third lesson 
write the letter-name directly over the figures; make 
fefge, plain letters; as the child plays, using one 
hand only, let him sing the letter-name aloud, 
"hen you are certain that he will remember the let¬ 
ter-names erase the figures. The pupil is then ready 
to learn the printed notes, as signs which mean the 
letters he has learned, and also as signs which repre¬ 
sent the seven tones: A, B, C, D, E, F, G. 
The words printed in Landon’s book I do not use, 
** * ^ave observed that many children consider that 
>dea too “babyish” for them; they are pleasing to • 
'ery young children, as some of our readers will find, 
would urge that teachers be careful not to use any 
fst exercises for left-hand practice after the third 
SS0n- without writing them in the F clef. For two 
or *"ree lessons it is very well to allow a pupil to 
^or °ue hand only; the left hand doing as the 
"2ht does, except in the matter of figures; but let 
. * sa^ riffht here, that it is not safe, for even one 
sson, to allow children to use the right hand num- 
wra only; teachers will find it difficult to correct 
e pupil’s first impression that (in the left hand) 5 
1 fl’,and 4 « 2, etc. Begin at once with the proper 
•nand numbers; in fact, an excellent rule to ob- 
J*r.v strictly is to never teach or permit a 
R tnnt must, later on, be unlearned. There are 
to !■ !nP^ods l,sed ln modern schools that I object 
tndp™]' • °n ground, that they teach a multi- 
°i signs that must, later on, be unlearned. 
TflE ETUDE 
After using this first page of Landon’s exercises I 
pass on to the little duets; under each note I pencil 
in large letters each note’s name, erasing these as 
soon as the pupil is quite sure of the letter-name of 
each note. The teacher playing with the pupil keeps 
him to even, strict */, time, and with these duets the 
pupil will receive his first lesson in time. For in the 
former exercises they begin by playing some notes 
longer than others, going by the largeness and small¬ 
ness of the letters or the figures we have made for 
them. My reason for introducing time, and explana¬ 
tions about time, with the duets, is to avoid confu¬ 
sion, which is sure to occur in a child’s mind if too 
many things are mentioned at once. 
After the duets the order I follow is: No. 22, 
skipping all that come between the duets and it. 
Next, No. 23, and with it a lesson on the staff and 
the G clef, with its lines and spaces. In my next 
“chat” I shall offer suggestions on staff-teaching, etc. 
After exercise 23, I use No. 30, then 27, and then S3. 
EXPERIMENTS IN RHYTHM. 
BY ALBERT W. BOHST. 
In its inception, rhythm—one of the chief struc¬ 
tures upon which all music is built—appears an ex¬ 
ceedingly simple matter. Strong accent on the first 
of each measure; even pulsation; some well-defined 
melody of an equal number of measures—such, ele¬ 
mentary divisions are at once grasped by the merest 
tyro. But the universal trend of evolution, from 
the simple to the complex, soon brings him face to 
face with forms of such questionable shape that he 
cannot make them out. To be able to count cor¬ 
rectly, that is, to divide the measure in long and 
short values, is but the lowest step in rliytnm. 
All teachers meet with pupils whose arithmetic is 
good, yet play out of time. Thus, in playing a four- 
hand movement where some measures of rests come 
in, the other part moving either more slowly or more 
quickly, the pupil’s pendulum is apt to deviate from 
the true pole. Yet he feels confident that he counted 
correctly. Now the trained musician, whose ear is 
sensitive to every varying change of rhythm, be his 
arithmetic as faulty as possible, would hardly make 
such a mistake. 
One of the first steps to become more intimate with 
the varieties which modern rhythm offers is to 
analyze closely different pulsations in the measures 
of many different kinds of pieces. This is where our 
kindergarten ought to plant the root. 
The cultivation of the tree may be continued thus: 
Play over on the pianoforte some short theme with 
which the whole class is perfectly familiar. After a 
slight digression play it in a different key and tempo: 
with different harmony; with the melody covered 
and in the inner or in the lowest part; change from 
major to minor, or the reverse; add some few pass¬ 
ing notes; from double to triple time, etc. Young 
students will be very much interested and even as 
tounded at such transformations. Even such a sim 
pie strain as “Yankee Doodle,” played adagio in /, 
time, and in the minor mode, may prove to many a 
case of mistaken identity. 
The series of exercises alluded to above must 
naturally be simple at first; they may e* e° e 
for some time, until the complications in some 
velopment” portion of a sonata or symphony can be 
>» »■* r 
of great value, is by proceeding exactly conversely 
to the former method. Take some already MKcu t 
strain, make any alteration which may suggest itself, 
and then have your scholars trace the 3<>urce^ 
Some preparation on the part of the teachw may 
be requisite for the successful .M«e of the expe 
raents, but the time expended will m no ™ J*™; 
All the suggested changes, in order to be effecti , 
nUAfterPs'" proper'training, unnsual accents, unequal 
phrases varied rhvthms, will be relished by the pm 
L Even such a stumbling-block as syncopation is 
to many^oung players will give no trouble. In sue , 
be^otherwise.”3 
&#£££££& 
strange rhythms we get at last to understand the 
complications, and many of the apparently eccen¬ 
tricities, of modem orchestral scores. We get, more¬ 
over, increased enjoyment both in practicing and in 
listening to great works adequately rendered. The 
seeming chaotic masses in the polyphony of Brahms, 
Tchaikovsky, Wagner, etc., will be revealed as varied 
colors combining to form one great light. 
KEEPING ALIVE. 
BY H. L. TEETZEL. 
The bread and butter side of a teacher’s life is 
naturally an important one to him, and it behooves 
him to keep a keen eye on the causes which may in¬ 
crease or impair his commercial value in the com¬ 
munity. His business is subject to the peril of con¬ 
stant competition. If he can meet this, so much the 
better for him; if he cannot, financial disaster 
threatens him. Alter a teacher has been located in 
one community for a space of time, there is always 
the danger of getting in a rut, taking one day like 
another, and dispensing his teaching wares in a per¬ 
functory way. His ideas become fixed, his teaching 
repertoire remains stationary, things come too easily, 
and he falls into the delusion that he is a permanent 
fixture and that farther growth on his part is un¬ 
necessary; and at this point some young, aggressive 
competitor comes along with lots of push and more 
modern ideas, and he finds that his apparently safe 
living is slipping away from him. 
In the first place, we need to know other people's 
ideas—whether we agree with them or not. By 
looking at things from a new standpoint, we often 
see a new vista opened before us, and this is a great 
stimulus to more active life and thought. Lack of 
friction with other aggressive minds and holding 
always the same views is very apt to cause dry rot 
and mental stagnation. This means getting into a 
flaccid mental state in which one loses the snap and 
energy to hold a remunerative position in the com¬ 
munity. People—teachers—living in small towns, 
far from any chance of hearing great musical works 
or meeting leading musicians, are especially liable 
to become thus stagnant. 
The most valuable help for teachers in this situa¬ 
tion is to take some conservative yet honest and re¬ 
liable publication. The Etude exactly fills this 
need. It contains in every issue a large number of 
essays on musical topics by musicians of recognized 
standing who (this is the most important point), 
owing to their widely different positions, environ¬ 
ments, and standpoints, must necessarily treat their 
subjects in widely differing ways. The Etude 
tries to help teachers and pupils in every possible 
way; every person, no matter what his views, so long 
as they are sound and honest, is given a hearing, and 
thousands of persons have received and are receiv¬ 
ing not only technical knowledge, but also mental 
stimulus and new ideas from its columns. In this 
way. the ideas of some of the leading musicians of 
the day are made available and are brought to the 
attention of any person, no matter how remote, who 
will read. If one continues indifferent to this val¬ 
uable mental friction, it is his loss and, perhaps, his 
danger, for some one will come along who is not 
indifferent, but is keenly alive to all that can ad¬ 
vance his teaching and musicianly ability, and his 
energy will make sad inroads on the clientele of 
the indifferent or areless one. 
Dry rot in a large city is entirely inexcusable now¬ 
adays, taking into consideration the many chances 
that are to hand of hearing great musical works. 
The teacher should not only go to hear these, bnt 
should himself study several leading choral or or¬ 
chestral works each year. Because he will never use 
this actual knowledge for teaching purposes is no 
excuse for not studying the compositions. The in¬ 
creased breadth of view which he will obtain will 
add very largely to his value as a teacher, for he 
will be enabled to grasp the subject of music in 
general and his own teaching business in particular 
m a much more broad, intelligent, and sympathetic 
manner, and this is a factor which immediately tells 
with scholars. The teacher who has sound knowl¬ 
edge and is aggressive and sympathetic is the teacher 
wanted by the public, and to whom they are glad to 
pay good prices. The best way to get this symnathy 
in music is to take an occasional stroll in the higher 
walks: grand opera, oratorio, or the orchestra. 
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by william ri ARMSTRONG. 
Some pupils are by nature eareful in everything 
they undertake, while others need to be taught this, 
the most important feature in music. 
To those who know, the orchestral performers’ 
worlsgnust be absolutely accurate. The second violins, 
and those instruments that supply the inner structure 
of the chords, must play the notes in perfect time, 
and with the proper dynamic effect,. Robert Schu¬ 
mann has aptly said that one should sing the alto, 
tenor, and bass parts, as they tend to make one truly 
musical. 
At the outset there are several points to be con¬ 
sidered, among them: Accurate reading of the notes 
and musical characters, accurate time, accurate 
technic. 
Under the first head, musical notation may be 
taught away from the instrument, becoming merely 
a mechanical, mental effort. Whether one is to be¬ 
come either a vocalist or an instrumentalist, the 
process should be fundamentally the same. Public 
school children, in some instances, learn the notes 
and their values long before the sounds which they 
represent are produced. After the first seven letters 
of the alphabet have lieen learned, and their position 
established on the staff, may follow their chromatic 
variations of lints and sharps; then such characters 
and terms as the swell, crescendo and diminuendo, 
piano forte, legato, staccato, the repeat, slur, tie, and 
accent. Then come the problems relating to time, 
which include the notes, rests, and dots. In im¬ 
porting this second phase of the subject, it is well 
to have the student write on paper the different ar¬ 
rangements and groups of notes suggested by the 
teacher. This will help to impress the facts strongly 
upon the mind. Take, for instance, the following 
example, to be studied mentally: 
the ETUDE 
pianissimo or fortissimo effects, or when playing at 
a very rapid speed. Per contra, there have been, 
and are at present, performers who in their attempt 
to be accurate, lose the spirit of the composition they 
are interpreting. Both accuracy and temperament 
are desirable, but, as has been often quoted, technic 
is the means to an end. 
Much time is wasted by students traceable to the 
fact that they are not careful. Excellent results 
may be obtained, at first, by studying pieces of the 
simplest construction, the more complicated ones in¬ 
troduced only when the previous grades have been 
thoroughly mastered. 
In assigning a new study or piece, do not try it 
over on the piano, read it over with the student, 
measure by measure, observing the three items pre¬ 
viously alluded to: accuracy in note reading, time, 
and technic, calling especial attention to the terms 
and characters used, and such small points which 
may be overlooked when the piece is to be taken to 
the instrument to be studied and learned. 
THE HEALTH OF THE MUSICIAN. 
BY CHAS. . ITTEL. 
cian and would be healthy and strong, I woul(, . . 
that you take at least one hour’s exercise each 
the open air, running, walking, iumni™ i***11 
like. Keep in the open air much£ ? 
have all your rooms well ventilated, and ston T*’ 
tervals to take deep breaths. You should f 4 
cultivate the habit of deep breathing untilT^ 
comes natural. Pure, fresh, uncontaminated »; • 
food of immense value to the nervous system 
is so often severely tested in the daily We’ouJ 
teacher. Do not wear ridiculous clothii Whil , 
work in the studio wear very light clothing and! 
few as you can possibly get along with r! 
clothing stops the action of the pores of the skin J 
the depurating organs of the body. Eat nit 
raw food, for the nourishment in this kind of fojj 
far greater than in super-cooked dishes At .n 
events avoid the habit of overeating. Cultivate 
desire for drinking water. Have it at hand at all 
times and drink as often as you think of it nl 
not forget the value of bathing to vital power 
I will not attempt to advise the kind of exercise 
for each individual, for each one must determine 
that to suit his particular needs. A great manv 
magazines and books are published on this subject 
which will furnish excellent information to the in 
quiring mind. Exercises in the open air that bring 
mto play all the muscles of the body and accelerate 
the circulation can be recommended. Never exercise 
either the brain or muscles after a meal, as after 
eating all the blood is attracted to the stomach to 
assist in the digestion of the food. At least a half 
Of all the followers of professions, the musician 
is the most likely to neglect his health. This is in 
many cases caused by overwork and study. The pro¬ 
fessional musician is so much occupied with his 
work in teaching, appearing in concert, etc., that he 
or she is very apt to neglect his or her bodily wel¬ 
fare, while the student is so wrapped up in his work hour’s rest should be taken after a meal" "fotire 
that the result is nervous or digestive disorders. early in the evening and arise at a correspondingly 
Quite often we wander into the studio or music early hour in the morning. One hour’s sleep before 
room of some master or student in music and find twelve o’clock is worth two after. In t' * 
him breathing the same noxious, impure air that has ” ' " " 
been in the room since an early hour in the morn¬ 
ing. With scarcely any attention whatever to the 
physique, the musician will tumble out of bed in 
the morning, hastily partake of breakfast and off 
Let each measure be counted aloud, with c 
ing down some lunch, he will return to the arduous 
_____ „IUUUj Wllu ur WJln. and remain until a late hour in the night (or 
out the assistance of a metronome. Then play it ear*F hour *n the morning) until he has become com- 
pletely exhausted. Then he is off to bed. He may or 
may not have accomplished his object, but even if he 
did it is at the expense of the bodily health. This 
sort of sacrifice can go on for a short time only, 
until the weakest link breaks and collapse is the 
result. 
- — the morning 
the work of the day can be more easily performed. 
You should arrange your affairs to get at least eight 
hours sleep in the twenty-four. If you are obliged to 
remain up late one or two nights while engaged in 
, .. . - - , - concert playing, a good plan is to obtain several 
to bis work, remain there for perhaps six or eight hours’ sleep before going on the stage. If troubled 
hours with no relaxation from duty. Probably gulp- with headaches, constipation, and ailments that fob 
inf? down kdiiip limph tmll mtnon 4-» i-i.__i_ 1_ . 1 , <. „ « low a sedentary life, a fast of c 
usually relieve the trouble. 
over. 
Treat the next excerpt PREPAKATION FOR EXPRESSION. 
First, a pupil will have to acquire the necessary 
If we on inle • , ., , , technic—the mechanical ability to play the required 
more ohfsiS now r WC wU1 flnd “^nation of notes, at the required speed, and with 
"l A al T* Up°n ^ “V degree of force. Just as a landscape painter 
— v.„_’ C„°U afdly eke out an ex- must have on his palette the required colors, to¬ 
gether with the ability to combine them to produce istence because of their unfitness physically and 
tally. This was not the case with Beethoven, who 
was capable of braving hardships and storms as well 
as the hardiest sailor. He was a lover of nature and 
often remained in the severe weather, which was 
hi9 would lead one to 
the various shades, and also dexterity in using the 
brush, before he can produce a picture, so the musical 
artist who would produce a tone-picture must have 
the muscles of his arms and fingers under sufficient 
control to be able to meet the demands of the musif 
in the art who are^oMv! man^ asI)‘lants for success he would play. Secondly, he must have a knowledge 
gling in va£{*1 “re StrU”' °f the « music. Thirdly, he must know 
The man orwoman7h„ vS “ reach’ tempo, and the constant varying of the tempos, as 
with the requirements of the nmf succes*fully C0P-- exemplified in ritards, accelerandos, rubato passages, 
musician should possess the Xor ®.tc’ Fourthly, he must observe the various grada- 
will enable them to battle with°the d that tl0ns of tone> tlle Piimos> fortes, crescendos, dinwni- 
naturally confront such persons iT^n 4 e4c’ Fiftlll-V’ we have “interpretation,” which 
become a concert artist you should be fhli !“tend 4° the. appl-vin2 of a11 the foregoing to the compose 
well lie fore nn audience without ti °.4? appear twn> ln such a manner that a certain definite, con- 
artificial aids, as one-half vnnr 16 as*Istance °f sistent tone-picture or mental state is produced, 
a winning personality. You willUCnotS ilepe!!dS- °!! having succeeded in bringing the pupil’s technic 
half so much if you walk icrn« «. ^ admired and knowledge of music to a sufficiently advanced 
r-- . , • . K “cross the stage or plat- state - --•- - -s  
i slovenly gait, shoulders forward 
Technical accuracy is a rare gem, and not easily 
obtained, for the reason that musical figuration is 
almost endless in variety, and. in these days de¬ 
mands more than average proficiency in the scales 
arpeggios, chords, and octaves. The main principles’ 
,!laV"S. the hand and Angers in certain positions 
still obtain, nnd combined with these requirements, 
■javc been added grace and poise, which may well be 
recognized as necessary adjuncts to technic. 
It is said of Anton Rubinstein that he frequently 
Hissed notes i,, order to obtain one of his great 
head erect I?la".or woman with shoulders back, 
Ion ■%» of the fact that il i n '; P0 ”“l t. W, , „„ or 
will say they do not have time Z 'voman- Some educatii 
state, expression can then be considered. Some pu¬ 
pils, whose talent for music is exceptional, grasp the 
meaning of a composer almost without an effort, but 
the average pupil has to have the meaning of * w™' 
poser explained to him as a whole, and in many cases 
bar by bar. 
Be sure that you explain the why nnd wherefore o 
every bit of expression. Telling once with a reason 
is better than directing a pupil’s work forty times 
without a reason. 
Where pupils have small talent, it is best to beg10 
ng them in expression, by giving them PlMe| 
— - — „... . .. -v» —- meaning of which is so obvious that it c 
you have not health you have nothing v 1D!*‘ ^ ** mistaken. The imagination of a dull pupil ® 
is first, last, and always of the greatest °Ur ^ealth stirred by compositions which are distinctly imi 
for once it is lost you will have to «„ mp°rtance> tive—compositions which suggest the dashjntf 
tmns until it is regained andIt usuaiTK T™' T™’ 4he roar of thunder, tone8 °f "fZ 
«ho lead an inactive, sedentary life ^ S. 4’0se flourish of trumpets, characteristic passages of o 
longer to recover than others. If Vo>, deal instr«ments, etc. The literature of the piano a » 
’ e a musi- . of compositions of this sort, by really good compose 
mis t i 
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HYGIENE OF THE HAND. 
BX WOLII SOU NEE. 
t nelated from The Allgemcine Uusikzeitung by Transiaieu ^ M Hook. 
Asr faculty which is to be brought to a high de- 
■ of perfection must be trained and disciplined— 
?'iist°be cultivated; the human hand is no exception 
® tys nl]e. The hand needs training, and is partic¬ 
ularly susceptible to it. 
The want of a definite ‘’band culture’’ must un¬ 
questionably be regarded as a defect in music ped- 
itropics. In the ordinary occupations of life, no 
"pedal'training of the hand is necessary, for the 
movements of the fingers are restricted to more or 
less comprehensive and not particularly rapid ex¬ 
tensions, when the hand is stretched out to grasp 
anv object, and to more or less intensive inflections 
of’tlie fingers in closing on and holding that object. 
But higher claims are made upon the hand in piano- 
ldaying or in stringed instrumental work, claims 
which, indeed, nature made no direct provision for. 
Of all the cases which have been submitted to me 
for treatment during my twenty years’ practice as 
specialist, for the arm and hand, by far the greater 
number could be traced back to a lack of methodical 
hand-culture—as well as to arbitrarily chosen, in¬ 
judicious and wrongly-practiced exercises, such as 
11) a wrong system of stretching the skin between 
the fingers, whereby the capsular ligaments of the 
“free” joints are affected, and (2) unnecessary mo¬ 
tions and strainings of the hand and free finger-joints. 
The hand is “overplayed” in many cases by the 
transverse ligaments in the centre of the hand and 
still more the skin of the palm of the hand opposing 
too great a resistance to the muscles connecting the 
lingers (in chords and octaves and often in arpeg¬ 
gios). These small, delicate muscles between the 
lingers are frequently not strong enough for the heavy 
work imposed upon them; they become over-tired and 
in time reach a state of nervous irritation in which 
they refuse obedience to the will and carry out in¬ 
voluntary, undesired movements which not seldom 
increase till they become painful convulsive contrac¬ 
tions. This nervous irritability sometimes becomes 
50 intense that the mere thought of these twitches 
and contractions is enough to produce them. 
Jt is, however, possible to very materially reduce 
this resistance of the transverse ligaments and of the 
skin by gentle, gradually-increasing, judiciously-per¬ 
formed extensions of the transverse ligaments and of 
the skin (in the palm as well as between the fingers), 
n this way the skin can be made infinitely more 
c astic and yielding. It is also possible—and this is 
J«st as important—to very perceptibly strengthen 
'e weak and delicate muscles connecting the fingers 
v means of resistance exercises individually adapted 
° he various muscles—these movements to be grad- 
y increased in tension as the muscles become 
stronger. 
THE ETUDE 
■sion muscles are not only strengthened by suen a 
course of hand-development, but are also subjected to 
less strain. And it is these muscles which, being 
weaker and in every way less developed than the 
extension muscles, are as a rule the very seat of the 
nervous affections. 
It will be clearly seen that a rational svstem of 
hand-training is not only of service as a hygiene of 
the hand, but is of incalculable value to the music 
student from a technical standpoint, whether lie al¬ 
ready belongs to the ranks of the virtuosi, or whether 
he is still an unfledged pupil. 
There is no need here to enter upon the much-dis¬ 
cussed question as to what part technical skill plays 
in the success of a musician. How is it possible, 
with the difficult modern compositions, to achieve 
full success without an efficient technique! Tech¬ 
nique is admittedly a mere “means to an end” and 
as such its importance is not to be over-estimated; 
yet it does in any case remain a means, without which 
at the present day no complete success can be ob¬ 
tained. It is, in short, even for the heaven-born mu¬ 
sician, a conditio sine qua non .... an indis¬ 
pensable qualification. Many work With endurance 
and industry to attain the necessary grade of tech¬ 
nical perfection—but frequently they ruin their nerves 
and still more frequently over play their hands. 
Those who have had experience in treating the 
nervous diseases of the hand know well bow difficult 
they are to cure, how often they refuse to yield even 
to the most radical treatment, how even in the less 
serious cases they leave behind them a certain weak¬ 
ness in both nerves and hands with, as a rule, a pro¬ 
nounced tendency to relapses, and how only in the 
most favorable cases—a lamentably small minority 
—a full recovery is possible. A timely course of 
systematic hand-training might have saved genuine 
talent from permanent collapse and failure.—The 
Continental Times. 
REMARKS TO YOUNG TEACHERS. 
BT O. B. SKINNER. 
Charge what you consider your lessons are worth 
and then give value received. Don’t charge $1.00 
and give a 50-cent lesson. Your pupils who pay 
you $1.00 should show’ better results than those 
pupils who take of a 50-cent teacher; if they do not, 
you can expect small patronage and much opposition. 
Do not worry over small talk which yon will hear. 
Do your best;' be up-to-date; have principles and 
stick to them; do not gossip but keep your mouth 
shut; attend to business and keep up your practice. 
If you are this sort of teacher, the public will find 
it out in six months or a year. Your enemies can¬ 
not hurt you if you are always courteous, never 
argumentative or fussy, and if you deserve and re-, 
tain the confidence of your friends and patrons. Oc¬ 
casions will arise when you will be tempted to discuss 
with friends or society acquaintances, the peculiarities 
and faults of other teachers and their pupils. Let 
others “say their say,” hut confine your remarks to 
your own idea of the point in question, stating your 
reasons without derogatory discussion of your op¬ 
ponents’ side of the case. 
A pleasing, attractive personality, with medium 
ability honestly manifested in the everyday humdrum 
of teaching, will win success both financially and pro¬ 
fessionally, where smartness, a constant manifesta¬ 
tion of superiority over the students who study with 
you, a constant assertive dignity, although coupled 
with eminent ability, will cause you to lose pupils, 
prestige, and finally, all but your dignity. 
It is perfectly proper to be always pleasant. Music 
teachers may at all times lie ladies and gentlemen as 
well as teachers in other professions. In Germany, 
some of the leading teachers are still overbearing and 
sarcastic. There are many such who are great teach¬ 
ers. Their work would be oven more efficient were 
they pleasant and genial. It is proper to reprove a 
pupil who needs it. Should you endeavor repeatedly 
to establish a correct hand position without success, 
due to the pupil’s indifference, you are justified in 
using harsh measures if necessary. Better offend a 
shiftless student than to continue to teach him with 
only bad results, which injure you as well as him. 
Do not be ordinary or common. One of my own 
pupils—a fine player! after graduating from the col¬ 
lege and working hard under the best teachers in 
Germany for three years, made a failure of profes¬ 
sional life. Why? Because he became common. It 
was “George, come over to-night, we have a few 
mends coming to spena tne evening ana would like 
to have them hear you.” Or some church or lodge 
wanted him to play at an entertainment. Three or 
four times a week he would play, either at some 
private house or entertainment. Every one liked him 
and his playing. He was popular but became com¬ 
mon. People said: “Yes, George is a fine player,” 
but they did not take him seriously as a teacher. 
He is now a professional failure, without pupils. 
Other bright and capable teachers are making the 
same mistake. In entering the professional life you 
must be professional. If your services are in demand, 
make a reasonable charge. Ask $5.00, if not more, 
and oblige by playing twice on the program if asked. 
Don’t put in years of hard work to become a mu¬ 
sician and then donate your services. When you par¬ 
ticipate in a program give the audience full value 
and endeavor to awaken the desire in your hearers 
to wish to hear you again. Your best advertisement 
as a teacher will always be well-trained pupils, if you 
give the public an occasional chance of hearing them. 
It is proper to send a circular giving your terms, 
stating what you teach, what advantages you have 
had, etc., to each family in your town at the opening 
of each season. If your terms are higher than those 
of other teachers in your vicinity, state in a few 
words a sensible reason for such being the case. Be 
dignified, but not stuck up; be friendly and courteous 
but not familiar; he prompt at lesson time and ex¬ 
pect promptness from the pupil; make plain the 
principles of good playing, and while you should be 
firm in adhering to what you know is right, remem¬ 
ber that often you must also help. A half-hour’s 
talk on a certain point in technic will often not bring 
as satisfactory a result as to permit the pupil, by 
taking hold of your hand, to learn “just how you do 
it.” In three minutes I have shown a pupil how to 
use a syncopated pedal by merely putting my toe 
over his and forcing his down at the right moment, 
where three weeks of talk only left him confitsed. 
The pressure legato with firm wrist, the firm hand 
and loose wrist in staccato octavos, the relaxed con¬ 
dition of 'hand and wrist, I can teach and illustrate 
best by having the pupil take actual hold of my 
hands and discover by the sense of touch the actual 
muscular conditions. 
It is poor policy to he “chummy” with pupils, but 
make a constant effort to hold their respect and ad¬ 
miration. Occasionally a pupil will presume on your 
good-natured and pleasant disposition; you should 
then lie distinctly chilly for a while—possibly frigid— 
but not discourteous. These hints are for the ideal 
teacher—which we should all strive to lie. If your 
liver is sluggish, and you are intentionally or un¬ 
wittingly discourteous, do not hesitate to “beg par¬ 
don” and right matters. Some teachers are con¬ 
stantly “grouchy” and mistake a sour and gruff 
demeanor for dignity, and constantly show this sort 
of disposition. It is best to let such alone; self- 
centered people are not deep. Some can be pleasant 
at all times. At the foundation of the whole ques¬ 
tion lies the one word—character. 
Do not believe all you hear; believe nothing if it 
is bad; do not develop a small nature by permitting 
the trivial things to control you, or by cultivating a 
taste for gossip. It requires will power and moral 
backbone to ignore petty annoyances. Fill your 
mind with big ideas, drop the little ones, and always 
remember to hold liefore your pupils high ideals, 
thus encouraging the building up of noble characters 
as well ns aiding in the development of sound and 
able musicians. A great responsibility is yours. 
Barents trust their children to you during their 
younger years; to what extent will you be respon¬ 
sible for their moral nnd mental growth? for their 
disposition nnd character of Inter years? 
Speaking to nn interviewer recently nhout his dual 
activities as composer and pianist, Eugen d’Albert 
said: “The only way I can do is to keep them en- 
tirely distinct; the two forms of work nnturally af¬ 
fect each other, nnd I flnd that my composition eolors 
my plnying more than m,v playing eolors my own 
music; in other words, I am a better pianist liecause 
I am a composer, and possibly a better comjioser be¬ 
cause of my work as an executant. When one is a 
composer he must forget that lie is a public per¬ 
former, and when one is interpreting the works of 
others, he must forget that he writes an occasional 
score himself. Rubinstein, Titan that he was, en¬ 
deavored to combine the two, nnd his most unpala¬ 
table works were written while on tour as a per¬ 
former.” 
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Iounod at His Sinoino Lesson. 
Chari.es Gounod was one 
of those composers from 
whom you will learn more 
by listening to his music 
than by studying it. He did not write much for 
the piano, being first of nil a writer of vocal music. 
Some of the best music lessons I ever received in my 
life I got listening to his opera “Faust,” to his “St. 
Cecilia Mass,” and to the “Gallia,” which every ora¬ 
torio society sings. He wrote the kind of music we 
call “singable,” you just cannot help humming after 
you've been listening to Gounod’s music. You have 
some of his songs in your school music reader. The 
other day I was making a call, when up through my 
friend's register came a lusty voice singing “Unfold, 
Ye Portals” at its very topmost, to the accompani¬ 
ment of vigorous shovelling. The small toy of the 
house was "coaling up” the furnnce to the tune of one 
of Gounod's most beautiful melodies, and I thought 
ns I listened that that was the loveliest music of all, 
that which went to lighten onr daily tasks. 
Hut atout when Gounod was a little toy. First, 
I want to tell you atout the people with whom lie 
lived when he was little, lieenuse that will help yon 
to understand what his childlife was. 
There was his father, who was an artist going atout 
his studio in a blouse and a white cap, who taught 
pupils to engrave, and painted people’s portraits. 
That is, he would paint all of the portrait that was 
interesting to him. the face, features, and character¬ 
istic part of the “sitter,” but he did not like to 
finish up portraits one hit, so that when he got 
through with the interesting part of the picture it 
very often stood against the wall of the studio for 
months, waiting for the collars and cuffs to to 
painted in so that it could be sent home to the owner. 
The earliest recollection Gounod had was of lying 
on his stomach on the floor of his father's studio, 
drawing impossible eyes and noses with chalk. The 
chances arc that if his father bad lived Charles 
Gounod would have become an artist instead of a mu¬ 
sician. But his father died when Charles was five. 
Then there was his mother, and he had such a dear, 
good mother. Over and over in the story which he 
wrote of his life, he declares that his mother was 
his inspiration, his greatest influence for good. She 
was a very clever mother. She had earned her liv¬ 
ing giving music lessons before she married Mr. 
Gounod, and when he died she took his classes in 
engraving nnd painting nnd tried to carry them on 
herself. Yon see. she had learned something about 
art through those very collars nnd cuffs which 
Charles’ father could not to bothered painting. 
Those portraits simply had to to finished so that 
she might have the money to buy things for her 
little toys, so she learned to use the brush herself 
that she might paint in the collars and laces and 
watch chains and all the other tilings which people 
dress up in when they go to have a 
portrait painted, and which they 
like to have “show up” nicely. She 
also learned to use engravers’ tools, 
but the artist class found out what 
a very good musician she was, and 
they soon had her busily engaged 
with a large class of music pupils, 
by means of which she supported 
her two little boys. 
Then Charles had one brother, a 
good deal older than himself, whom 
he loved very much, and who be¬ 
came an artist. The very same 
day that Charles received the 
“Grand Roman Prize” in music his 
brother received a similar prize ill 
art. Don’t you think it must have 
been a proud mother then? 
So you see that when Charles 
Gounod was torn in 1818, in Paris, 
the cleverest and most beautiful 
city in the world, he was born into 
a refined, cultured family, and as a child he had 
many intellectual advantages. He was not like Verdi, 
who laid to go to work while still in short trousers, 
or like Rubinstein, who was gaily travelling all over 
Europe, spending his time in music halls and con¬ 
cert rooms, when lie should have been in school. No, 
Gounod was well brought up, thanks to his mother, 
nnd that means everything to a boy. He was well 
educated, and went to school until he could write 
several letters after his name. 
Jlis mother began to give him music lessons when 
lie was five, and although he went to school at seven, 
and right on thereafter for a great many years, his 
music lessons were carried on along with his other 
studies, under the very best teachers. 
His music lessons were the kind which trained the 
ear and the perceptive faculties; lie had to be able 
to distinguish tones, and to sing them as well as to 
play them. When lie was taken to walk in one of 
the pretty parks of his city he would remark to liis 
mother that “old Francois’ poodle barked in G,” or 
that a certain frisky terrier yapped on A. Once 
when an old gypsy woman went by, calling out her 
wares, lie said: “That peddler Woman cries out a 
'Do' that weeps.” He used his cars as much ns other 
toys use their eyes, and that music was the thing 
he loved liest in the world is proven by the fact that 
his greatest reward for being good, and his favorite 
treat on a birthday, was to be taken to the opera. 
He heard “Rdbin Hood” when he was six, and later 
he heard Rossini’s opera “Otello” sung by the very 
same Rubini whose voice Rubinstein used to spend 
hours trying to imitate on the piano. After hearing 
this opera he began to compose music himself. 
But I must tell you about him at school. Here 
lie used to bring down many scoldings upon his little 
blond head because he would not prepare his lessons, 
hut would take the chance of getting through some¬ 
how at the last moment. Also, I am afraid lie used 
to fight with the other boys (regular stand-up rows 
used to happen) and to mimic his teachers. 
There was one teacher who had a way of thrusting 
one hand into the breast of his coat and standing 
with one foot very much in front of the other, a la 
the first Napoleon. This used to tickle little Gounod 
v<> ml,c*1 *,e could not help doing it to make the 
other toys laugh. Of course, he used to get caught 
and for this and other pranks used to be punished 
pretty often. r 
One punishment was (he was at boarding-school, 
you know) to to shut into solitary confinement to 
meditate until he was ready to apologize. He was a 
stubborn little chap, and he said himself that the only 
thing which would bring him to repentance and sub¬ 
mission was the thought of his dear mother who was 
working hard at her lesson-giving all the day that 
lie might receive a good education, while he spent his 
tune in punishment, instead of at his books. This 
thougnt would banish the stubbornness, and send hi 
to the master to say in his own manly way that he 
was going to try again to do better. ‘ 8 
Once for a punishment lie had to write five hundred 
lines, and he was “mad” about it and was doing his 
worst. A young teacher bent over his desk and said- 
“You are doing that very badly.” Gounod’s bine 
eyes flashed up at him, and he answered: “You don't 
think I am doing it for pleasure, do you ? ” But the 
teacher answered gently: “It bores you because you 
are doing it so badly; if you took more pains it 
would not tore you so much.” Charles said that \Va, 
one of the best lessons he ever received at school, and 
from that time on there were very few complaints of 
Charles Gounod's lack of diligence and attention. 
At thirteen he went to a great music teacher 
named Reiclia, for lessons in the science of music and 
in musical composition. Reicha said that he was a 
most interesting pupil because he always wanted to 
know the reason why. 
He studied eagerly, wrote a great many songs, and 
began to declare that if they did not let him become 
a musician lie would run away to America and study 
all by himself. At last his mother went to the prin¬ 
cipal of the school which he was attending, and told 
him, weeping, about it, for she did not want him to 
become a musician, neither did she want him to run 
away. But the principal blandly assured her that 
there was not the least fear of Charles liecoming a 
musician, not the least in the world. He would see 
to it that Charles behaved himself and that there 
would not be any more of this nonsense about music. 
Then when the mother had gone away comforted, he 
sent for Charles and talked to him like a father, 
for quite a long time, and when lie got through 
Charles quietly assured him that lie was quite a,' 
determined as ever to become a musician. Then the 
school master smiled in a superior way and, taking 
from his desk drawer a poem, said: “Here, suppose 
you set this to music, just to show how much talent 
you have to start out with.” 
Well, Gounod did set the poem to music, and when 
the master heard it he was so astonished that he 
actually got up and kissed the little fellow, saying: 
“Yes, you will become a musician, and there is no 
doubt about that.” That settled it. Gounod’s mother 
became reconciled, and from then on his ambition 
was to be a great musician. 
He took the degree of B. A. at school, and at eigh¬ 
teen entered the Conservatory, where lie had to study 
all over again, according to the Italian theory, the 
very things which he had studied thoroughly, under 
Reicha, according to the German theory. All of 
which was very good for him. Also, he had to try 
three times, three years in succession, before he won 
that great musical prize of which I told you in * * 
beginning. But lie did not give up until he won " 
That was the dear mother influence within bun 
through all the years.—Helena M. Maguire. 
A CORRESPONDENT writes to 
OURTH OF JULY us making the sugge^ 
UGGESTION. that teachers who expect 1 
assist in “Fourth of Job 
ilebrations, or in a patriotic recital, can " 
intage songs like “Star Spangled Banner, >or ^ 
mple, sung with appropriate gestures—-as in 
ipular motion songs for children the 81"per_’ 
- more children, being in flag costume. Me ^ 
end this suggestion to all who are interested. 
JSICAL 
LAMINATIONS 
t SUGGESTIONS 
>R RECITALS. 
Those teachers who alto¬ 
gether taboo pupils’ iwit* 
are going to a great extreme 
and are actually losing a . 
valuable aid in their■*' 
They command our syini ^ 
sver, lx*cause recitals are often conduct 1 ^ 
ner that they are productive of har®? ' 
distract the pupil’s mind from his reg . .glKy 
s obliged to neglect liis general 1,11181 
t that he may master one or two *h ^ 
serve as an advertising means for the ^ 
icital programs are usually too on*V.n9g tCJic's 
ms in the extreme to the audience, * 
think all pupils must “have a turn and 
feel jealous or slighted; and s0»* . -verg h*'T 
y other reasons a goodly number o 0y time 
a up recitals. They have done we . ^chcre- 
lation-recital should to given up > -jv re 
everything else, recital ideas ' jg,» 
of to-day- ought to to, and in many ^ (n-n az* 
rent affair from that of even a Jei1 
I 
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eitals must be conducted more after the 
Modern reci_ educati0nal examinations. They 
fsshion o« 0 {the ability and present standing of 
should be '«*' °, the teacher’s work. School exam- 
re* ilUP'1 reviews of the subjects that have been 
[nations are {he term. No school ever thinks of 
studied dnn 0 subject to be used at the examina- 
Those who attend as spectators hear a 
tk® W- ,he scholars have been studying dur- 
months, and some idea is formed of 
Dresent standing and knowledge. I be¬ 
ll* scholars p ^ rpcita)s Bhould to along precisely 
here pupus as school examinations and gradua- 
“* ^ There should be no such thing as special pieces 
'^ exclusively for the recital, while all regular 
Crk is suspended temporarily. I would even suggest 
It we use the words Musical Examination in place 
'(*Reeital simply because they would be less mis- 
tlLe The word Recital might fail to convey to 
Hr pupils’ parents that we meant to hold an exarn- 
Imaging a program for a musical examination, 
I wntild suggest that teachers include tests in scale 
„livinit and® arpeggio nnd chord velocity, technic, 
nit so on Many parents would be surprised and 
much interested, I feel sure, to hear and to observe 
the difference in tone and execution possible in the 
nUring of these things. Then in selecting the pieces 
ihe teachers should choose from each pupil’s reper¬ 
toire as it stands up-to-date. He might announce a 
wpek or ten days in advance what he shall expect 
each one to play, allowing the pupils an opportunity 
t„ prepare themselves to do their best, while he would 
not ask of them something new, or something to be 
studied specially for the recital. 
If a teacher has a large number of pupils be should 
never plan for all to take part at the same examina¬ 
tion. A recital, or musical test, should never have a 
program with over ten or twelve numbers. I make 
ten my limit. This, however, admits of more than ten 
pupils’ taking part. Duets require two pupils, of 
course, and we have at least two duets; and in our 
“Specialties” (of which I shall speak later) the as¬ 
sistance of several pupils is required. But the actual 
examination is limited to those who play. 
Tea fliers xvho may follow my suggestions will do as 
I do, no doulit: viz.: have, during one season, several 
elamina! ions, making sure that each pupil under his 
instruction lias his turn. The order of exercises, too, 
•ill be varied on each occasion. I have alluded to 
'specialties” being introduced and will now “explain 
myself.” I very much liked the suggestions in The 
Etude for July and September, 1004, relating to the 
introduction of one or two “features” in Recitals or 
Examinations, and adopted the plan. 
Our examination programs in future will frequently 
introduce one or txvo very short essays on musical 
subjects, showing the result of our class study in 
musical literature, nnd also one, perhaps two, illus¬ 
trated pieces for the entertainment of all. 
I present one program that we have given: 
•- Ensemble. (We used two pianos, and four pupils 
in the third year of their study played.) 
- Test in Scale Playing. (Six pupils playing in 
turn.) 
Test in Short Velocity Etudes. (Six pupils ex¬ 
amined.) 
A Pisno Solo. 
■’'•Illustrated Essay, subject: The Harp. (Fol¬ 
lowed by a harp solo plaved bv an assisting 
artist.) 
Tour pupils played (each in turn) two scales, one 
ftude, and one piece. 
' aDd Piano Solos, by the six pupils who were 
tested as stated in Nos. 2 and 3. (These six 
pieces were short selections, requiring forty 
minutes for all.) 
“ Duet. 
• Illustrated piece: .“Song of the Flowers,” Op. 483. 
^ wgdmann. 
wjf °'aS*' nun'I>cr we used appropriate costum- 
mov V"* who xvas to illustrate the piece with 
herb, j In rllTthm with the music, had flowers in 
sands. Charlotte F. Richardson. 
1 mum, Members of Etude 
Clubs may enjoy mak- 
INSTRUMENT. ing musical instru- 
iutro(j . ments for themselves, 
out the ,n“ * noveUy ln their meetings and drawing 
the irork-Pe«m' interest of those who have charge of 
v.., K °* preparing *i,„ iun. wi,oi 
* iuggest 
Preparing the little devices. What we 
can be done by any children. Stretch 
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a string from wall to wall or across a doorxx’ay or be¬ 
tween two uprights. On this string suspend bottles 
of various sizes, thickness and shapes, testing the 
pitch of each by striking with a stick of xvood. a 
mallet or hammer, xvith the idea of making a series 
which shall coincide with the pitch of some scale. 
Water poured into the bottles will aid in tuning them. 
It will be possible to play a simple air on a set of 
bottles arranged in this way. The children will 
evince a lively interest in tuning the bottles to the 
notes as sounded by the piano. This part of the ex¬ 
ercise will allow the teacher a chance to use all of 
the members, each to tune one bottle, each to play 
the air selected, to criticise accuracy in tuning, etc. 
Table glasses, varying in size, thickness, and the 
amount of water in them, can be placed on a table 
and struck lightly, making a simple musical instru¬ 
ment which can play familiar melodies. 
The word Sonata, derived 
THE from sonare—to sound, liter- 
MEMORY CORNER: ally means, sound-piece; that 
THE SONATA. is, an instrumental composi- 
II. tion as distinguished from 
one that is sung. The latter 
reeeix-ed the name of Cantata from canfare—to sing. 
The earliest use of the term, so far as we know, was 
in 1624, when certain sonatas by Turini were pub¬ 
lished in Venice. At that time there was no distinc¬ 
tive style of instrumental music and these sonatas 
were written in the style of madrigals for voices, 
which had then assumed an elaborate form. 
Tlie next influence brought to bear on the sonata 
was that of the Suite, in which an effort to gain 
variety was made by combining a number of dance 
forms. For example, the Allemande, the Sarabande, 
the Courante, the Gigue, etc. These dances varied in 
tempo but were all in the same key, though within 
the limits of each there was the customary raodula 
tion from the Tonic to the Dominant in the first half, 
and the return to the Tonic in the last half. The 
Suite lacks the alternation of txvo contrasting sub¬ 
jects and tlieir elaboration, which give such signifi¬ 
cance to the sonata. 
The sonata, from its balance of subjects and keys 
in the first movement, the changes of tempos and keys 
for the following movements, as explained in a pre 
vious paper, represents a consistent development of 
reason and feeling combined in terms of absolute mu¬ 
sic No one composer can be said to have invented the 
form; it is rather a survival of the fittest, from 
countless experiments during a century and more to 
give to instrumental music a definiteness and sig¬ 
nification which in vocal music is supplied by the 
words. The presentation of the two primary subjects 
in different but related keys, their discussion in vary 
in<r tonalities followed by their repetition in the prin¬ 
cipal key constitute a logical cycle of purely musical 
thought, one that by no means excludes the expression 
of feeling and emotion in their dee|iest manifestations. 
It is with Haydn that we find the first fully do. 
veloped sonata. ' Mozart and Clementi enlarged its 
toundaries from the technical and formal sides, but 
Beethoven first gave it the power to reveal the ele¬ 
mental passions of the soul. He has set a mark for 
it tovond which it seems impossible to go. As time 
-roes'on sonatas are written more and more rarely. 
Modern composers have recourse to freer forms to ex 
press the personal r.ote which is so characteristic in 
latter-day art-literary, graphic, and p ast.c as ae I 
as musical. The sonata, however, with its repeti 
tions and contrasts, still remains the "'“f1 ~"f 
sistent formulation in music of thc two pnncjplos 
unity and variety which make mus.c intelligible and 
interesting as an art. 
We have been in- 
CLUB CORRESPONDENCE. terested to read in 
The Etude the let¬ 
ters from the several musical societies which have 
been organized, and we believe that children and 
young people who join these societies will profit 
greatly by the aid which they will receive from them. 
To that end, we have decided, under the direction of 
one of our teachers, to organize a musical society 
among the girls of our school—the New York City 
Institute for the Blind—who are studying music, 
and we have thirty members enrolled. We call it the 
“Junior Etude Society,” and, as officers, we have 
elected a president, vice-president, secretary, and 
treasurer. Besides our monthly business meeting, we 
meet together at the end of every month to have a mu¬ 
sical program, and during the month, we meet again 
to play technic exclusively.—Violet Isabel Scott, Pres. 
Our club is known as “The Etude Club of East 
Cleveland.” Our motto is “In heaven all is harmony.” 
Our colors are pink and brown. 
We meet every alternate Friday, from three to five, 
at the home of our teacher, Mrs. A. A. Skcel. Our 
club has ten members. 
We are making a success of studying the lives of tlie 
great composers. So far we have studied Chopin, 
Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Schumann, and Handel.— 
Flossie Hollar, See. 
Thinking sonic of the readers of The Etude would 
like to know about the “Major and Minor Music 
Club,” of Arapahoe. I will mention some of the most 
interesting features. 
We have atout fifteen members, all of whom are the 
pupils of Mrs. Gagen, who always makes aur meet¬ 
ings pleasant by some agreeable surprise. 
At our bi-monthly meetings, each member brings 
a short biography of some chosen composer’s life. 
Several members take The Etude and like the 
pieces, as well ns the many helpful articles on music. 
—Lela Tibbetts, Sec’y and Treas. 
We have been wanting to write you for some time, 
as we are always interested in all the pages of The 
Etude, especially those devoted to club work. 
We have organized a music club in Tlie Eliza Bow¬ 
man School. Vedado, which is tlie most beautiful sub¬ 
urb of Havana, Cuba. We enrolled twenty-seven to 
start with, but sickness, bad weather, etc., have pre¬ 
vented full meetings. At our last meeting seventeen 
xvere present. Our officers are a president, secretary, 
treasurer, 1st and 2nd vice-presidents, auditor, and 
critic. One of the teachers acts as interpreter, as 
some of the members do not understand English. 
We usually study musicians whose birthday is given 
in The Etude, for each month, with a short sketch of 
t, nr lives nnd pictures, with at least one of their 
compositions, so we will to more interested. We aiso 
enjoy the musical games and think they are instruc¬ 
tive.' Our colors are white and red, and our flower is 
the rose. We call our club “The Vedado Music Club" 
as there are no others by our name we know of out 
here, although there are many schools. We find The 
Etude helpful for suggestions. 
I am eager to introduce everything helpful into our 
class and club work; nil the members are my pupils, 
either vocal or instrumental, and most of them are 
both. They seem very enthusiastic over tlie club work 
and I want to keep it up to tlieir tost expectations. 
I am trying to cultivate them in musical history as 
well as the joy of sound and rhythm. I want others 
to know musical men and women and to honor and 
appreciate their talent and work.—Nannie 0. Over- 
street. Directress and Teacher. 
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keep constantly before him. What more can we ask 
of n pupil than that he shall apply all his faculties 
to his work? And when he has learned to use hand, 
eye, and brain in all that he does, he has been edu¬ 
cated to a high degree of efficiency for life’s work, he 
by artists, musical clubs, etc. An interchange 
ideas with a dozen other teachers should be frSitn 
of useful points. If you should not go to the assoT 
tion meetings, try to meet other teachers when voa 
from home during the summer. As a n.i* 
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And what is so rare as a day in June? 
Then, if ever, come perfect days.—Lowell. 
Poets have written of the month of June, com¬ 
posers have essayed to depict its beauties in tones, 
and I>oth have joined in song to fitly praise this 
glorious month. If we nccept the statement tfiat the 
month received Its name from the imperiously lovely 
helpmeet of mighty Jove, we cannot but feel that the 
name was well chosen. Let all of us who are lovers 
of nature in her richest, most gorgeous moods, get out 
of doors all that we can and stay there as much as 
we can. While drinking in beauty with the eye, let 
us also drink the warm, fragrant air that carries into 
our lungs the balm of healing and fresh vigor. 
"mi the opening of this month teachers start, 
many of them, at least, on the last weeks of their 
work for the season of 1004-1905. Recitals, examina¬ 
tions, exhibitions, commencements, and other methods 
of signalizing the close of a senson are now coming on. 
Teachers and pupils have their minds filled with the 
interests bound up with these pleasant occasions, 
which cnnhle pupils to show to their friends what 
they have accomplished during the year, teachers to 
demonstrate to the public in attendance the character 
of the work they do with pupils. And yet in the joy 
of these festival occasions, there is nn undercurrent 
of regret that a season of activity has come to a close, 
that pleasant relations are, in some cases, to be in¬ 
terrupted. Happy the teacher whose work does not 
irly in this month, and fortunate the one who 
month 
trai ing he may secure. If he is to be a musicia  by r t r sicia fr a other tow , 
profession lie will be well prepared; if lie enter busi¬ 
ness or one of the so-called learned professions, he 
will have added, through his musical study, a culture 
that will help to round out the special training r 
ceived in preparing for his life-work and in carry¬ 
ing it on. If the music teacher wishes, he can be an _ _ __ o(a | 
educator; he can make his teaching help his pupils from scio—I know,—means knowledge; it is the inm 
to broad views, to efficiency in dealing with life’s lectual apprehension of the physical principles m 
hand, eye, and which an art must rest. The architect, for examnl. 
must know the strength of his materials, the prone, 
angles of support for joists and beams, the depth of 
We welcome into the ranks of the profession the foundation in relation to height of building before 
young men and young women who will soon graduate lie can consider artistic effect. And all this he must 
from our conservatories and schools, or who have know exactly; lie dare not guess them, else his struc- 
finished the courses of instruction prescribed by lead- ture becomes a menace to all who enter, 
ing private teachers in the great music centers. Every Then only does architecture begin as an art and the 
year we read that the leading schools of law, medi- builder become an architect; then only can he study 
cine, and industrial technic, graduate a large number proportion of sky line to ground plan, arch to arch! 
of students, and we wonder where they will all find trave, pillar to pediment, with reference to a liar- 
places in whicli to work. So wc wonder, year after monious composition of all these varied details. Each 
where the young men and young women who of them originates in a primary necessity for solidity 
problems. He will train them to r 
brain in full measure and together. 
and endurance; when these essentials are secured 
then only can art step in and reconcile use with 
beauty; the building must delight the eye—it must 
seem to have arisen spontaneously in response to a 
single thought, and that thought an expression of the 
beautiful. 
have chosen a musical career are to find a sphere of 
work and pupils sufficient to support them in a mod¬ 
est way. And yet we cannot doubt that the great 
majority of these young people do settle themselves, 
some quite advantageously. 
We address a few words to the graduates of this 
year: Think well over the sphere of activity you have Technic, embracing the intellectual tasks of the 
chosen. The music profession ought not to be entered composer and the acquired dexterity of the executant, 
lightly, or as a makeshift or stepping-stone to some is the science of music. Only after the mastery of 
other calling. It is a serious matter to take in one’s technic in its various branches has been achieved does 
hands the instruction of others, and the teacher the art of music begin in the building up of forms 
should have a distinct call to the work and special which shall appear to have sprung into being in sim- 
melinatinn slanlafini —~:-'1 pie obedience to the laws of beauty. They rest none 
has strength to keep up work during the 
with a choice band of pupils. 
It is a serious condition that confronts many teach¬ 
ers who find that pupils discontinue their studies 
early and resume them late. Even at the risk of be¬ 
ing called mercenary they should try to persuade 
pupils to a longer season of study. A “year’s” study 
often means but a half-year’s consecutive work, and 
a pupil who claims to have studied four or five 
years may have put in, in reality, less than two 
years. This is one reason for the superficial work in 
music and the unsatisfactory results that observers 
claim to see in musical education. 
A master educator once said: “I want to help 
men and women to find out in the beginning what 
they want to do, — * ■ • • 
inc o , adapt tion, and training for musical
struction. There is work to do; that is certain. 
Piano manufacturers, east and west, claim to be busy, 
many of them behind orders, a circumstance that shows 
that the retail dealers are selling pianos and organs. 
Every new instrument sold means one to three pupils 
for some one within a year or two. The field is surely 
not narrowing, and there is work for many to do. 
Still young teachers, men especially, should not for¬ 
get that what is worth doing at all, is worth doing 
well. The young man who faces a life-work of music 
teaching, should, from the very first, make up his 
mind to add to the equipment he has secured from his 
teachers, all that he can by thorough study and un¬ 
wearying diligence. There is a technic in teaching 
music that, like the technic of playing, must be 
learned; and no one has yet found a better way than 
that of experience. Right in the studio, day after 
day, is the school in which the young teacher is to be 
trained into the skilled teacher. In one season he will 
learn much that he but dimly anticipates now. 
The young women teachers should not be satisfied 
with a little success along conventional lines. There 
are places for them in musical work. Let us hope 
that every member of the fair sex will find her true 
sphere. .Just now women seem to have the call in 
kindergarten and primary work in music. It is a 
privilege to teach little children, to start them in 
music, to direct them in their work, to help them as 
their minds expand, and they are able, more and more 
to appreciate the beauties of the subject they study. 
Here, if any, is the place for the best possible kind 
of work; here is the place where the best possible 
equipment and personal devotion are needed. Women 
have naturally more sympathy with children, seem to 
take hold of them better than men. We feel safe in 
trusting the future of the musical education of our 
children to the women teachers of the country, vet 
we trust they will lie so much in earnest that so long 
as they shall be teachers of music they will be stu¬ 
dents of the problems of music teaching. The Etude 
is the young music teacher’s friend and in every 
capacity possible, a willing adviser. We trust that 
this first year of teaching will be a pleasant one for 
rjsMs-r - educate the boys and girls to work patiently, sympa¬ 
thetically, and constantly with hand, eve, and brain.” When vou eo to vm.r \r . _ , 
Here is an ideal toward which all educators in music ing or to the M T N A mePt' 
teacher. To teach boys and girls to do good work, so much as business points, such as methSe"of creaL 
mg public interest, getting new pupils, giving recitals, 
payment or excuse of missed lessons, concert series 
thorough, honest, sincere, to teach them to work 
noinicallyand understanding^ is what everyone should 
the less upon fundamental principles of an intellectual 
and physical nature, though tills is not apparent to 
the delighted listener any more than the traveler 
standing before the cathedral at Cologne thinks of 
similar architectural requirements, as his enraptured 
eye wanders from portal to facade, from tower to 
spire, each seemingly the outgrowth of the same in¬ 
spiration—a flowering out of eternal stone to ex¬ 
press the upward aspiration of the soul. Such ex¬ 
pression is eminently the mission of music as an art. 
The intangibility of its material, the evanescence of 
its effect, however, tend to obscure the rigidity of its 
basis, but this must be present in all its inexorable 
firmness, else the art is weak and unworthy. 
As some one has finely put it: The scientist » 
concerned with what things are done; the artist with 
how they are done. 
The multitude may read the works of Galen him¬ 
self, but it is not led to believe in the efficacy of medi¬ 
cine by the theories of such learned writers or by the 
argumentative disquisitions of more modem physi¬ 
cians. It may study the works of Newton and the 
conclusions of Tycho Brahe, but it is not their learned 
tomes that lead to a popular belief in astronomy. 
When the application of remedies heals and soothes, 
more is done for a belief in medical theories than all 
the Latin treatises ever written. When the almanac 
predicts an eclipse and thousands see the prediction 
verified, by the witness of their own eyes, the belief 
in astronomical principles is forced upon them. Rf' 
lief from pain, and the penny' almanac do more to 
create trust in science than the most learned essay*. 
And so with music. Volumes of theory have been 
written, scientifically constructed fugues and sonatas 
composed by the hundred; but they do not make 
converts to the doctrine of good music. 
That gentle, searching melody, simple yet penetrat¬ 
ing, arouses in the mind of the musically unlearn*! 
more respect for the art than the “Gradus ad Ptr' 
nasst/m” or the “Art of Fugue.” The physician doe* 
not despise the simple loticn, nor the astronomer t 
prognostication of the most common celestial p*- 
nomenon; no more should the musician disdain t * 
clear and simple melody or the straightforward an 
uncomplicated harmony, for such is the basis of 
—though the modern school of composers,—espe*1* • 
their minor followers,—seem to forget it. The ee* > 
singing melody’ of Mozart and Schubert will make eon 
verts where the complexities of Wagner and btra 
will arouse hut dissatisfaction and dislike in the mi 
of the neophyte. 
1 
$9 2830 Dream and Awakening 
Traiim und Erwachen 
Edited by Ferdinand Dewey. GUSTAV BENDEL, Op. 108. 
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the excellence of songs. 
Opisioss differ widely as to what constitutes ex- 
,1 nje in songs. The master of theory will scan the 
of a song for technical flaws, and if he finds 
them will condemn the work without hesitation. It 
is his mission in life to foster purity of form and 
lovalty to the traditional laws governing composition. 
Such a man is entitled to his views, and the profession 
at large respect him and defer to him. Many there 
are who will jeer at him as “dry bones” and too 
"pedagogical to understand the heart of the spon¬ 
taneous music lover; yet this man and his sym¬ 
pathizers are the arbiters of our musical character. 
Thev serve as a check to a freedom that easily be¬ 
comes extravagance in our modes of expression. 
While we may not enjoy the songs that such a man 
writes, he has equipped us better to estimate the 
value of songs in general. Briefly, he maintains the 
standard of correct writing, and whatever we meet in 
song literature that falls short of his standard will 
be discarded unless it possesses qualities sufficient to 
effectually disguise structural weakness. 
The emotionalist will disregard form and search for 
the manner of portraying sentiment most effectively. 
If he is of the finer mold, delicate treatment of a 
tender subject will appeal to him. If less sensitive, 
an exaggerated display of sentiment will he necessary 
to win his approval. ' There is an abundance of ma¬ 
terial to satisfy both. If such is the taste and the 
preference of a fair proportion of those who use songs, 
nothing is more certain than that songs will be writ¬ 
ten to gratify those needs. Such people care little 
for the sniffs of disapproval from pedagogues. They 
urge the well-worn and not elegant excuse—they know 
what they like. 
Again we have the man of vigor who watches for 
songs with a climax. His idea is to wrestle with the 
muse. His performances are suggestive of gladia¬ 
torial combats, and it is the muse who is vanquished. 
There is indeed a large proportion of singers who 
regard the working up of a composition to a strong 
climax as its sole title to favor, and to such a class 
a number of composers are at present dedicating their 
efforts. Thus is it clear that there are reasons for a 
great variety in the style of songs. Though none of 
us should be willing to concede that there can be an 
excuse for a great variety on the score of excellence, 
the position of the song writer and his publisher is 
to-day an exceedingly difficult one. They feel it in¬ 
cumbent upon themselves to produce only worthy 
compositions, yet must strive to meet the widely- 
divergent tastes of music lovers. 
The above remarks I have intended as a preface to a 
scries of articles on song writers; not historical or a 
particularly- critical view of their work, but the ful¬ 
filment of a long-cherished plan on the part of the 
vocal editor to place before our readers, so many of 
whom are teachers and students, a list of composers 
who have written or are writing good material for 
the voice, and some of their more acceptable songs. 
shall not confine ourselves to American composers, 
though it is expected that they will occupy the centre 
of the stage for the present. 
A FEW QUESTIONS ANSWERED. 
" nr has the so-called “Coon Song” almost entirely 
vanished from glee club programs and the parlors and 
"Wsic rooms of the well-to-do? 
“ooause it was not healthy, legitimate music. It 
•prang up trom the lower ranks of the profession and 
was accepted as a substitute for, and an improvement 
upon, the sentiiyental twaddle which as a fad was 
‘^mediate predecessor. 
. "^7 are there so few really capable accompanists 
,n th<“ profession? 
“eeause accompanying is the most difficult of all 
aveomplishments. It requires a hand entirely free 
technical restrictions. It insists upon perfect sight¬ 
reading, yet players possessing both of these qualities 
hre frequently execrable accompanists. They fail in 
the pivot of good accompanying, which is, the ability 
to read the singer’s score without neglecting the in¬ 
strumental parts. Not only read it, but phrase it, 
breathe it, and yield everything to it. Even with 
such an equipment one may fail because of the strong 
tendency on the part of one so equipped to be self- 
assertive. It is no simple thing to have one’s hand 
in perfect command, the mind at an even poise and 
keep them strongly predisposed toward the vagaries 
of a singer. It is being heavy when the singer wishes 
to he light, leading in the tempo when the singer 
desires to he free of time influence, insecure when 
every note in the accompaniment counts for effect. 
These are the things which irritate the singer so 
seriously as to make a perfect performance impos¬ 
sible. 
The vogue of the foreign singing master is passed: 
why is it ? 
Errani, Rivarde, and a score of others, more or less 
notable, were names to conjure with twentv-tive years 
ago in New York; and every city of prominence, mu¬ 
sically, boasted its Italian or French professors of 
singing. The best explanation probably is that the 
men who were prominent have passed off the stage of 
musical activity and the American people prefer to 
patronize American teachers. Back of this prefer¬ 
ence, however, must be a reason, since one of the 
characteristics of the American people is an insistence 
upon the best. 
It has come to be the prevailing impression that the 
Italian teacher of singing is most successful in Italy -. 
that if he lands in New York and establishes himself 
as a singing teacher there must 1* a doubtful reason 
for his doing so. In other w-ords, if he is an excel¬ 
lent singing master he could not be spared from Italy, 
and from our standpoint, if he could be spared from 
Italy, he could not be an excellent singing master. 
While this does not necessarily follow, it does fre 
quently follow. The Biblical adage, that a prophet 
is not without honor save in his own country lias 
ceased to apply to the vocal profession. We go to 
Milan or Florence if we want instruction from Italian 
teachers or to Paris if we would study with French 
teachers, and we arc proud to accept the dictum that 
has come to be acknowledged as fact, that the Ameri¬ 
can teacher is as safe fundamentally as any in the 
world So we remain at home for our method tram 
ing. and go abroad for the special work afforded by 
the French, German, or Italian masters. It cannot 
be denied that in music, as in the other arts, atmos¬ 
phere. scope, point of view, and experience are in¬ 
valuable adjuncts to success, and that travel and 
studv under diverse conditions afford the atmosphere 
and'impetus to the growth that is necessary to the 
well-rounded education. 
AN AMERICAN GIRL’S SIEGE OF PARIS. 
BT FREDERIC S. LAW’. 
L 
“I nox’x believe that 1 shall go to see Madame 
Duchesi at all,” said Helena Hunter in e ncourage, 
tone, turning away from the window’where she bad 
been standing, gazing intently into the street seeing 
Sing! however, so deeply plunged in thought had 
Sh“Oh^Hiy dear,” exclaimed her friend. Mm. Mason, 
looking up from her work at the other window, it 
would-be too bad to go home without h*v,n8^®^^ 
sons from the first teacher in Pans—after trying so 
m“That tejSt the’ difficulty.” returned Miss Hunter 
with a sigh, sinking into a deep fauteuil by the side 
of her friend. “I have tried so many-and when it 
«— jFJA JZ it^feaT 
teach £ traditions, repertoire, and 
style, but for fundamental voice-training I have to 
fall back on what I learned at home.” 
“But Duchesi stands at the head,” protested Mrs. 
Mason. “And then look at her pupils—you know she 
has brought out more successful singers than any 
two teachers in Europe; that is, except that queer 
old man in Milan—what is his name? Lamperti? 
Yes; the one, you know, who used to tell his pupils 
to breathe through their bones—though how they 
ever did it, I never could see,” shaking her head with 
a puzzled air as she sorted the wools in her lap. 
Helena smiled. Her friend’s literal interpretation 
of the fanciful instructions sometimes given by sing¬ 
ing teachers often amused her. 
“I should think it must interfere with the fit of 
their gowns,” continued Mrs. Mason, with a com¬ 
placent glance at her own trimly-attired figure. “You 
remember that Miss Winston you once went to see in 
Philadelphia about lessons? ” Helena nodded. “Well, 
she never cared what she looked like if she only liad 
room to breathe. Adeline Duncan was with me at a 
concert where she sang. ‘Look at the fit of that 
waist,’ she said when Miss Winston came out—and 
really, my dear,” and Mrs. Mason poised her needle 
impressively in the air, “it hung like a bag. Adeline 
knows her very well, and told me that when she is 
fitted she takes a deep breath and swells out like— 
like—” seeking a comparison for this enormity, then 
triumphantly: “like the frog in the fable, and says— 
‘Now, fit me.’ I am sure that it isn't necessary to be 
a guy, even if one is a singer. You are proof of that. 
Helena,” resuming her work with an approving sur¬ 
vey’ of her companion. 
“Thank you,” rejoined Miss Hunter. “But didn’t 
she sing well ? ” 
“Sing well? Oh—yea! ” was the rather grudging 
answer. “That is—1 suppose she did. 1 know that 
she was applauded nnd had to come back two or three 
times and sing again—but I was bo taken up with the 
fit of that gown and thinking what I would do with 
it if it were mine—for it was a really handsome white 
satin—that I didn't pay much attention to her sing¬ 
ing.” 
Helena Hunter broke into a ringing peal of 
laughter, forgetting for the moment her unaccustomed 
mood of despondency. Mrs. Mason looked up in sur¬ 
prise. 
The two had certainly one qualification for being 
close friends: they were dissimilar in almost every 
respect. The singer had but little regard for more 
npjiearances or conventionalities in anything—least of 
all, in her art; hence the present dissatisfaction with 
her student experiences in Paris. She had studied 
at home under the best American teachers, and lie fore 
turning to Europe for further instruction had won 
the reputation of tieing a rising young artist of rare 
vocal gifts and magnetic temperament. This was not 
her first visit to Paris in search of a teacher who 
could lead her to yet unsealed heights, but thus far 
she had failed to find such a master. To the older 
woman, on the contrary, all that glittered was gold 
—nt least, it filled the place of the precious metal to 
the eye; and what more did one want for the passing 
moment? If the outside of the platter were bright 
and burnished, what was the use of inquiring into it' 
unknown and possibly disagreeable contents? Her 
husband was connected with the diplomatic service 
and they had lived in Pari* for a number of years. 
She adored the bright, pleasure-loving city: it ap¬ 
pealed to her almost abnormal sense of beauty, for 
this it was that led her to attach *0 much value to ex 
ternals. Warm-hearted and impulsive, she was de 
voted to Helena, and though, a* may lie seen, she could 
not comprehend her artistic ideals, she was none the 
less enthusiastic in aiding her to realize them. 
The two had Wen friends since the time that Helena 
Hunter, a parentless girl of thirteen, had entered a 
well-known school in Philadelphia, even then with a 
voice that challenged attention. Mrs. Mason, then 
Mary Xcilson, was in her finishing year at the same 
school, and though five years the senior of the new¬ 
comer. a close friendship had sprung up between them. 
Helena’s voice and artistic sensibility had endowed 
her with a maturity beyond her years, so that the 
disparity in age which at such a period would have 
conclusively separated most girls had no effect upon 
their friendship. It even grew warmer after the mar¬ 
riage of the older girl, which took place about the 
time Helena left school. 
Her small patrimony had been almost exhausted 
by the charges of her education, embracing as it did 
a thorough musical training. This, however, did not 
disturb her, for even as a child she had looked for- 
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schooled by Madam 
know the danger in 
, Mrs. Mason had dropped her embroidery ii 
ward to music as her resource in later years. To 
Mrs. Mason, the daughter of wealthy parents, the wife 
<>f a man prominent in political and financial circles, 
this resolution seemed nothing less than heroic. Her Lodebarto for a short time, 
feeling toward Helena assumed almost a maternal 
character. She followed her career as a pupil, as a 
church singer, and then as a concert singer, with an 
interest which drew the two still closer together. 
Then, too, Mrs. Mason’s position and knowledge of 
the world, her tact and savoir fuire—even her regard 
for appearances, were of great assistance in smooth¬ 
ing the way for the novice, who had the artis't’s usual 
indifference to the artificialities of society. Mrs. 
Mason always knew whom to see; where a word, a 
call, or an invitation would have the best effect in 
introducing her protCgCe. Helena sometimes rebelled 
against the soft web of Social formalities dextrously 
spun uiioiit her. She would have preferred launching silvery hair; he looked fairly mediaeval. 
her little craft on the troubled waters of popular favor 
with no further sponsor or pilot than her own artistic 
ability, but her wiser friend counselled patience until 
she should have achieved a position which would make 
her independent of snch helps to success. Her un¬ 
deniable gifts, aided by Mrs. Mason’s protection and 
influence, finally won her such a position. Through 
it all she never neglected serious study and was con¬ 
stantly advancing in her art. 
In the meantime, Mr. Mason’s foreign appointment 
had facilitated her long-cherished plan of studying 
abroad, anil there at the beginning of our story we 
find her, nearing the end of her third visit to Paris, 
but still without having realized her hopes. 
“What are you laughing at, Helena?” exclaimed 
Mrs. Mason. Then, without waiting for a reply, “Oh, 
1 suppose it was because I paid more attention to the 
gown than to the singing. Well, my dear, I can’t 
help it. If a singer doesn’t look well or isn’t dressed 
becomingly, I simply cannot enjoy her singing—even 
if she were a second Jenny Lind, or Patti herself. 
Before you cnnie to Madame Chtfgary’s there was the 
most charming little German woman who taught sing¬ 
ing there—Madame Steiler. She had the loveliest 
silver hair, and with her rosy cheeks and blue eyes 
she looked as if she had just walked out of a Grimm 
story-book. She had the sweetest way of getting me 
to open my mouth—I always felt that 1 must look so 
foolish with my mouth wide open, even if I was sing¬ 
ing. She used to say in her inimitable broken Kng- 
lish. ’Ach, my luf! your mouth iss too mooch like a 
rose-pud! Now make it a full plown rose.’ And then 
when I did open it the fraction of an inch wider, she 
would give a little nisi and a smile and say, ‘That was 
goot, my dear; you are a golden aincliel! ’ It pleased 
me so to think that my mouth was like a rose, and 
that I looked like an angel, that I always went away 
from my lesson in a good humor. I am afraid that 
is more than you enn say, Helena,” she concluded, 
glancing at the young singer whose face already 
showed the cheering effect of her companion’s remi¬ 
niscences—as the latter had shrewdly intended. 
“No.” was the reply; “I have no associations of 
roses or angels with my lessons—neither do I want 
them,” with an energetic straightening-up in her 
chair. Helena Hunter was emerging from her un¬ 
usual mood of discouragement. “I don’t object to 
t Hattiani in New York not to Still, I enjoyed my lessons with him and felt that 
such a method, so I stopped my had made a decided change for the worse after 1 i 
soon as 1 decently could and tried begun that short course with Stiglia that one nf 
_ Just then he was the friends advised me to take.” 1 
rage in Paris—and for aught I know, he may be the “I remember him very well,” said Mrs Mas 
rage still. I soon found out that he had all the faults “You know I went with you when you engaged tl 
of Herzog with none of his merits. 1 really gained lessons. A very ordinary man, I thought. 1 conf 
nothing from my lessons from Lodebarto—that is, that I didn't think you would be satisfied with hn? 
nothing hut a few glimpses of the handsomest studio I never told you, Helena, but I heard from some o" 
in Paris. 1 grant him that distinction; it was the afterward that he had been a barber in an itar"* 
inly one he had—so far as I could discover.” opera troupe and in that way had picked up allT 
'— . ' .... -i -J knew about sino-insr.” 
li  
•Then didn’t you go to Dalle Cimie next?” asked knerv about singing.’ 
.Mrs. Mason, and at an affirmative nod she exclaimed, “I hardly believe that story,” returned her frienl 
"Isn’t he the dearest old man? I went with you once “He has the reputation of having formed some v ' 
or twice—don’t you remember?—and I was completely good singers—but when you come to think them ove"* 
captivated with him. Such courtly manners—and they are all tenors or baritones. Indeed, the critic' ^ 
then that fascinating little skull-cap perched on his I make of most of the teaching here is that it is 7 
He made much on the robust, masculine pattern. StWia tm- 
...» think somehow of Madame Steiler only, of course, ommended the practice of dumb-bells, which5 is w II 
she wore a different sort of cap: one of those lovely enough—but I never thought that he had the right 
German caps of sheer white crape, fluted, with short understanding of physical development for singe 
streamers flying behind—just like the one Clara Schu- He used to tap his chest, all puffed out like a no te 
mann wears in that portrait of her in Music and pigeon, and say: ‘Bcaucoup de gymnase! mademoi 
Musicians, you know.” selle—beaucoup de gymnase! ’ My American teachers' 
In her enthusiasm over the picturesque old niusi- insisted on purity of tone rather than on strenetl 
her 0f those that I have had here, all except Dalle Cimie 
lap. As she picked it up she asked, with an appeal¬ 
ing glance at the stern critic of Parisian singing 
teachers: 
“Now, Helena, you don’t mean to say that such a 
delightful creature as Dalle Cimie is not a good 
teacher? ” 
“No, indeed,” was the hearty response. 
Cimie is a good teacher. He has the best points of 
the real Italian school. It was a positive relief after 
the strenuous life I led with the others to be allowed 
to sing in demie roix, and let the vowels float instead 
of pushing them out with all the force I could com¬ 
mand.” 
“He believes in relaxation, too, doesn’t he, Helena ? ” 
said the other, a mischievous intonation in her voice. 
“Oh,” laughed her friend; “you mean when he 
held my hand to make sure that I was singing with¬ 
out rigidity. That is one of his fads—he does it with 
all his pupils; nobody ever thinks anything of that! ” 
“J am not so sure that Paris w’ould think nothing 
of it,” returned Mrs. Mason, still with the teasing 
inflection in her voice. 
“Paris!” retorted Miss 
know very well, Mary Mai 
' i he jealous of a 
cry for power, power—and yet i 
sure that it can’t be right.” 
She rose and went to the window; again her face 
clouded as she looked into the street. Mrs. Mason 
gave her another solicitous glance. 
“Well, Helena,” she urged, “the French arc so 
Dalle dramatic, you knou—they demand temperament from 
their artists. Then it does hamper one so to be think¬ 
ing of tones all the time one is singing.” 
“I grant that; but the artist dJre not neglect 
technic or he will soon find himself without a voice 
to express anything with. However, I suppose the 
dramatic temperament is the reason for this universal 
demand for power. The opera is the ruling factor of 
the musical life in Paris and every voice—suitable 
or not—is trained with that in view. At home it is 
very different. One can sing in church, or concert, 
or oratorio—according to one’s voice; but here they 
seem to think your time thrown away unless you 
study for the stage. 
“Then, too, Mary’,” turning to Mrs. Mason, who 
had thrown her embroidery aside and joined her at 
Hunter scornfully. “You the window, “speaking of French dramatic tempera- 
on, that he is far too sen- ment in the teachers here, did it ever occur to you 
- mn enough to be my how few of the leading singing teachers in Paris are 
grandfather though they do say that Dalle Cimie French? Herzog is German—and so is Duchesi. i 
was no end of a flirt in his young days. Besides, I spite of her Italian name. Lodebe 
told laris all about it when I went home the last 
time, and he laughed over it as heartily as I did.” 
Paris, it may be not superfluous to remark, was the 
name given a certain American youth by the fair 
Helena of our story, who, as she glanced consciously 
at* gleaming ring on her finger, continued: 
“But Dalle Cimie is really too old to teach. 
ing that his day for active duties was o _. __ 
restful it was idyllic, but it grew monotonous. As 
the French say: C’etait magnifique, mais ce n’etait la 
guerre. It lacked initiative: so, when I came back 
n"^/rThUnt ,;n,,,ra;a"t tr"th'—so Io"K »" they this last time, I determined' to try M LoffiT You 
are truths. But I must say that so far I have found were not here then you know L iT Y° 
but few in Paris few. I mean, in comparison with Switz JlJZrlZ’. had ,?one to 
those I had hoped 
parched diligently enough to find morc.7’’-'Her toe ™‘t"t Spi?ng; 80 ?ou never Jt jUTEti a sm a r “ 
... -t seems 
i” ,n<’ tl,nt you certainly ought to find some one to 
satisfy your insatiable thirst for knowledge.” 
"Well, first of all, there was Herzog. You know 
lie lias a great reputation for teaching repertoire and 
diction, and I thought I couldn’t fail in getting good 
ideas from him. But I confess that I was dismayed 
when I saw him—n tnll, inane-looking man: blond 
with light-blue eyes, talking in a high, piping voice 
in a rambling sort of way that made me think—this 
man can’t know much. But I was mistaken. I found 
that lie had ideas—and good ones, too—nbout style. 
traditional renderings of operas, etc. In spite of his had his mind on that stray net“fW 
almost foolish appearance, his teaching was highly he tiptoed to the window^o ' - ^ 
spite of her Italian na e. Lodebarto is Spanish; 
Dalle Cimie and Stiglia are Italian. Louis is the 
only one of any reputation who is French by birth. 
I dare say that Duchesi, for all her celebrated pupils, 
is no better teacher than the rest,” she continued, with 
a sigh. “You know they say that it is only her good 
fortune in getting hold of the best voices that gives 
, ,, — - - — her such a name. Though I did want very much to 
.. . . ’ e'en (<‘n’ and I could not help feel- have some lessons from her, I believe the best tiling 
" “ ‘ ” *“ for me to do is to go back to New York and keep on 
with Mr. Jones. He is neither French nor Italian— 
nor Spanish nor German; but just plain American; 
he has a prosaic, commonplace name—but he knows 
more about the voice than the teachers I have had 
here all put together.” 
“But, Helena,” protested Mrs. Mason, passing her 
arm around the girl’s waist, “it does seem a pity not 
to go to Duchesi now that you have gone so far as 
this. Even if you should not learn much from her, 
she is so well-known and has trained so many famous 
singers that it gives a certain cachet to have been her 
tintoed had- .1." ““ “P8 ana pupil. Then, too, you know that singing at her 
1 couldn’t imagine t0 ''nter Auietl.v- soirees is the best possible introduction to managers; 
srs&jt"T* E-^sas ”■*'**,he ”pi”r,“,,ily'”d'”"* 
h“s senanrhadZa T he a"d the pleader’s ear in pretended displeasure. “So ha 
it .night come to harm. AH TL””,1^I the name of being Madame Btiches.’s^pup^ 
intellectual and interesting considered from the stand¬ 
point of interpretation. But—the trouble with him 
was the same as with most of the teachers here: he 
faileri to regard the physical limitations of the voice. 
+n . nave t  a e f ei  a a e jjucnes*= n-- 
i that strav 1;°^ V* dofn’‘ 
and then not, eh? That isn’t my point of view at all—* “ 
you know it. But,” she continued, reflecting, “I mua' 
the 28th. That gives me only a little moi* 
isisted on an attack ; 
urging for more tone, mor 
I was fairly exhausted. 
full voice, mid then kept 
power, more climax, until 
I had been too carefully 
— see if it were still «nfo 
That gave me a clue to the nature of the man—tender 
to finTThTr^ jghl’V StrUnfr- 1 "aa not surprised 
m,i^d that- had a fine s,’nse of tone and an quisite musical conception. But I 
he had --A ” **■ - 
impart 
an artist—not the cool, analytical braiTtftheteacher! 
* *' uu tiic *owL i Hat gives uv • - 
than three weeks. Even if I should go to see * 
isite musical * T 7““ s^e might refuse to take me for so short a 
had nTtSgSofPWhinetIthTbfOUnmt,,at “0h 1 *"* »<* af'aid that’” rt what he knew n» he cou,(1 not Mason, delighted at evident signs of yielding- 
P rt he the temperament of once hears you sing she will 4 only too glad Jo taj 
as her pupil, Do go, Helena,'” she added, 
please me. I have set my heart upon 
it.’’ a section of this series will appear in 
(T%taa*fir July' The third and !"ial °ne m 
August-/ 
VOCAL HINDRANCES: SENSITIVENESS. 
* BY FRANK J. BENEDICT. 
_ 0f all minds, the Greek as well as the 
AU- men o attributing to musicians, and 
barbarian, on* singers, that fineness of mental 
more P»JcU ^xture termed commonly, although 
and eino“° ^tivelv, “sensitiveness.’' 
“°T “Senate barbarian, meaning thereby all per- 
10 L W in, and indifferent to, the art of 
*>”*. “If quality typifies all that is unpleasant, 
w nnable and insular. In the interest of candor 
UDre,TbTadmitted that the person who makes mu- 
“ u ‘ wf interest in life is primarily and essen- 
fgfa^eamer and a mystic. The more these 
“‘ dies are developed the more is he inclined to 
ft inon the practical and materially inclined as 
i barbarians. The fact that the semi-barbarian 
‘emi-barbarian ^ semi.idiot, merely proves 
Tto him the barbarism of the unmusical. He 
a“ ^ from the thought of contact with such a per- 
rtd wh«. forced by social or business reasons 
■ ’ ^intact he is prone to close up like any sensi 
live plant or to expand into an undue appearance of 
snneriority. Which of these two the semi-barbarian 
STthe more intolerable 1 will not undertake to 
My. The remedy for such a state of affairs, if then- 
be one, lies not within the province of this pape . 
Office it to say that sensitive the musician undoubt¬ 
edly is, and sensitive he will remain. 
The quality is indispensable, and yet, like tempera¬ 
ment, it must be persistently fought by the singer. 
In fact, where the trait is strongly marked it will 
be well for the teacher to train his guns upon it Ironi 
the start. It is more easily brought under control 
in the first months of study than it ever will be 
JTthe pupil will not stand the test it will be kind¬ 
ness and good policy to dismiss him. 
A Question of Policy. 
This is best for the teacher, even though the pupil 
may be attractive, voeally and financially. Such a 
student constitutes a tremendous strain upon one s 
nervous force. Not only must the difficulties of the 
patient be prescribed for, but it must be done in 
such a way as to save his vanity. Such a pupil 
needs constantly to be “encouraged.” The double 
draft on the teacher’s vital forces will make such 
inroads on his vitality that he will he more than 
likely to fall short of his best with tlie other pupils. 
If he persist in keeping an over-sensitive pupil who 
"ill not submit to corrective discipline let him ]na“e 
his charges sufficient to cover three periods. The 
first may be devoted to a brisk walk, followed by a 
short meditation on the transitoriness of all earthly 
troubles; the second, to soothing and flattering, and, 
if time permits, teaching his sensitive charge; the 
third, to a hot bath, followed by a cold plunge and a 
vigorous rub-down. Some snch plan must be 
adopted or the other pupils will be robbed of the 
cheery, helpful, sympathetic, and alert attention 
which they have a right to expect. . 
Again, even if the pupil should attain to a fair 
degree of ability, this morbid sensitiveness will ren¬ 
der a creditable performance next to impossible by 
reason of stage fright. The teacher thus loses 
prestige, unconsciously lowers his own ideal, and 
mbs his other pupils, all for the sake of “keeping1 a 
pupil. 
For the pupil the ease is much more serious, 
"hile to the teacher a pupil is only a pupil, after 
all, one of the thousands who pass through his 
hands in a lifetime, the pupil has only one voice to 
lose. When that is lost all is lost. 
If this very natural and universal feeling of sensi 
h'uness is not heroically fought and brought under 
control it will graw to immense proportions and be- 
oome a veritable “Old Alan of the Sea.” Many 
‘h|uk it will disappear with the acquisition of more 
**>11. Not necessarily so. The more one studies the 
'"Ore one realizes his imperfections. The ability to 
Womes a life-long torture. One is constantly 
colled upon to sing, and there is always present the 
c»r of doing badlv through nervousness, and suffer- 
intf Li. ldnmiall it! tllf* 
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Even during the period of study it is a drawback. 
Over-anxiety to appear creditably before the teacher 
causes undue nervous tension and consequently mus¬ 
cular stiffness, rendering good production a physical 
impossibility. 
How to Overcome It. 
First and most emphatically, not by singing either 
for friends or in public, at least during the early 
period of study. A public or semi-public appearance 
may make chaos of all the teacher’s carefully laid 
plans, and tends to increase the sensitiveness of the 
pupil. His work must in the nature of things lie 
imperfect, and the knowledge of this, together with 
the nervousness natural under the circumstances, is 
almost certain to disturb the poise and co-ordination 
of nerves, muscles, and brain. The result is wrong 
production and a miserable performance. 
Instead of being encouraged and: strengthened by 
such an experience, the pupil suffers agony of mind 
and a distinct nervous shock. The agony of mind 
tends to associate itself with public singing, anil 
instead of looking forward with pleasure to a public 
performance, it conies to be regarded with horror. 
The nervous shock is an even more serious matter. 
It tends to repeat itself, sometimes increasingly as 
to violence, and finally becomes a habit, which con¬ 
tinues to dog the artist long after his ability has 
been proven by repeated public appearances. 
It is a question whether in some instances a 
singer should be allowed to sing for his or her own 
family until well advanced. Free criticism there is 
sure to be; a little too free, perhaps. Often home 
criticism is not only senseless, but heartless as well. 
Consider, for instance, the pupil whose method of 
production is so bad that the first year must be de¬ 
voted largely to the weeding out of bad habits. 
Progress during this trying period is apparent only 
to the expert. Notwithstanding the fact that such 
a pupil’s chances are in the end greater than the ap¬ 
parently more favored ones, the patience and courage 
are sure to be severely tried. Suppose such nn one. 
in addition to his other trials, must constantly heai 
from his nearest and dearest such expressions as: 
“Here you’ve been taking lessons for nearly a ye. 
and haven’t learned a thing.” “That man is robbing 
vou.” “Sounds worse than it did a year agm 
• Throwing awav vour money, etc.” Flesh and blood 
does live through such a fiery furnace of affliction 
but it is at the cost of nervous force needed u 
other directions. Moreover, it induces a morb.d 
dread of all criticism. Enduly favorable comment, 
on the other hand, develops vanity which some fine 
day will have a painful, if not fatal, fall. 
Studio Association 
The writer would like to recommend studio assiv 
..pimtion will surely glow. Or, ‘ f PT 
J, *-i> ”"Tup" ib.tr 
ft of ,‘“otTolre p".of If ««• 
advanced pupils °r * 8* P . jt)IPr he rc- 
kindly, and intelligent^nticUnL 
deeds done here in the lh(, pUJ>il gets his 
Under these favoring 1(ec0111(.s accustomed t- 
first taste of criticism. d . 
hearing his own JJ^^Tas facts, just as 
sonal way. Tacts are ^ His particular 
potatoes are recognized as potatoe v 
“feelings” cannot alter these facts one . 
othcr’ over-estimated Talent. 
Many estimate their ^r’telings are 
they at last discote phort hushel of po- 
hurt. Suppose the deal ^ WollId not the 
tatoes. account, in such 
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bushel prices. When the public protests, does the 
singer apologize and return part of the money? Not 
he! His feelings are hurt. He indulges in scornful 
language, blaming it all to the customer s lack of 
appreciation of a good thing. Of course he is a good 
thing, for the sole and only reason that he has 
always supposed so. The only way to measure 
ability is by criticism, and the singer must early 
learn to discriminate between llattery on the one 
hand and biased criticism on the other. 
Fear of Ridicule. 
Anyone who has .traveled about the world at all 
must have noticed that one of the distinguishing 
weaknesses of the American people is their abject, 
craven fear of ridicule. It renders them easy vic¬ 
tims to the foreigner who knows “a little” English 
and is very anxious to enlarge his ability by practic¬ 
ing on any willing foreigner. Your genuine Ameri¬ 
can is so mortally afraid of making a mistake and 
of being laughed at that he lets his goodly store of 
lingual knowledge waste away for lack of use. It 
forces him to tip the waiter to an extent far in excess 
of what is necessary lest he be held lightly’ in the 
esteem of the fraternity. He will gladly face the 
cannon’s mouth or tackle and succeed in problems 
seemingly impossible; but if he for one minute im¬ 
agines that some one may laugh at him he is intoler¬ 
ably miserable. 
Returning to the student who lias been asked to 
show off for his fellow-worker in the studio; sup¬ 
pose he does poorly and is, in his own estimation, 
disgraced. This is, in fact, one of his most valuable 
experiences. The sooner he gets accustomed to tho 
sensation the better for him. Once he realizes that 
he is liable at anv time to appear in this unenviable 
rOle the less often will it fall to his lot. Probably 
every artist fails to some extent at every perform¬ 
ance'. By this I mean that he fails to make this or 
that effect which he has carefully planned and sue 
cessfully executed a hundred times. A marked dif 
ference'between the seasoned artist and the inex- 
lierienced student is that the latter is so ov®v 
whelmed with shame by his mistakes that he 
straightway loses control. The older artist does not 
give a thought to such an occurrence, well knowing 
that in the very next phrase he may eclipse his pre 
vious best. After all preparations have been thoi 
oughly made he realizes that ft great deal must be 
left to chance. . 
The hypnotic effect of the audience is a variable 
quantity. It may stimulate or depress, according to 
circumstances. Aside from this, one's own physical 
and mental powers at a certain moment cannot be 
discounted in advance. Knowing all this, the artist 
should cease to take thought regarding it. In fad. 
such thought induces anxiety, and is of itself almost 
certain to bring about the result so much dreaded. 
The unusually nervous or sensitive singer who has 
not had the discipline suggested is apt to underesti¬ 
mate his own ability and so lack courage, or to over 
estimate it and suffer subsequent humiliation. The 
place to begin this training is in the studio, and very 
Jon. Let the pupil know by intelligent criticism 
his true status as to voice and talent and become 
accustomed to comparison with others. Once he 
has become accustomed to the idea that he can make 
mistakes and still find a great deal to live for, you 
nlaee in his hand one of the most effective weapons 
with which to withstand the terror of the awful 
P,H must be understood that the present writer does 
not advocate the constant presence of other* in the 
studio during the lesson. “I nter rier Auyen is a 
safe and sensible rule. Tl.c tests above suggested 
should onlv be applied from time to time and in an 
apparently incidental and off hand manner. 
Herbert Spencer, writing on the main attributes 
of an organism, says: “First, it must be definite, clear 
in outline, complete in substance, and filling with un¬ 
broken continuity the Axed limits by which it is cu - 
riimscribed. Secondly, it must be heterogeneous: 
composed, thnt is, of a plurality of parts, each of 
which has its own function, and no two of which are 
interchangeable. Thirdly, it must be coherent: hold 
ing this plurality in eNaet balance and equipoise, so 
that each part is capable by itself of maintaining the 
whole bo.lv, is vet essential to the due health and 
effleienev of the others.” This statement is; pecu¬ 
liarly applicable to musical structure. A well-made 
composition will conform to the propositions laid 
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EDITED BY' EVERETT E. TRUETTE. 
'niK EVOLUTION 
OF THE ORGAN. 
A few Words relative to the which in about half a year or three-quarters of a year 
rnl imperfections which was done accordingly. Dr. Blow and Dr. Purcell, who 
* *“ 1 ~M 1 then in his nrime. showed and Dlaved Father 
,-... ...... u u m a u r r n n
prevalent in most of the was p , play
1' • organa in the middle of the Smith’s organ on appointed days to a numerous audi- 
17th century will give the enee; and, till the other was heard, everybody be- 
reuder a clearer idea of the value of each invention lieved that Father Smith certainly would carry it. 
and improvement. The Swell-box was, as yet, un- “ ‘Mr. Harris brought Mr. Lully, organist to Queen 
nown, and while n few organs contained three man- Catherine, a very eminent master, to touch his organ, 
11.1 s, the majority had but two. Great and Choir, which brought Mr. Harris’ organ into that vogue; 
wi 1 a compass of GG to e3. Such mechanical they thus continued vying with one another near a 
accessories as combination pedals were unknown, and twelvemonth. 
the Pedal organ consisted almost entirely of stops ‘“Then Mr. Harris challenged Father Smith to 
-01 rowed from the Great (probably by means of make additional stops against a set time; these were 
■ oupiers). Considerable attention had been paid to the Vox-humane, the Cremona or Violin stop, the 
lie bellows as the unevenness of the wind supply had double Courtel or bass Flute, with some others I may 
“ constant source of dissatisfaction. A German have forgot. 
'milder named Former, of Wettin, invented the “ ‘These stops, as being newly invented, gave great 
' r*,mea?,“r:n* <be pr°3S”le of tl,e wind- dcI'ght and satisfaction to the numerous audience, 
.e'er , , ° "3 llttle contrivance the efforts to and were so well imitated on both sides, that it was 
eeur, (l steady supply of wind were more fruitful, hard to judge the advantage to either. At last it was 
pOS*,bl\to “curate,y t(’st of the left to my Lord Chief Justice Jeffries, who was of 
line r the 01,,t™nf of "I,ich "as the that house, and he put an end to the controversy by placing of weights upon the bellows, increasing the o> 
pressure of wind and producing a more steady supply. 
In response to an advertised invitation for organ 
builders to settle in England, Bernard Schmidt, com¬ 
monly called “Father Smith,” to distinguish him 
from his son, who was also named Bernard, landed in 
Kngland about the middle of the 17th century. 
Strange to say, there is no account extant of the 
Bernard Sd»n»idt, not even the date of 
bis birth being known. Hamel's “Train Theoretic,ue” 
states that he was born about 1030. The sketch of his 
career after he settled in England, found in Haw- 
km* ‘History of Music,” is here copied, being the 
most comprehensive to be found. 
“Bernard Schmidt, or, ns we pronounce the name, 
' m,t“> w“8 a native of Germany, but of what city or 
province in particular is not known. Upon the invi¬ 
tations of foreign workmen to settle here, he came to 
England, and brought with him two nephews, the one 
named Gerard, the other Bernard; and, to distinguish 
pTi T *hwe’ U,e elder had appellation of 
nther Smith. Immediately upon their arrival Smith 
1° build an orff*n for the royal chapel 
at Whitehall, but as it was built in great haste, it 
did not answer the expectations of those who were 
judges of hi* abilities. He had been but a few months 
Here before Harris arrived from France, bringing 
, ‘T b,.m a*°n named Rcnatus, who had been brought 
up in the business of organ-making under him; they 
° encourngcnicnt, for Dallans and Smith 
I™ °f VW kin«do,n; but upon the 
in I072’ a competition nrL be- 
ineen these two foreigners, which was attended with 
some remarkable cireumstanees. The elder Harris 
Keimtus was a young man of ^ngCT^tvha^SDirit" hT** Smit.h s remains *0 this day. . . *7 Now 
ami sucrocded so well in his endeavors to rival Smithi n^ndoVwhweT ,in the chicfest Pushes 
that at length he got the better of him. the advanta«Tf r'* ' T part Mr- Harris had 
owing is the history, as related by a person who waS ", “Me<luenee °f ‘hi- character, he was empWed to 
1'ving at the tun-, an(1 intimately acquainted with which undertT f°l the Cathedral of St. Paul; in 
Is'th Smith and Harris. 1 "h'ch undertaking he narrowly escaped hd„„ „ ’ I 
Ha^sPOMrhRedCT,Seif Mn DaI,a"3 and the elder b^ou^Vmtf ^ ^ Fchni^’ l®»f ffire 
r .Z lr , , VarriH and Father Smith be- north aisle of M b"T ‘ th° West end the 
trials ofshilDb4 In thp,,r omPlo-vn,ent. and several builder's mjf enclosed f°r the organ- 
“ —"re *■«th™ - “• S2s*=ss ss sr 
dangered at least or,a „ , .Sanie' and ( 
pitching upon Father Smith’s organ; so .Mr. Harris’ 
—y of 4SS2. 
and Mr. ith s r i to t i . — 
ship they are far short of thosTof Harris **>• 
of Dallans, are justly admired, and for Vt*9 
of their tone have never yet been equalled & % 
“The name of Smith occurs in the lL , 
chapel establishment from 1703 to 1709 W,7 ° thf 
organ-maker to the chapel, and also to’ One1181?’ “ 
H, h»d « daughter 
a workman of his, who about the year 17ln h Jer’ 
him in his places. y F 1710 snc«*M 
“The organ of St. Paul’s, erected soon 
year 1700 had established the character of Smhh 
as an artist; whether Harris had been his col i 
for building an instrument for that chu^h.ThTS 
been before at the Temple, does not now adnL u 
in the Spectator, Xo. 552, for December /ms u 
recommendation of a proposal of Mr. Renatus 41* 
organ-builder, m these words, ‘The ambition of l 
artificer is to erect an organ in St. Paul’s Cathedra/ 
over the west door at the entrance into the bX0 
the church, which m art and magnificence sha 
transcend any work of that kind ever before invenS 
The proposa m perspicuous language sets forth the 
honor and advantage such a performance would bet 
the British name, as well that it would apply Z 
power of sounds in a manner more amazingly forcible 
than perhaps lias yet been known, and I am sure to 
an end much more worthy. Had the vast sums which 
have been laid out upon operas without skill or cos- 
duct, and to no other purpose but to spend or vitiate 
our understandings, been disposed this way, we should 
now perhaps have an engine so formed as to strike 
the minds of Half a people at once in a place of 
worship with a forgetfulness of present care aud 
calamity, and a hope of endless rapture, joy and 
hallelujah hereafter.’ ” 
Among the notable organs built by Father Smith, 
besides those already named, may be mentioned an 
organ for Westminster Abbey, one for St. Giles-in-the- 
Fields, and one for St. Margaret’s, at which church 
Smith was elected organist, with a salary of a hun- 
dred dollars a year. He was afterward appointed 
organ-maker in ordinary to the king, apartments in 
Whitehall being allotted to him, called in the old 
plan “The Organ-builder’s Workhouse.” In 1083 he 
built the organ in the Durham Cathedral. The organ 
in St. Paul’s was dedicated on December 2, 1697 
Father Smith died in 1708. 
Such of Father Smith’s work as still remains, not¬ 
withstanding all the inventions and improvements 
which have been made, can hardly be surpassed to¬ 
day, it is of such sterling quality. He was partic¬ 
ularly careful in his choice of materials—oak being 
his favorite for wood-work—and no flaw was ever 
patched, as he preferred to put entirely new materinl 
and labor in the place of anything which was imper¬ 
fect. His voicing has commanded the admiration of 
experts to the present day. The organ for the Temple 
Church, mentioned above, contained the extraordinary 
addition of quarter-tones. A-flat and D-sharp beine 
distinct from G-sharp and E-flat. He also constructed 
organs for St. Paul’s Cathedral, for the Durham Ca¬ 
thedral, and for two other very noteworthy instru¬ 
ments, viz.; that of St. Catherine’s, Leadenhall St, 
and the one in St. Peter’s, Tiverton. 
Besides being an organ-builder, Father Smith wa* 
somewhat of a performer, holding the position of 
organist at St. Margaret’s, London, up to the lime 
of his death, which probably occurred in 1708. 
. uecwixt tnem on several on- _ , ; ’ it< 
muons; but the famous contest between these two d-meerc?’ Ptrobnb,-v con»™cd the a 
oHists was at the Temple Church, where a new organ °f the rboir’ >’»t it was 
Kinrr CWl h toWarda tI,fi Iatt<?r °f two of the fo hr.s ’ f°Ugh DOt "ithout da'™ge to 
for i 'Second s time: l*)th made friends Gibbons - 8nd *°me of fine carving by 
for that employment: but as the society could not vuwTLJlj V,ew of London,” 457. The 
temple and ”4^Benches propZd Mat SevUh 2T 
•tauw w “ £»rsa ~ Bellows of the Organ in the Cnuscii of S 
Egidien in Brunswick, XVI Century- 
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Harris and his son Renatus landed in Eng- 
Ib°wlv after the Smiths, and became powerful 
i»nd 8h0Itly tos who succeeded his father, had some 
rivals- teblishing himself at the outset, but 
difficulty m gmith gave him prestige in London, 
^contest sonie fino instruments, one of the 
*here • ;n the St. Sepulchre’s Church, Snow Hill, 
in Christ’s Church, Newgate Street. He 
«"* “"“ l, 0rgans in the Cathedrals of Salisbury, 
alS0 P and Worcester. Eventually he settled in 
Gloucester,^ ^ in 17i5.—Everett E. Truette. 
BnstO) |-j'0 \)e continued.) 
In these days, 
rvr IN THE when the exultant 
VIST’S REPERTOIRE. life and the dreamy 
charm of the spring- 
finmg all the world of nature, what may 
TL Lp in the repertoire of the organist which re- 
to tbeir potent spell, which interprets to the 
!Le somewhat of the spirit with which the spring 
T/ouching all life, the life of man, as well as 01 
fcld forest, and mountain? For, if the organist 
Ihes his solo work really to reach the people, he 
must at least attempt to interpret, through music, 
somewhat of the life the people know, somewhat of 
the ideals, which appeal to us all. Such interpreta¬ 
tion they will recognize, consciously or unconsciously; 
it wifi he to some of them as a breath of the spring, 
though they understand just why it is so no more 
than they understand the secrets of the new beauty 
of the nature world. 
First among those old friends who knock at the 
door of the mind, in response to the above question, is 
Mendelssohn’s “Spring Song”; its measures brimming 
with that tender, winsome appeal, which belongs to so 
much of the out-of-door world in these weeks of the 
opening season. A much-tried friend it is, but one 
whose sweetness is still fresh, whose power of attrac¬ 
tion is still potent. Next comes to the mind portal, 
that “Spring. Song” with which Grieg has brightened 
the literature of the piano, and which might easily 
be adapted to the organ, with its reflection of the 
individual fascination of the Scandinavian spring 
with its strongly-contrasted middle portion, voicing 
a cold resistance to an utter lack of sympathy with 
the warm, inflowing vernal life; a resistance which is 
proven unavailing in the triumphant return of the 
theme of the spring and the irresistible sway of its 
spirit in the world of men and of nature. 
Next comes to the door of thought that passionately 
beautiful “Spring Song” from “Die Walkure,” often 
called “Siegmund’s Love Song,” through whose every 
measure thrills the power of that new life which 
would recreate the world. 
Among the many tone-poems which interpret the 
peace and beauty of the fully-developed summer may 
be mentioned, first: Raff’s “Eclogue” in G-flat, an¬ 
other composition for the pianoforte, which may be 
readily adapted to the organ, a composition in which 
W feel that indefinable spell which belongs to nature 
in its sweet and gentle moods and quiet places; which 
suggests green fields, soft, flower-starred grass paths, 
»bady nooks by quiet streams, with silvery bird songs 
falling from the branches. A piano number, which 
it has always seemed to me might be easily used in an 
"gan repertoire, though I do not know that it has 
so used, is the “Andante” from Grieg’s E-minor 
™»ta. Its central theme is one of such charming 
individuality, one which mirrors the pastoral mood 
80 perfectly that it cannot fail to win all who will 
Pause to listen to and understand its message. It 
umgs to mind inevitably, a picture of the nature- 
* m a (ffeen Norwegian valley, in the short, but 
tni ®cand'IU,vinn summertime. From the lower 
! ■9loPes come the silvery tones of a shepherd’s 
(V*’ 'k owner watching his grazing flock the while, 
^"erhead, white clouds float through the blue, clouds 
' l°ng will darken and thicken round the 
„ ” ln toPs at the word of the storm king, to hurl 
,,1 T Peaceful valley a tumult of thunder, wind, 
*n<! rain. 
the bM- fieason3 c°nie and go, why not see to it that 
t, a,lc of “t least a part of the church service in- 
its m % 80Tnewl'at of the mood of the nature-world, of 
esfa?e to humanity. In the literature of the 
Uttrilv ^a* part which belongs to the organ pri- 
*n *be man.v transcriptions from piano, 
fiAed th ' ai"' vocal 8cores which have so greatly en- 
Position °r?anist’s repertoire, there are many com- 
tleamM h wiU sI*cak this message with exquisite 
~-Utlie U are bub S*ven opportunity to do 30. 
THE ETUDE 
Thebe is a notable lack of 
A NAME TO love and appreciation for the 
CONJURE WITH!” organ and its legitimate 
music, to be noticed particu¬ 
larly in smaller towns. An organ-concert, to be popu¬ 
lar, must be an olla podridu, a hybrid, a thing of 
two vocal numbers to every instrumental, to leaven 
the lump. To the musicianly organist it is a stand¬ 
ing mortification that his meed of praise should 
come, not for his solid work, but for some light 
transcription of a popular air. 
Here we strike the keynote of the trouble—unfa- 
miliarity. Very seldom, except in the large cities, do 
organists of any marked ability persist in giving a 
series of organ recitals, short, varied, and concise, 
progressive in their tone, to educate those inclined 
musieward. Too often this is due to the meager sal¬ 
aries accorded organists, the posts even in our good 
churches being held by inefficient men and women, 
particularly the latter. Second rate work passes with 
such ease that the standing of music is perceptibly 
lowered, and fine organs are never allowed to make 
good. 
It was, therefore, in the nature of a great uplift 
when I went to a neighboring college town to hear 
an organ recital given by a famous organist-com¬ 
poser. My surprise was great to find every seat in 
that large hall taken and standing room at a pre¬ 
mium. But my second thought was a sarcastic re¬ 
flection upon the vanity of human nature. How 
we love great names! How we long to be near the 
rose. The artist’s name was world-famed, and at 
least one of his compositions is certain to have a 
place on every concert program. But when I saw 
that great surging mass of humanity caught by the 
magic of a great name, by thirst for excitement, by 
any reason for escaping the monotony of college 
routine, or whatever cause, held silent and breathless 
by a dear little old man in a dress suit, with hair 
and beard of the purest white and the most winning 
smile in all the world—smiles deserted me and sar¬ 
castic jibes went halting away. His name and fame 
may have caught the crowd, it is true; but it was 
the personality of the man, his genius as a composer, 
his skill as an executant and improvisor that made 
good. He dignified his calling, and his calling raised 
him above the masses. Through a program rang 
ing through seven nations, a representative program 
of solidity without heaviness, he held them spell¬ 
bound. From the great “Wedge Fugue” of Bach, 
with its absolute recurring rhythm, to the “Hosanna” 
of Lemmens, with its stupendous pedaling and clean, 
smooth runs, you could have heard a pin drop. And 
when you can hold a giggling college girl in leash 
you have not lived in vain. 
Without words one saw why great practice was 
necessary for the perfection of organ music. The 
,rreat mass of pipes and metal and wood was no 
longer a huge Juggernaut to crush the aspiring stu¬ 
dent, but was dominated by a master mind, a pal¬ 
pitating personality, a living human being, with the 
attribute of genius. It was not the touch of the 
tyro, the entertainer, nor the slave. It was the lea< 
ing of a soul with a message to tell as clearly as it 
may. The effect ceased to be of chorus, arpeggios, 
and scales; it represented moods and phases and sen¬ 
sations. Mechanism retired-spirituality stood out 
in bold relief. It was music itself-inUngible and 
unique, which comes out of silence and returns from 
whence it came. . 
It occurred to me, as a part of wisdom, that gK*t 
organists should feel that “call of the w,U and 
make it (financially) possible for the rural districts 
to hear them play. Properly heralded by 
advertising the musically inclined even 
will respond to the charm of the famous, even if the 
artists have not been as liberally dea t with by the 
gods as in the ease of Alexandre Gmlmant. a name 
fo conjure with-the dean of '}/ 
greatest musical genius of his day. 
King. 
“Cortege” and “Elegie,’’ by Bus 
NEW ORGAN sell King Miller 
MUSIC. short interesting composite 
medium difficulty. 
tions of medium difficulty which will repay rga 
PM*” I""1: n 
<>»*'>■ a a.«-riPuo» rf p.« . 
of this work, mostly pedal exercises, was given some 
time ago. Parts II and III contain a judicious se 
lection of graded compositions selected from the 
works of the best masters. The Method has been 
carefully prepared and well executed and should be 
popular with organ teachers. 
Mb. Edwin H. Lemake gave two 
MIXTURES, special organ recitals in Carnegie Hall, 
Pittsburg, in January, just before 
leaving the city, the first of which was devoted to 
bis own compositions, and the second to local com¬ 
posers, containing the names of Messrs. G. Ferrata, 
E. Nevin, F. Zitterbart, Adolpli Foerster, W. W. 
Steiner, Floyd St. Clair, C. W. Oadman, and Charles 
Davis Carter. 
Somewhat in the line of the letter published in 
The Etude for November, speaking of “the glory of 
God” in the music of a splinter, is the remark of a 
chorister and would-be musical critic in a small town 
in Ohio, who said, at a recent choir rehearsal, “There 
is music to my ear in the filing of a saw.” 
Madame Rosa d’Erina, the vocalist who has been 
giving a series of recitals in the Northwest recently, 
visited the town of Moose Jaw, Northwest Territory. 
On the morning after her recital she was asked to 
visit the new Catholic church of St. Joseph, and was 
surprised and delighted to find there a small pipe- 
organ. This organ is a remarkable curiosity in its 
way. It was built by a Polish member of the con¬ 
gregation, Joseph Dreutschky, a farmer living in the 
vicinity of Moose Jaw. It contains five sets of pipes, 
two being wood pipes, and the other three metal. It 
is of five and a half octaves compass. The black 
keys were fashioned with a jack-knife, from the horns 
of cattle found on the prairie, the white keys from 
rib and shin bones of cattle. The metal pipes are 
from the metal of bullets used by the Northwest 
mounted police, the wood pipes and case of tile organ 
from the wood from old parking cases, and the bel¬ 
lows from the hide of a sheep killed by the builder. 
It is said that the organ has a rich mellow tone, and 
is simply a marvel.—Ex. 
An Inaugural Organ Recital was recently given by 
Mr. Alfred Appling Butler, in Christ Episcopal 
Church, Los Angeles, on the organ which was built 
by The Los Angeles Art Organ Co. 
A large and complete organ of three manuals and 
twenty-six speaking stops has recently been placed in 
the residence of Mr. VVm. E. Zcuch, of Chicago, by 
the Marshall-Bennett Co. There are eight stops in 
the great, ten in the swell, four in the choir, and four 
in the pedal, ten combination pedals, eight combina¬ 
tion pistons, and twelve couplers. Several recitals 
have been given on the organ by Mr. Zench, with 
programs of a varied character containing numerous 
novelties. 
Mr. William C. Hammond gave an'organ recital in 
Berkeley Temple, Boston, early in April. 
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■TKENT 
CONDUCTED BY GEORGE LEHMANN. 
In an interview obtained 
KNOWN AND from Jean Gerardy, by one 
L XKNOYYN STRADS. of the writers for the Con¬ 
tinental Times, the gifted 
young artist is quoted as having said some curious 
tilings. Touching upon the ever-interesting subject of 
Stradivari us’ instruments and modern imitations, 
Gerardy, we are told, declared that “all possibility 
of deception is practically eliminated, because the 
Strad instruments are now all catalogued and can be 
definitely located.” 
It is possible, of course, that Gerardy made such a 
statement to his interviewer. If he did, the state¬ 
ment was, at best, a thoughtless one. It is far from 
true that all the existing instruments which Stradi- 
varius made are known and their present where¬ 
abouts recorded. Indeed, a second thought would 
convince the most credulous reader of the Continental 
Times that what Gerardy said, or is supposed to have 
said on this matter is wholly absurd. Much, it is 
true, is being said and written every day about the 
greatest of Cremonese masters and his work, and 
there is still an endless amount of theorizing being 
done about the number of Strads in existence to-day 
and the actual number which Stradivarius made dur¬ 
ing his remarkably long career. To get at the truth, 
however, or to estimate, approximately, how many 
instruments Stradivarius made and how many of 
these exist to-day, is absolutely hopeless and impos¬ 
sible. It is true enough that such dealers as the 
Hills and Hart, of London, as well as other prominent 
firms on the Continent, have made it their business to 
trace, and keep a record of Stradivarius instruments. 
It is also quite true that these dealers have succeeded 
in accumulating much interesting data and informa¬ 
tion on their favorite subject. But they have been 
successful only to a degree. They know, for instance, 
all the Strads that are in the hands of great artists 
or well-known players, and those that are owned by 
wealthy amateurs and collectors. But this is prac¬ 
tically the extent of their information. 
The present writer knows of at least two mag¬ 
nificent Strads that are wholly unknown to dealers 
and fiddle enthusiasts. One of these violins is in all 
but perfect condition and well covered with a rich 
red varnish; the other is unquestionably one of the 
finest instruments in existence. Neither of these in¬ 
struments is for sale, and no,sura could tempt their 
present owners to part with them. It will thus be 
seen that those who speak and write much on this 
subject, and claim to be in possession of all pro¬ 
curable facts, are anything but reliable in their state¬ 
ments. As we have already stated, dealers, and those 
who are specially interested in the question, are in a 
position to know much concerning Stradivarius and 
his work; but that anyone should know with any¬ 
thing resembling certainty just how many fiddles 
the great master made, or how many of these are still 
left to us, is obviously impossible. 
That Stradivarius was a sort of travelling fiddle 
maker, and that he sometimes journeyed a long dis¬ 
tance to demonstrate his skill when requested to do 
so by some admiring king or queen, is also news to us 
We have always been under the impression that 
Stradivarius’ activities as a fiddle maker were con¬ 
fined to Cremona; and that all commissions which he 
received from distant cities and foreign countries were 
executed in his own workshop. But Gerardy has the 
following to say on this subject, and we* give his 
statement to our readers for what it may be worth: 
I came across a lot of valuable old instruments 
when I was playing for the Queen of Spain. Amon<* 
these were several genuine Strads which had been 
made on the spot by the great Cremona master, the 
commission having been given him on the condition 
that it should be executed in Spain. . These priceless 
old instruments are kept quite recklessly in the chapel 
of the castle and taken out of their cases every day 
by the ordinary Court musicians who scratch the 
mass upon them, without even taking the trouble to 
remove the rosin. They have apparently no idea of 
their value and it positively distressed me to see the 
irreverence with which they treated them. And they 
will probably never fall into worthier hands, as they 
are as much a part of the royal possessions as are the 
crown jewels.” 
We so frequently receive 
CATALOGUES AND letters referring to the cat- 
THE1R VALUE. alogues, or price-lists, issued 
by various dealers through¬ 
out the country, that the question of the true value 
of such catalogues seems to us to be worthy of seri¬ 
ous comment. We say serious, because, if we are to 
judge of the general estimate of such publications by 
the opinions held by the majority of those who have 
written us on this subject, we must necessarily as¬ 
sume that the information given in the catalogues of 
most dealers inspires the reading public with great, 
if not absolute, confidence. The verity and reliability 
of such published statements seem, as a rule, to 
lie taken for granted; more especially by those who 
live in the smaller communities, and who find it diffi¬ 
cult to undertake a long journey for the purpose of 
convincing themselves of the reliability of a dealer’s 
representations. 
Without wishing to reflect in the least on the 
probity of fiddle dealers who send their catalogues 
broadcast throughout the United States, we do wish, 
nevertheless, to give our readers some enlightenment 
on this subject. 
All dealers who publish catalogues, and who ap¬ 
peal more especially to the prospective purchaser 
living at a distance, seek by every means to make 
their catalogues attractive and impressive. This is 
a perfectly natural and legitimate business method. 
The dealer is thus enabled to acquaint all readers of 
his catalogue with the number and the various kinds 
and grades of instruments which he has on hand 
for disposal. A description, either brief and matter- 
of-fact, or glowing and minute, acquaints the reader 
with the dealer’s estimate of his various instruments, 
and it is this description, together with the given 
price of an instrument, which chiefly concerns the 
prospective buyer and influences him in his ultimate 
decision. 
Now, it is this question of description, rather than 
any other phase of the catalogue subject, that chiefly 
interests us and should interest our readers, for the 
dealer’s success in disposing of his wares depends 
largely upon such descriptive information. 
Without the slightest hesitancy we can say that the 
descriptive portions (that is, as these relate to the 
quality and actual worth of an instrument) of all 
catalogues that have thus far come under our notice 
are wholly unworthy of serious consideration. Often 
they are meaningless, sometimes either misleading or 
untrustworthy. They are meaningless, as a rule 
because they almost invariably fail to enable the 
reader to form an intelligent opinion of the merits of 
the instrument described; or misleading because they 
T”T ,t0 the imagination qualities and virtues 
which the instrument does not actually possess. In 
some cases they are untrustworthy because it is only 
interest l(WI ,° ^ exPericneed Addle-lover that the 
interested dealer has so colored his representations as 
to make them irresistibly seductive 
Now, this question of the real value of catalogues 
is easily understood if it be given reasonable thought 
tlnTike ™ TTd Wit1' a fGW exP'anatory words.’ Unlike merchandise in general, fiddles, more par- 
wou d brWeth "er r,’ def>’ SUch description^ as 
would bring their actual virtues within the compre¬ 
hension and appreciation of the average reader Then 
on'th 1 fBCt’ the ^ dealer vrii 1 
on the beauties of his instrument, as he sees the<L 
teaut.es through a feverish imagination, and he vriU 
quite naturally fail to record any and all defects of 
his wares in the most favorable light , ?e puU 
chances on the results. In this refpectT ^ hi‘ 
differ greatly from other business men- but H?0' 
of merchandise he has for sale is so lim„ , klni 
that he is tempted to make many state.nSfjj 
he would never presume to make were he 1 
merchandise of definite commercial value ** “* " 
In a word, it is our experience, and doubtless a| 
the experience of many others, that cataloguefL ? 
deal with the higher-priced instruments anTabsob, ? 
valueless. Indeed, they should be shunned ft 
who have no knowledge of fiddles and their MCUL!! 
worth. 1 ur7 
A WELL-KNOWN music cni: 
MUSIC FOR THE has lately said that whi, "! 
“SLOW” PUPIL. have much talent, therXm 
, . stronS musical feeling araon? 
American pupils. According to my personal a 
perience, this statement is true. 
I fiud that most children are, in a qualified seme 
“fond” of music, but that the case is indeed rare 
where a child loves his chosen instrument so deeply 
that he makes of his own will and accord, continued 
personal sacrifice in order to master that instrument. 
The majority of children need constant urging, 
whether by means of coaxing, stern rebuke or a 
skilful combination of the two, called “managing.” 
I have had many so-called “musical” pupils; few 
pupils of a strongly musical nature. Within the 
average number of fairly musical pupils are many 
who, for want of a better name, I include under the 
comprehensive term, “slow.” In the case of a violin 
pupil, I find the term “slow” usually implies an un¬ 
certainty in regard to ear, both as to pitch and time 
values; whatever else the pupil may be backward 
in attaining, these qualifications are apt to be un¬ 
reliable. 
Thus the sort of music selected for such a pupil 
becomes of prime importance. Your slow pupil must 
have “line upon line, precept upon precept,” before 
the correct way is learned; thus I find that repetition 
in different studies, both in the form of technical 
exercises and in the form of pieces, all bearing upon 
the same point, are frequently necessary. I have 
found much difficulty, for, apart from technical exer¬ 
cises, studies of the sort which I desire are extremely 
hard to find; and so I frequently write pieces for 
the individual needs of my slow pupil. 
Between the very simple pieces for beginners, and 
the solos for advanced students, there is a dearth of 
such material as I need. My search is for several 
pieces of the same degree of difficulty, pieces era 
phasizing the same points (for example, a legato slur 
of eighth notes, or some form of staccato bowing). 
Each of these pieces must possess three qualities, 
namely: good melody in simple form, reiteration of 
the special point or points to be learned, and brevity. 
For the slow pupil (if not for the majority of pu¬ 
pils) a piece in the medium grades containing one or 
more than one of tne many points necessary to I* 
learned in violin playing, should make these poinh 
prominent through reiteration. 
By good melody I mean, melody which will *<«" 
alone, melody of simple structure, with strongly- 
marked rhythm, and containing evenly-balanced 
phrases. A melody of uncertain proportions » 
your slow pupil a misty puzzle. Whether or not 
movement be fast or slow, the make-up of the pi 
should be melody, reiteration of given point or pom 
brevity. , •, 
Melody with question and answer clearly de 
the best to give the slow child-pupil, for exampe- 
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The question “What 
nnvrF.RT-MASTER are a concert-master’s 
T^SSlES. duties? ” is so often 
yXD ru*3 raised among those who 
, jkoroughly familiar with the vital questions 
*re DOt„riestra’s welfare, that we take pleasure in 
of a“°rl below a portion of an article on this 
appeared in the Century from the pen 
Tiftbe eye of the audience ” sa-vs Mr- Aldrich, 
, o concert-master—-so we somewhat unintelligibly 
1 late the German word Concertmeister, ignoring 
I^more descriptive French name of chef d’attaque— 
■ tte man who plays at the forefront of the first 
1;, at the left of the conductor. But he is a much 
""important personage than that fact alone would 
'"“He is in a way, the autocratic conductor’s grand 
vizier his executive officer, one of his chief means 
of n^W effective his wishes; and, where the right 
relation exists, his best friend and right-hand man. 
He must always see that all the instruments are in 
tone with one another before rehearsals and concerts 
win In most cases he sees that the violin parts 
are properly marked for bowing and phrasing, which 
be determines himself, in order that all shall play 
alike—though not always is uniformity of bowing 
considered indispensable. - If there is a misunder¬ 
standing between the conductor and a player, the 
concert-master’s good offices are invaluable in setting 
it right. He advises the conductor as to the deficien¬ 
cies or excellences of individual players, and may 
often be called upon to assist in engaging new men. 
If the conductor makes a mistake—and even the 
greatest conductor does—the concert-master is there 
to see that the force of it is broken in some way. Few 
conductors are thoroughly familiar with the details 
of the technic and the limitations of all the orchestral 
instruments, their possibilities in the way of phrasing 
and the production of special effects; for, though 
most conductors have begun their careers as per¬ 
formers upon some instrument, their playing days are 
past and they have other things to think of. So, 
if the conductor gives a direction as to phrasing or 
accentuation that is impracticable, or if he demands 
something that cannot be done, the concert-master 
must be ready, after the rehearsal, to explain to the 
bewildered or derisive player that he is not to under¬ 
stand thus and so exactly as he thought, but rather 
this and that, which was what the conductor really 
meant; and likewise adroitly to intimate to the mis¬ 
taken autocrat that some slight modification of his 
desires would be advisable. 
“In case of direst need, should conductor and or¬ 
chestra lose touch with each other in a public per¬ 
formance, the concert-master must divine the cause 
of the trouble and, through his intimacy with the 
men and his knowledge of the conductor’s wishes as 
well as of the score, bring them together again with 
the sound of his instrument, at a critical moment, 
more potent than the conductor’s stick. Or, should 
a soloist miss a cue or make a false entrance, lie must, 
if possible, give such a hint or catch up such a 
missing strand as shall set the unlucky one right. In 
short, his office is of an importance to the prosperity 
of the orchestra only less than that of the conductor 
himself. It may easily be seen how valuable a man 
of force and tact, of accomplished musicianship and 
fertile resource, may be in such a place, or how futile 
one must be who has not these qualities.” 
and at the early age of four years began to study the 
’cello. Being too small to handle the regular size 
instrument, his father contrived a miniature one out 
of a viola. When a‘ little lad of only ten years, 
Giese played the second concerto of Romburg in 
public, and won considerable honor. At fifteen he 
graduated from the Conservatory at The Hague, and 
then went to Paris where he studied with Jacquard 
and Vieuxtemps. So ambitious was Giese that he 
studied nine hours a day, until even his fine physique 
was overtaxed and broke down, nervous prostration 
following. When he recovered, he contented him¬ 
self with five hours of daily practice. From Paris he 
went to Dresden, and there he began his professional 
career as a solo ’cellist in the Gothenberg Symphony 
Orchestra, when nineteen years of age. Later he 
visited all the large cities of Northern Europe; in¬ 
variably playing to crowded houses and enthusiastic 
audiences. 
In 1879, when Giese was twenty, he came to the 
United States, and until 1882 he held the position of 
solo ’cellist of the Mendelssohn Quintet Club. It 
was while he was with this Club that he met Miss 
Cora Miller, also a member of the Club, who became 
his wife in 1883. It proved to be a thoroughly con¬ 
genial and happy union. In 1884, Giese became solo 
Fbitz Giese. 
BEETHOVEN. By Ernest Walker. Brentano’s. 
Price, $1.00. 
A new volume of the “Music of the Masters” series. 
This is a work about the compositions of Beethoven, 
not a biographical sketch, therefore it is a valuable 
work, since practical musicians are specially inter¬ 
ested in knowing more about the works of the com¬ 
poser than the incidents of his life. Some of the 
chapter headings are “Choral Music,” “Solo Vocal 
Music,” “Orchestral "Works,” “Chamber Music,” 
“Pianoforte Sonatas,” “Smaller Works.” 
DUALITY OF THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE. By 
Emil Sotro. The Physio-Psychic Society, New 
York City. Price, $1.50. 
A third volume in the series of works by Mr. Sutro, 
the special application of the thought of the book be¬ 
ing to singing. Teachers and singers who are looking 
for new ideas to consider -wall find them in this book. 
AN AMERICAN GIRL IN MUNICH. Impressions 
of a Music Student. By Mabel W. Daniels. 
Little, Brown & Co. 
The author’s descriptions of her year of music 
study in Munich are true to life, animated, and in¬ 
forming. She comments with originality upon the 
operas and symphonies which she heard in Munich, 
and a number of actual figures in the musical world 
—Stavenhogen, Zerralin, Gericke, Paine, Chadwick, 
Margaret Lang—are interestingly referred to. Inter¬ 
woven with the musical portions is a typically Ger¬ 
man love story. 
A THOUGHT FOR THE STUDENT. 
BY FLORENCE ELEANORE MAYER. 
Goethe says: “Live each day as if tliy life were 
just begun." He means, with the eager interest and 
appreciation of things as new. It is, however, with 
the knowledge we have of past days misspent, and 
by the systematic pursuit of the day’s work (which 
experience teaches us) that we can live each day 
with the zest of a beginning. 
This is most true in the life of the musical student, 
who must create interest afresh, who, after the initial 
act, that of resolution, must woo earnestness and 
allow enthusiasm. For the fine sensitiveness of 
art must not be dulled nor treated with indifference. 
If we give to music our warm-hearted, strong- 
minded attention, her influence will be like the re¬ 
turn of God to the soul, purifying and electrifying 
those who steadfastly waited upon her. 
■ellist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, holding 
he position for five years. His later positions were 
nth the Listcmann Concert Company, the May 
’estival Orchestra, and the Boston String Quartet, 
[is masterly work and his genial and magnetic 
ersonality will long be remembered by all who had 
he privilege of hearing him play the cello, or knew 
im socially. , , . , . 
One of his intimate friends and admirers (wa!* 
Iso an eminent musician of Boston) spoke thu 
Hese’s death: “Big-hearted Fritz has been taken 
rom us! for indeed his was a big heart! here was 
, man large in physique, large in Ms &****«t>„ 
lobleness of soul, large in lus artistic ability in the 
tome-life one never saw pettiness or 
loyal, true friend!” Another fine tribute came 
rom the mother of his beloved wife She said: He 
ould not have been a kinder or tetter »»*»"»« 
,ad he been my own boy.” These h.ngs I quote to 
■mphasize the love he inspired m others. 
And now, just a word about h.s wonderful j^r- 
ormance upi his chosen instrument tta 
rhere was a charm and a magnet 1 m P • 
3iese’9 fame as a teacher was ai t 
ETUDE ALBUM 
s* VIOLIN 
A COLLECTION OF ETUDES 
CHARLES N. ALLEN 
Price, $1.00 
The Etudes contained in this Album have been 
carefully selected from the writings of some of the 
greatest Masters in the art of Violin Playing, with 
Hie desire to provide students with as many different 
types of studies as the space would permit. 
If faithfully studied, they will aid in producing 
sure technique and musical development 
, _____Df VIOLIN MUSIC, co 
1 talnlng Portraits of Foreign and Americ 
7 Composers. ..... 
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT 
BOSTON. NEW YORK. 
120 Boylston Street 136 Fifth Avenue 
America.—F. C. R- 
25° THE ETUDE 
The Etude. 
Susie Study Clubs 
ANSWERS TO THE MELODY PUZZLE IN 
THE ETUDE FOR MARCH. 
1. Beethoven-, “Symphony No. 5,” Slow Movement. 
i. Schubert, “Serenade.” 3. Handel, “Come Unto 
Him” ("He Shall Feed HI* Flock”) (“Messiah”). 
4. Balfe, "Bohemian Girl.”. 5. Gounod, Soprano Solo 
in Finale of “Faust.” 0. Mascagni, Intermezzo 
(“Cavalleria Rusticana”). 7. Buck, “Festival Te 
Deum in E-flat.” 8. Root, “Battle Cry of Freedom.” 
0. Wagner, “Pilgrims’ Chorus” (“Tannhiiuscr”). 10. 
Adams, “Holy City.” 11. Schumann, “Trilumerei.” 
12. Mozart, “La Ci Darein.” 13. Wallace, “Scenes 
that are Brightest” (“Maritana”). 14. Macdowell, 
“To a Wild Rose.” 15. Donizetti, Sextet (“Lucia”). 
16. Chopin, “Funeral March.” 17. Mendelssohn, 
“Consolation.” 18. Sousa, “Liberty Bells.” 19. Sul¬ 
livan, “Three Little Maids from School” (“Mikado”). 
20. Braga, “Angel’s Serenade.” 21. Foster, “Old 
Kentucky Home.” 22. Nevin, “Narcissus.” 23. 
Mason, “Nearer, My God, to Thee.” 24. Gottsehalk, 
'‘Last Hope.” 25. Meyerbeer, Page’s Song, (“Hugue¬ 
nots”). 20. Flotow, “Ah! So Pure” (“Martha”). 
27. Haydn, “With Verdure Clad” (“Creation”). 28. 
Verdi, “II Trovatore.” 29. Rossini, “William Tell.” 
30. Faure. “The Palms.” 31. Work, “Marching Thro’ 
Georgia.” 32. Bach, “Organ Fugue in G Minor.” 
Correct answers were sent in by Mr. C. W. Best, 
Wavnesburg. Pa., and Genevieve E. Clark, West- 
borough, Mass. Other answers nearly correct were 
sent by Apollinaire Hubert, Blanche K. Williamson, 
A. Mittwoch, H. B. Teicter, Mrs. Ira J. Robertson, 
and Jennie E. Martin. 
HARMONY TOPICS OF THE DAY. 
BY CARL W. GBIMM. 
Some Harmonic Innovations by Ricwsan c 
What I am going to touch upon now iiwf1'88' 
some points of evolution in harmony It 
been the year 1500 when a few theorists admUM ^ 
a music piece might begin with the third si^ 
fiBh ’h?Had °f m6 customary unison, octave' 1 fifth, but they would not permit such an in*, 
the close. After a while, they granted conce^S 
that a piece might be closed with the third but! 
with the major third. The composers obeyed thc o ’ 
by writing page after page in minor and then wi£ 
up suddenly m major. These tyrannical com2 
ments are no longer observed; we benin wia 
kind of a chord, and close in most cases with 
sonant chord (the tonic), so that everythin* 
have a satisfactory end. Yet there is no reason 3 
a composer could not let a piece die on the ear J 
a question, as it were, by not solving the conflict; 
Why should only the poet or the novelist h?v7tl 
chord. Richard Strauss enlarges upon this idea ana 
closes his tone-poem, “Thus Spake Zarathustra” jn 
an astonishing way with a dominant minor ninth 
chord, in which the fifth is lowered and put in the 
bass. The key is B major, the dominant chord in 
represented by F-sharp, A-sharp is omitted, C natural 
(the lowered fifth), E and G. Finally nothing of 
the chord remains but the C. 
LESSONS IN THE HISTORY OF MUSIC. 
by w. j. baltzell. 
A Review. 
In Tiie Etude for October, 1904, we gave a lesson 
on the organ which we suggest as a good subject for 
review at this time, since we shall close this series 
of lessons this month. During the next two months, 
July and August, we shall discontinue the department 
for Music Study Clubs, resuming the work in Sep¬ 
tember. We suggested several times since these les¬ 
sons were begun, that students make a point of keep¬ 
ing their copies of The Etude for at least a year pre¬ 
vious; that is, keep each volume at least two years, 
so that reviews may lie possible; or the lessons may 
be cut out and kept in a scrap-book. 
In reviewing the lesson for October. 1904, we rec¬ 
ommend that the reader follow the questions and sug¬ 
gestions given here: 
What is the germ of the organ? 
Why was a bellows needed? 
How were the first keys played? 
Read carefully the paragraph on the “pedals.” 
How wns the organ tuned prior to the time of J S 
Bach? 
What is the system of tuning that he recommended? 
Is it m use to-day? 
The lesson for November, 1904, is devoted mainly 
to matters pertaining to organ music and playing. 
Wlmt is meant by Organ Tablature? 
Arrange the organists and composers whose names 
Rre mentioned in this letter in the order of their 
prominence; thus: Willaert, Cypriano di Rore, etc. 
Wlio was the father of “true organ playing” » 
Who was Sweelinck? How can you make a chain 
•of communication between the old Italian organists 
nrol J. S. Bach? 
The lessons for December, 1904. and January, 1905 
contain a study of the piano and should be kept for 
permanent reference by teachers and students. 
Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the 
piano with those of instruments played by the bow 
°nd wind instruments. Do you still think the piano 
useful of instruments? 
Trace the development from the monochord to the 
first keyed instrument. 
What is the difference between the spinet and the 
clavichord ? 
In the lesson for January there is a study of the 
three parts of the piano: the vibratory, the resonant, 
the mechanical. Review these sections carefully. 
Who was the inventor of the modern type of in¬ 
strument? When and where did he live? 
In February, 1905, we have some notes on the sub- _ ^ __ 
ject of piano playing that every teacher and student right? Schumann ends the piece entitled "“Entreat'118 
should master well. Child” very expressively with a dominant seventh 
What was the method of playing up to or nearly e*- —>- 
the time of J. S. Bach ? 
What changes did he advocate? 
Who were distinguished French players and com¬ 
posers ? 
In what style were most of the compositions of the 
early composers? 
What is the meaning of the term “Sonata”? Who 
were the leading writers in this form of composition 
before C. P. E. Bach? 
In March we had a lesson on the opera after Ales¬ 
sandro Scarlatti (1659-1725). 
Who were some of Scarlatti’s most prominent pupils 
and successors? Which of them was a teacher of 
Haydn ? 
What two of these composers of the early part of 
the 18th century wrote famous settings of the “Stabat 
Mater” ? 
What prominent names are connected with the early 
history of the opera in Germany ? 
How did the opera gain foothold in France? 
Who were the first Frenchmen to make attempts in 
this line? 
Who followed them? Of what nationality was he? 
Who was his successor ? In what other line of mu¬ 
sical work did this composer attain eminence? 
In April we devoted space to the question of the 
development of singing and music in England. 
Who is considered to have done the greatest work 
in the art of singing, by his teaching as well as by his 
compositions? 
What harm did the great development of vocal 
technic do to the true development of the opera ? 
WLo -■>" the nature of the training of the great 
■the 
ha 
Italian singers? 
Was it as difficult as singers undergo to-day? 
What political event did great harm to music in 
England? 
Who were the leading persons concerned in the res¬ 
toration of music to an artistic basis? 
Who was the greatest of the older composers of 
England Could we make parallels between his 
career and that of Mozart? 
In May we ended our study of French music 
sna sss —• — 
h.” SStafiS *ha“ ~rt did 
“d d*b" ■»»» 
The student who is willing to devote some time to 
reading during the summer should make a general 
SSStSL “*modera,e ld “d»* o«-.l 
The publisher of The Emms i,„0 
Where must C natural lead to? To B major, of 
course, but you do not get to hear it. This corre¬ 
sponds exactly to the contents of the work; the old- 
world riddle is propounded and left unsolved. 
If it is correct to close with a dominant chord, 
then there can be no objection to the subdominant 
taking such a place. And to be strictly logical, the 
chords related to any of the three principal chords of 
the key (T, D, S) must also be admitted. Richard 
Strauss begins his song, “Wenn,” in E-flat major, 
and in the eighth measure before the close he very 
deftly drifts into E major. The footnote he appends 
clearly shows that he indulges in flashes of sly humor. 
“Should any singers think of singing this song, while 
the nineteenth century is still in existence [the song 
was composed in 1895], the composer would advise 
them to transpose it from this point a half-tone lower 
(that is, into E-flat), so that the composition maj 
thus end in the key in which it began.” The passage 
is so cleverly contrived that you can go from tta 
particular point either into E-flat major, if you wish, 
or into E major, as Strauss desires. The minor su 
dominant chord of E-flat major key is the A-fl* 
minor chord. The chord related to it by the 
third below it is F-flat major chord, the so-cal^I 
Neapolitan sixth chord. Now, E major is merely 
flat enharmonically written, and the piece virtual! 
closes on a relative of the minor subdominant cno 
It seems that some theorists are now willing 
permit more in this direction than composers Bn 
even attempted so far. A. J. Polak, in a book ~e , 
Zeiteinheit in Bezug auf Konsonanz. ffarmoma * 
Tonalitat,” and Georg Oapellen. in “Die J/usi»“ 
Akustik,” have demonstrated the possibility of c 
upon the subdominant sixth or dominant •* 
c'lords of any chord belonging to the key (on 
called intermediate cadences). I will fflve 8 
(Continued on page 255.J 
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More About Clubs. 
“Pan you give me some hints as to the best man¬ 
ia which to try to get the teachers of my town 
reform a club or organization for mutual benefit? 
Vhat object could such a club promote?” 
” J Young Teacher. 
Letters like the foregoing are becoming more and 
„„ freouent. The club idea seems to be gradually 
spreading, and so generally as to make itself felt in 
every department of human activity. It is not sur¬ 
prising, therefore, that music teachers should take 
advantage of the idea as an additional help in the 
student's education, and also the welding together 
of their own interests. Humanity has an innate 
precarious instinct, an instinct that makes a quick 
appeal to children. They like to be together, and 
oftentimes they can be aroused to a greater interest 
in their study when associated together. Every child 
likes to know what his mates are doing, and if a 
spirit of friendly rivalry can be incited through this, 
pupils can oftentimes be spurred on to redoubled 
effort. Not only this, but there is much that a 
teacher can tell to his pupils, if he can collect them 
at one time, which will be helpful to them and aid 
in the stimulation of their interest, and which can 
be better taught to them collectively than when alone. 
A teacher with a large class may need to appoint 
two, or possibly even three,- of these general meeting 
times, as, of course, he would treat those of ten 
years of age quite differently from those of twenty. 
Of course, every teacher will have his or her own 
way of doing things, and devise suitable things to be 
done at these general or “club” meetings. This de¬ 
partment will be glad to know of the various things 
that teachers find successful, to print for the benefit 
of other teachers. This month we are able to present 
to the readers of this department a paper giving the 
result of much valuable experimenting along this 
line. “Method,” or what to do, is wliat most teach¬ 
ers want to know, and they will therefore find this 
paper very suggestive. It is entitled: 
Method in The Etude Club. 
“Psychology teaches that the best methods are 
those which most quickly absorb the attention by 
interesting the mind and thereby engaging the sym¬ 
pathy of the pupil in the work. A child is not inter- 
**ted in bare facts alone. But give him the things 
with which he loves to play, and he will build up 
facts for himself. Place before him a house of 
clocks. How quickly will he tear it down, be it 
"ever so perfect! He wants the blocks in order to 
hndd for himself. We need methods which will 
“ring about thought, action, and competition in music 
study, and what better suggestions for this can bo 
0?,n^ ^*an those given in the Etude Reading Club! 
It is strange how few of the smaller cities and 
owns have any knowledge of these reading clubs. 
should he not only the duty, but the pleasure of 
?veT7 teacher in every ‘hamlet, village, and town’ 
« establish a elub among his or her pupils. The 
escher will derive as much benefit from it as the 
lh' ’ an<* Per*laPs even more. A pupil needs some- 
,.ln® J® break the monotony and drudgery of prac- 
*7 a * Deet'3 to have an opportunity for gaining 
adequate idea of what the study of music should 
to him. 
. JPo"n a club, if it be for three or four members 
LL’ but the more the merrier, of course. The 
no |D**"'^ t* the most suitable name, as there is 
, ■ source of suggestive study than the mag- 
i , ™ that name. It is better than nnv single 
, ' that could be obtained for general work. The 
m,int,0r ,e*c*1 pupil is so small, and it comes every 
„ f'tb something fresh to study. Children soon 
the n Wed old and look forward eagerly to 
painin'* 1 TakinS advantage of this is one way of 
6 the Pupil’s interest Then there is a variety 
of study in The Etude, simple enough, with the 
teacher’s help, for the average child above ten or 
twelve years of age. It also cultivates a taste for 
worthy reading, and educates as well as pleases. 
Teachers everywhere take Tue Etude, but most of 
them do not realize the capability of their pupils for 
reading and studying it; do not require them to 
take it, and often do not even recommend it. With 
the teacher’s help, the magazine can be made of 
great assistance to the pupils in acquiring a gen¬ 
eral knowledge of music. 
“Just a few hints may bring out ideas of your 
own. Have a picture box, and constantly collect all 
possible pictures that have any connection with mu¬ 
sic. Select first the portraits of the great musicians. 
Attach a number of these to large sheets of paper 
or other material, but do not have their names in 
sight. Hang these up in the study room. Take a 
few moments’ drill each week upon faces, letting the 
pupils do everything, as far as possible. let one or 
more point out the faces as others call for them. Call 
for Wagner, for instance, and let the pupil wlio dis¬ 
covers the face first, point it out. Later when anec¬ 
dotes are related, and physical and mental peculiari¬ 
ties become known, let these be given and the pupils 
point out the face or faces connected with them. 
This will prove an interesting way of learning faces, 
and as new ones are brought in, the time spent upon 
them each week will seem only too short to the 
pupils. When they become acquainted with their 
faces, they will be anxious to learn more about them 
and their works. 
“Silhouettes and busts may be kept by themselves, 
and also caricatures, and used in the same way as 
the portraits. Caricatures are especially good, for 
if there are any peculiarities about the man or his 
actions, they will be enlarged upon in these pictures. 
“Pictures of scenes should also be exhibited sepa¬ 
rately. These may be held before the class for a drill 
on what the pupils remember about each scene. 
Take the ‘Death of Chopin,’ for example. Aon will 
find them interested at once in the lady at the organ, 
and they will want to know about her life in its 
connection with that of Chopin. Then there is the 
picture of the birthplace of Haydn in Rohrau. This 
house still exists and very little changed, te- 
thoven, on his deathbed, showed this picture to Hum¬ 
mel, saying with great emotion: ‘See, dear Hummel, 
S Represent I received to-day, and it g.v» me a 
childish pleasure.’ Such pictures can be made very 
instructive as well as interesting. 
“It is a good plan to have the pupils come pre¬ 
pared with pencil and paper for short exam.na ions 
or tests. It is well to bring in a number of thing, 
such as classifying composers as to ^eir nativ 
countries, and as to what class of music they par- 
SSy devoted themselves. A consideration of 
their mental and physical peculiarities vrO! also help 
to fix them in the minds of the students. 
“A good game for the children, in teaching hem 
to remember the names of composers, is to have them 
STS*— -a«.** r'vrd, ? 
be the first letter of a composer s name. Take, fo 
instance, the Polish musicians Taus.g. 
Thefe sentences may easily te extended at the desire 
^“Thfte^cher, or any capable pupil, should spend a 
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call, and members should respond with quotations or 
current items. 
“The pupil should be taught accuracy and neatness 
in all lie learns. These are only a few suggestions 
for making the hour interesting as well as instruc¬ 
tive. Organize an Etude Club at once and see lor 
yourself what a surprising difference it will make in 
"the progress of your pupils. It will help greatly in 
eradicating their taste for trashy music, and sup¬ 
planting it with a love for that which is noble and 
beautiful.”—Mrs. A. P. Lord. 
The club idea is evidently taking root, and event¬ 
ually may lead to substantial results in musical 
progress. It would te impossible at present to form 
any estimate of how general the practice may te be¬ 
coming as few reports have teen received. I have 
had a letter from R. J. Hammell, of Maquoketa, 
Iowa, who shows a progressive spirit in the general 
education of his constituents, and I quote a few 
words from it: 
“It affords me great pleasure to read the Round 
Table talks, and to send you a little of my experi¬ 
ence in the hope that it may suggest something to 
other teachers. I am located in a small town of four 
thousand inhabitants where there are not many mu¬ 
sicians, although we have over fifteen piano teachers, 
a number of whom are in my class. I hove been 
working for a year or more to help raise the standard 
of appreciation, and that I am meeting with success 
I can Bee by the taste displayed by my pupils in the 
music of their own selection. I have organized among 
my pupils a string orchestra of over ten pieces, for 
which I arrange the most of the music we play. I 
would be glad to learn from some of my fellow-teach¬ 
ers with similar clubs the names of pieces they have 
found successful with such players. 
“For over ten years I have used the system of 
writing remarks, lessons, etc., for my pupils in a 
book, and I find that errors thus become almost an 
impossibility, and that parents can see just what 
their children are doing. I also require all piano 
pupils to take The Etude. I think that nn orchestra 
department would prove suggestive in The Etude.” 
These letters do not exactly answer the question 
at the beginning of this department, although having 
a direct tearing upon it. The first object to be at¬ 
tained in an association of teachers is fellowship. 
By mutual affiliation much of the professional jeal¬ 
ousy so common in most communities can te done 
away with. Nearly all jealousy is the result of im¬ 
aginary causes, and in like mnnner is nourished by 
what "it feeds upon: viz., a foolish magnifying of 
deplorable suspicions entirely based upon false deduc¬ 
tions. When a seed of this sort once gets started, it 
grows in a single night, like Jonah’s gourd, into a 
full-sized tree, filled with harsh-voiced birds croaking 
in its branches. Then every motion of the one upon 
whom these suspicions have fallen is misinterpreted 
and misrepresented in every direction, and sometimes 
no end of mischief results. Musicians are said to be 
prone to this sort of thing, although there is no 
doubt but that this characteristic Is also grossly ex¬ 
aggerated. There is jealousy and suspicion in every 
occupation, but musicians, being public characters, 
come more under the common observation. Musicians 
and their affairs are probably more discussed than 
those of any other members of the community. The 
test way of eradicating these false impressions that 
people gain about one another is direct contact A 
few moments’ conversation will very often serve to 
change one’s entire estimate of anotlier, and a bitter 
dislike may te exclinnged for a warm friendship. By 
mutual affiliation the musicians of any town would 
come to know each other better, and thereby apeak 
tetter of one another to their associates, and the first 
object of a dnb would te attained. 
The respect of the public for the musicians would 
te greatly increased. When the public observed that 
the musicians were -meeting together in friendly in¬ 
tercourse, and showing due respect to one another, 
its own confidence in them would correspondingly 
incrense. To raise the standing of any body of work¬ 
ers in a community is to better the business interests 
of that body. 
Furthermore, one’s mind develops by accretion as 
well as by a gradual unfolding. One's ideas can te 
very greatly enlarged by frequent contact with other 
minds. Musicians need to talk over their own art 
with others who are thinking along the same line. 
(Continued on page 252.) 
Ideas obtained in this way seem to lie more alive 
than those derived from books. In small towns where 
there are no opportunities to become acquainted with 
the standard orchestral works, a club library can 
be started, consisting of these great works arranged 
for two performers, and they could be performed at 
the club meetings until the members were familiar 
with them. For example, much is-written about the 
epoch-making works of Richard Strauss, but musi¬ 
cians in remote places, that is, from the four or five 
orchestras in the country that can play them, can 
form absolutely no idea of what this music is like. 
It is too expensive for individual musicians to pur¬ 
chase tnuch of it. But in a club, a few cents each 
would add a four-hand arrangement of one of these 
compositions to the general library, and by playing it 
over and over again at the meetings, and analyzing 
and discussing it, one’s knowledge could be very 
much broadened. This work could be carried on in¬ 
definitely, and to the decided educational advantage 
of the members of the club. 
The best plan in organizing your club will be to 
select four or five of the wisest heads in the com¬ 
munity, get them together, elect your officers, and 
then invite tho others to join. The first year or two 
will depend for its success upon just the right peo¬ 
ple being at the head. The only way to make sure of 
this is for you to see that they are elected before 
there can be any general dispute as to who the offi¬ 
cers are to be. After the society is well established 
and started, it will be more likely to run smoothly, 
and there should be then a rotation in office, in order 
that the other members may feel that they have a 
part in its affairs. 
“Please be kind enough to tell me if I am wrong, 
when in teaching pieces to beginners, that are written 
in V. time, I double it, calling it ‘/, instead? My 
reason for doing this is to make it easier for the 
child to count, particularly when there are sixteenth 
notes. I claim that it does not alter the rhythm nor 
the melody of the piece, whether we count four in a 
measure or two,. provided we fit our notes together 
properly. In pieces written in “/, time, I have the 
children count four in a measure, playing three- 
eighth notes, or one quarter and one eighth, to a 
count, as the case may be. Is not this right? ” 
An Old Subscriber. 
You are perfectly right in allowing your pupils 
to double the number of counts in a measure in order 
to make it easier for them, particularly in the earlier 
stages of study. Of course, the relative distribu¬ 
tion of the notes is not altered, and the melody re¬ 
mains proportionally the same. You are wrong, how¬ 
ever, when you state that the rhythm is not changed. 
Primary rhythm is a matter of stress, and the time 
signature indicates where the stress is to be placed. 
In V. measure there is but one point of stress in the 
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to reach a certain proficiency on the keyboard by Don’t frown at the accompanist whenever you t i 
playing showy pieces full of “watery runs’’ and “va- a false note—somebody may know the song. 8  
pory arpeggios” thi task of setting them to work on If a pianist, play something of your own and 
sanatiuas or like matter is a trying one. They in- nounce your intention. People will listen to a f *?" 
variably complain that the sonatina is boresome; baked number. 
too easy, or tuneless, and fail entirely to grasp the Wanted.—A teacher with a name. (The 
musical beauty or technical value of the work. mous need not apply.) 
I have one pupil of mature years, who has stum- Wanted.—A piano teacher who can play to he 
bled through several operas, and numberless varia- the band, and teach to beat the Dutch. Address K 
Overheard.—(Two young piano students consider 
mg the black and the white keys.) 
tions of popular airs. She considers herself equal 
to all sorts of digital feats, but in reality plays 
everything poorly, without time or technic, and heed¬ 
less of discords or false notes. In fact she is one 
among the thousands of shoddy performers com¬ 
monly heard. 
When I introduced her to a book of graded sona¬ 
tinas, hoping thereby to improve her taste and mu¬ 
sicianship, she was deeply mortified. She told me at 
the next lesson that she practiced the sonatina with 
her foot on the soft pedal, because she was ashamed 
to let her neighbors hear her working on such simple 
music. I have never been able to awaken her to 
the beauty and delight of a sonatina well played. 
In fact, with all her finger gymnastics she has never 
mastered a simple Clementi. They abound in just 
the difficulties she needs to overcome, but which she __ 
has not the perseverance to grapple with, because Melba 
i keys white, and 
Second Student.—“The white keys are for regular 
songs, and the black keys are for coon songs.” 
The Slur.—The professor (?) was asked the mean¬ 
ing of the slur. “That,” he answered, “means to raise 
the hand off the keys and describe an arch in the air 
while performing the passage so marked.” 
Try this over on your piano! 
So Playful—First youngster: “Can you toot on a 
French horn ? ” 
Second youngster: “No, but I can roll on a drum ” 
Director Conried tells a story of the embarrassment 
evinced by a young woman at a reception given Mme. 
Philadelphia last year. 
her musical taste has become so demoralized. It appears that‘the young woman in question » 
It is my belief that sonatinas should be introduced an ardent admirer of the songstress, and that"to 
in the second year’s work, and persistently followed, mutual friends she had previously expressed her in- 
They present the various touches, stimulate smooth tense desire to meet the celebrity. When, however 
runs, introduce arpeggio practice, and are full of 
catchy fingering. This is covering a wide scope of 
piano technic in one line of composition, and at the 
same time it is meeting an indispensable feature of 
music study—the cultivation of a fine taste. 
The structure and form of the sonatina should be 
fully and simply explained to the pupil, and the value Weekly. 
of it as a study should be emphasized. Few pupils, A New Voice Needed.—Mrs. De Vane 
even the youngest, will fail to see the beauty and that I didn’t see you 
musical qualities of the sonatina properly presented, hope you were not ill? 
Start with Clementi, grade up through Kuhlau and ~ 
Dussek, sprinkle in a few rondos and scherzos for 
variety, lead the student on through the sonatas of 
Haydn, and then introduce him to Mozart. By this 
time he will know where he is “at."—Maggie Wheeler 
HUMORESQUES. 
BY ALFRED H. HAUSRATH. 
Every musician plays on the same instrument. 
Nonsense! 
How about the ear drum? 
After Him.—“I say, Mary, what do you think? 
measure, on the first count. When there are four Our prima donna is going to marry Nagger, the critic 
counts in the measure, there are two points of stress, who slashed her so unmercifully in the papers last 
a primary and secondary, on the first and third winter.” 
counts. If the pupil properly observed these, it would “Well, revenge is sweet.”—N. Y. Staats-Zeitung 
considerably alter the effect of the piece. Therefore, Progress.—'“ Your daughter, I believe, is studying 
when the piece is thoroughly learned, and the pupil the piano. Is she making any progress?” 
can play it up to the proper tempo and in a fluent “Yea, indeed. The first month that she studied all 
manner, he should be taught to give the proper nun- the tenants on the first floor moved out- and now’the 
--- 5” “■- "n-!  " “ ' • second floor is vacated.”—V. Y. Staats-Zeitung. 
i fine piano,” said the n 
ber of counts in the measure. This you "wifi find he 
will be able to do without difficulty. When the 
fingers work in a sense automatically, and the natural 
movement of the music is fixed in the musical sen¬ 
sibility, it will not be difficult for the pupil to give 
the two counts in place of the four. 
It will be well for you to remember though, that 
there are many adagio and largo movements in the 
works of the great composers that are always counted 
with double the number of beats. Only in this way 
can the proper tempo be maintained. In such slow 
movements it would not be possible for you to count 
“/, time in the way you suggest, although in or¬ 
dinarily rapid movements you would be perfectly 
correct. 
I will close this number of the Round Table with 
the following letter on sonatinas:— 
A Plea for Sonatinas. 
Why is it that more of our village teachers do 
not use sonatinas in their daily work? As a taste 
for good reading can be established in the public 
schools by careful selection from the kindergarten 
up through the lower grades, so can a desire for the 
musical classics be taught in the early stages of mu¬ 
sic study. If, on the other hand, pupils be allowed 
Reminded Him.—“Do you know,” said Gwilliams, 
that old violin of yours reminds me of a priceless 
Stradivarius we used to have in my father’s family?” 
“Indeed?” said Sflint, immensely tickled. 
“Yes. It is shaped something like it, has four 
strings, and you play it by drawing a bow across it ” 
—Chicago Tribune. 
Three Conundrums: 1. What is the difference be¬ 
tween the organist and the organ-tuner? 
The one reads the tunes, the other tunes the reeds. 
2. What is the difference between Easter offerings 
and the forty days before Easter? 
The former are given and the latter are Lent. 
3. What is the difference between a schoolgirl and 
The former endeavors to acquire what the latter 
haf n“hm*> vi«” scales .-Musical News (London). 
O. that abominable piano playing,” said Mrs. 
Voluble, at the musicale, “I can hardly hear myself 
talk. And just then the piano fell dumb, and so 
did slie. 
RULES OF ETIQUETTE AT THE MUSICALE. 
Never play pieces longer than ninety pages. Ninetv 
is the limit. J 
Always sing in the same key in which the accom- 
her turn came to be presented to Melba, the young 
woman was so completely overcome that she lost her 
self-possession entirely. Blushing deeply, and twist¬ 
ing about the rings on her fingers, she managed to 
gasp: 
“You—er—you—er—sing, I believe.” — Harper’s 
“How is it 
the choir last Sunday? I 
Harry: “Oh, no’m! I can’t sing any more. I’ve 
outgrown my cassock. They’ve got to get a boy to fit 
the cassock.”—Brooklyn Life. 
“In the dear old days,” says the Tatler, “many of 
the pianos of our English homes were quite harmless. 
They served as an ugly stand for uglier photographs 
and for plants in pots, but their lamentable voice was 
never heard except on the day when the tuner came. 
They were a kind of guarantee of gentility, and they 
were nothing more. That’s all over now. You don’t 
play a piano with your hands any longer; you ride it 
with your feet like a bicycle.” 
Point Not Well Taken.—Mrs. Jenner Lee Ondego: 
“I don’t see why they call it ‘grand opera’ when it’s 
in English. It isn’t grand opera when you can under¬ 
stand what the singers are saying.” 
Mrs. Selldom-Holme: “Why, bless you, you can’t 
understand them any better when they sing in Eng¬ 
lish than when they sing in Italian.”—Chicago 
Tribune. 
Quality.—“You have a 
sician. 
“Yes,” answered Mr. Cumrox. “It must be pretty 
well built or it couldn’t stand what is done to it.”— 
Washington Star. 
The Wild Man from the West. 
They took him to the opera— 
The wild man from the West— 
And asked him which of all the strains 
Of Wagner he liked best. 
“I like the straining of the boys 
In that there orchestra. 
They make a thundering, howling noise; 
Yes, that’s what I prefer.” 
They took him to a concert, and 
He heard a rhapsody— 
Piano part all played by hand, 
And lots of fiddle-dee. 
“Now, why’s that feller fightin’ so 
To beat the hul durn band? 
Now, that there caper doesn’t go; 
He plays a losing hand.” 
They took him, then, no more around. 
He was too rude a guest; 
And trampled on their hallowed ground 
With such a brawny zest. 
Dr. Chadwick (M.D., not Mus. Doc.) will exhibit 
the nine thousand dollar organ (Cassie’s organ). * * 
should like to hear him improvise on a theme o 
false notes in the key of D major. We will try 
be courteous and forget the signature. 
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SETTLEMENTS. 
“r 
jjji music that has been sent “On Sale” (see 
in a previous note) ; we will send irnrne- 
S upon receipt, a credit memorandum of the 
of such returns; this amount, deducted from 
the total of the June 1st statement, shows the amount 
duTre is only one exception we make to the above 
mle ef a complete settlement over a year. If a com- 
ofete settlement was made last year, then we will 
.V the music of our own publications kept an¬ 
other season upon a payment to us equal to the value 
of the music used up to this time: the amount for 
regular publications not “On Sale” to be settled in 
full as usual. 
If the complete settlement was not made last year, 
then we desire the returns and full settlement made 
during the coming two months without fail. 
Do not return damaged music or any that has been 
used, as we cannot accept its return. 
Our thanks are due our patrons for their valued 
orders sent us during the past season. 
A NEW HISTORY OF MUSIC. 
Fob some years past we have felt the need of a 
history of music adapted to the use of classes and for 
private Teading that presented in a concise, clear 
way the essential facts in the development of our 
modern music. With the idea of making the book 
thoroughly practical for teachers’ use and of putting 
it in the best shape for study and recitation purposes, 
we have secured the assistance of experienced teachers 
and writers who have been in educational work in 
schools, and who have contributed to the book ma¬ 
terial which they have prepared for use in classes, 
thus ensuring the practical pedagogic value of the 
book. The general editor of the work is Mr. W. J. 
Baltzell, of the editorial staff of The Etude, who pre¬ 
pared the lessons in the history of music which have 
appeared in the Study Club Department during the 
past two years. Mr. Baltzell will add suggestive 
questions, review lessons, outlines for study, topics 
for essays, suggestions for special investigation, and 
tables, etc. The contributors to the work are Dr. H. 
A- Clarke, University of Pennsylvania; Mr. Arthur 
Ebon, Sir. c. G. Hamilton, Wellesley College; Mr. 
8- B. Hill, Mr. A. L. Judson, Denison University; 
Mr. F. S. Law, and Mr. Preston Ware Orem. In the 
July issue we will be prepared to make announcement 
“ to Pri<», date of publication, etc. Every teacher 
should make a note of this forthcoming work and take 
advantage of the opportunity to get the book at the 
introductory price. 
THE ETUDE 
The Etudes, after the first free bundle, are sold at 
a price that will make it pay the boys for their efforts. 
From the knowledge that we have from our general 
solicitors of how easy it is to secure a year’s sub¬ 
scription after leaving a sample copy, there seems to 
be no reason why a regular monthly route might not 
be built up with little effort. We would ask our sub¬ 
scribers to draw this to the attention of their ac¬ 
quaintances among the boys, and let them write us 
for particulars. 
THE RETURN OF “ON SALE” MUSIC 
is one of the prominent features of our business at 
this season. During the summer months we expect 
the return of the unsold portion of such music, so 
that all accounts may be adjusted and settled before 
the opening of the new season on September 1st. 
Above all things, be sure to write your name on the 
outside of all packages returned. Small packages 
may be sent by mail, carefully wrapped and securely 
tied, but not sealed; the postage is at the rate of 
one cent for each two punces. Send by express only 
when the prepaid rate does not exceed 8 cents a 
pound; if higher than this, wrap in fouT-pound par¬ 
cels and send by mail. Very large shipments should 
be sent by freight, securely boxed, with both your 
and our addresses on the outside. 
Our patrons in Canada and Mexico are specially re¬ 
quested to return all “On Sale” music by mail, if 
possible. The Express Companies charge us for cus¬ 
toms declaration and for storage, which is not done on 
mail matter. Of course, very large shipments will 
have to be forwarded by express or freight, but in 
most cases such goods can be sent cheaper by mail in 
four-pound packages. 
Wrap all packages flat, between pasteboards, and 
tie securely, but under no circumstances forget to 
write your name and address plainly on the outside, 
as on this depends the proper credit to your account. 
See settlement notice below. 
We will continue the “Special Offer” during the 
present month on our new volume entitled “Modern 
Drawing-Room Pieces.” This will be one of the best 
collections we have ever offered. The pieces ranging 
from about Grade IV to VI, have been carefully 
selected from our entire catalogue. The volume will 
differ from aU others that we have at the present 
time in that it will contain exclusively brilliant and 
attractive drawing-room pieces of a high order. 
Every piece going into this volume is of proved pop¬ 
ularity. Among the composers represented are Katn- 
bun, Rolling, Wenzel, Arkadieff, Paul Wachs Eyer, 
Raynald, MaeDoweU, Kern, Engelmann, A. L. Brown, 
Btojowski, Berger, Karoly, Goldbeck^ Lennan Mos- 
zkowski, Reinecke, Petre, Chopin, Bendel, and Bo- 
^Thespecial price during the present month will be 
40 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the mter. lt 
the book is to be charged, postage will be additional. 
We have in preparation, soon to be issued, a smaller 
flume entitled “Popular Parlor Albmm This 
flume is similar in character to the 
at the pieces are lighter and of more moderate diffi- 
fltv They are largely third-grade pieces. This 
fume wM contain some of the very best pieces in 
is-srsrs^'f 
n any previous volume. 1 here are m 
,ieces’ - , • „ thU book is 25 cents, postpaid, 
li,ion.il II the ate to be charged. 
“Standard Graded Songs,” Books I and II, are 
now in the printer’s hands and will be ready for issue 
shortly. Every teacher who is looking for pieces with 
direct educational value and suitable, also, for use in 
the concert or recital hall, should get a copy of these 
books, each of which will contain about thirty-five 
pieces, making the cost of each piece but a trifle more 
than a cent per copy. Our “Special Offer Price” until 
the books are ready for the market is 40 cents per 
volume, postage paid if cash accompanies the order; 
if a charge is to be made on our books, postage will 
be additional. We can recommend these books to 
teachers who want standard songs to be used in con¬ 
nection with technical studies during the first and 
second years of vocal study; they are specially well 
adapted to accompany the comprehensive course of 
vocal study which we publish, “The Standard Graded 
Course,” by H. W. Greene, and Mr. F. W. Root’s 
“Technic and Art of Singing,” the works offering to a 
teacher the best material in technic, in vocalises and 
songs, thoroughly and carefully graded. Every 
teacher and every singer should take advantage of 
this to get a fine collection of easy or moderately 
difficult songs by standard composers at a very low 
price. 
The new volume entitled “Melody Pictures,” by 
Anton Schmoll, is now on the market and the 
“Special Offer” is hereby withdrawn. 
This work consists of twenty short, bright and 
original pieces in various styles, suitable for study 
or recreation and calculated to develop taste, style, 
and rhythmic sense. They range between Grades 
II and III, and will he found valuable for all teach¬ 
ing purposes. The advance sale of this work has 
been very flattering, and we shall be glad to send it 
for examination to those interested. 
The two popular works: Diabelli’s, “Op. 149,” 
and Czerny’s “One Hundred Recreations,” are now 
ready and the “Special Offer” is hereby withdrawn. 
These two educational works are in wide use and of 
great popularity. Our editions have been carefully 
revised and will prove among the best on the market. 
Work on the “Monarch Collection” for mandolins 
and banjos with guitar or piano accompaniment is 
approaching completion. The “Special Offer” will 
continue only this month, after which it will posi¬ 
tively be withdrawn. A great deal of care and at¬ 
tention have been devoted to the compilation and ar¬ 
rangement of these pieces, and we anticipate a great 
and lasting popularity for the work. It will be a 
splendid companion volume to our well-known “Majes¬ 
tic Collection.” 
The “Special Offer” price for the entire set of parts 
will be 50 cents, postpaid. Separate parts will be 
sent for 15 cents each. In all cases cash should ac¬ 
company orders; if the books are to be charged, post¬ 
age will be additional. 
We will again call attention to our unique Mu¬ 
sical Prize Card. This card is about G >/2 x 4 y2 in¬ 
ches, the printed portion being oval in shape and 
made up of portraits of eight of the great com|>osers. 
The reading matter within the oval is as follows? 
Reward to . 
For  
the blank lines being for the names of the teacher 
or school, together with the pupil’s name. 
These Prize Cards may be used in many ways by 
teachers either in connection with our Reward Cards 
or otherwise. They present a handsome appearance, 
being reproduced from steel engravings. They should 
be useful in stimulating pupils to effort. It is a very 
good idea for all teachers to be supplied with ma¬ 
terial of this character. These cards will sell for 
10 cents each. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
Do not change your address on The Etude sub¬ 
scription list unless it is a j>ermanent change. We 
refer particularly to summer address changes. We 
do not advise this from any personal motive or gain, 
but to save dissatisfaction and loss of papers in the 
fall. How many of our subscribers who change their 
address for one or two months, are aware that it is 
necessary to change it back again? Seldom is it 
done; the papers are lost and the office of The Etude 
is roundly blamed. Have your Postmaster forward 
the few copies during the summer to you. 
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Capellen. Towards the end, the 
goumling 1 h chor(l is USed, and then the dom- 
subdommant . ^ brin„s it to a close. It is a 
inant se'<® vcrv effective. Tlie seventh chord 
t'10 melting strains of harmonies upon 
an Eolian harp. 
idee. 
*2 
£ — 
—-UJ • r? 
Our beloved poet Longfellow said: “Things are 
not what they seem,” and here we might appropriately 
add Shakespeare’s words: “And that’s the humor of 
it." This perplexing enigma is certainly fit to excite 
the wrath of any orthodox musician. What a huge 
joke it does seem when you examine the passage 
closely and find that there is nothing in it but bits 
of a dominant minor ninth alternating with frag¬ 
ments of the tonic chord, and that the D-sliarp is but 
E-dat enharmonically written! Some might charac¬ 
terize such acts as the aberrations of genius, but they 
are wrong in supposing that such closes are not based 
upon fixed laws or general harmonic principles. 
As regards closes, we may end with the advice to 
composers: “Do whatever you wish, hut do only that 
for which you have a good reason." 
f-diumann in his “Papillons,” Op. 2 No. 7, has a 
w.ith unresolved suspensions in the tonic chord. 
It is a very logical deduction of Capellen to try it 
nthpr chords of the key. 
T very gay song by Richard Strauss entitled: “And 
All for a Half a Crown” (Fur Funfzehn Fferinige), 
is in G major and it ends on two chords simultane¬ 
ously that apparently' have nothing at all to do with 
the’tonic chord. The right hand plays a B major 
arpeggio, while the left hand is engaged in a C minor 
arpeggio descending. 
Lyon (EL Healy’s 
PIANO 
OFFER 
We offer 
Four New Plans 
bywhich you can purchase 
a fine new upright ~ — 
$125 
$150 
$190 
and other styles ' 
, higher prices, inc._ 
ing the Steinway,Web- 
New Upright Piano $105. er.Hazelton, Krakauer 
and other famous makes. Let us send you a copy of 
OUR NEW PIANO BOOK 
printed in colors, which contains prices and illus¬ 
trations of 20 different makes of pianos; photo¬ 
graphs of the great composers; pictures of great 
piano factories; aud our four new plans of selling 
pianos for cash or on small monthly payments 
LYON <& HEALV. 77 Adams Street, Chicago 
SONG ALBUMS 
For Brain Workers 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate 
Strengthens the exhausted and confused 
brain, relieves nervous headache and induces 
refreshing sleep. A wholesome tonic. 
Price. $2.00-Registered mail, 8c. e 
THOUGHTS FOR MUSIC STUDENTS. 
SELECTED BY DAISY JOHNSON. 
“Clemexti is as truly the stepfather of modern 
piano music as Bach is its father.”—Elterlein. 
The piano is an orchestra in miniature.”—EIter- 
lein. 
It is music which discovers and explains for us 
the beautiful in the world and in the mind, or still 
mo[e> wl>ich shows us, iu the movements of the world 
and of the mind, that inner life which a spiritual 
aa.ure reveals, so that, amid the external action in 
w icli we are engaged, the conditions of mind and 
aou may express themselves, or through sound make 
acquainted with the things of their life. The 
^presentation of the ideal in a concrete form is the 
°* music, because music is art. The tone-art 
the play of various emotions—it is an ideal 
presentation of the individual life and of its soul- 
melodm.”~Elterlem. 
rivalled ?eet*loven Sonata stands, in reality, un- 
the ™ m or'Sinal beauty, an inexhaustible well of 
to ill"1?*1 wonderment, a glittering crown of stars 
"10 after pure musical forms.”—Elterlein. 
atantf^030^ *ke history of musie we find, con- 
el..-:^ stri"'ig with one another, two impulses— 
what fSm, and romanticism. The terms are some- 
•minfi/ 'jUS0<*’ ant^ frequently misunderstood. The 
'hstinmdi .Person calls all good music classical, as 
Iar son»s n *r°m °Peretta or dance music or popu- 
Used jf' “ut hy writers on musie these terms are 
which me'v]'at arbitrarily, to distinguish music in 
vailinrr f beauty of form and matter is the pre- 
3 Ur<? *r<M11 fbat in which the composer’s 
kind ifMVr 8nd: Wlak<>s the form. The former 
•nantic.Jge^^,ass'c^J. the latter is known as ro- 
LEARN PIANO TUNING 
If vou have talent make it earn |i.oo an hour. Services needed 
everywhere. We give a thorough college course by mail and 
experience S acquired ,iL°'delightful 
profession. Our free prospectus will interest you 
CENTRAL SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING, Shelbyville, Ind, 
■ ■ , wr YOU can compose SONGS, MARCHES, WALTZES, 
MAKE if you understand Harmony. Everyone has some 
mrtVTCX; talent for musical composition, which only need J MONEY development. Onr course is so simple that it 
csstkannciASr- ean be understood by anyone, "rile for free COMPOSING lessons and further particulars. 
music 
A BetterLocation 
than Yours 
would be in the Land of Manatee, in Vir¬ 
ginia, the CaroUnas, Georgia or Florida 
AND WE CAN PROVE IT 
PAGES D’ALBUM 
Six French Songs 
By HENRI LOGE 
French Text by Theo. Gautier, with 
English Translations by Philip Woolf 
These songs are very well written, expressive and charac¬ 
teristic. Vocally they are graceful and easy of rendition, but 
call for fervor and sentiment in delivery. 
They may be used separately or in series, and should singly, 
or together, find a place on many recital programs. For teach¬ 
ing purposes they will be found useful. 
PRICE, 75 CENTS 
A Book of Four Songs 
By JOHN P. MARSHALL 
PRICE, 75 CENTS 
The titles of these songs will convey an idea of their char¬ 
acter. “The Message of the Rose” (song of sentiment); 
“Phyllis Inne June” (old English style); “O’er Hills and 
Valleys of Dreaming” (love song); "Daintie Daphne" (old 
English ballad style). We recommend these songs to teachers 
and singers in search of something fresh, and original in 
character. They are for medium voice. 
Using a Kegrfre Fountain Pen is a 
PLEASURE 
Guaranteed 
Ink will not drop from Pen while writing. 
Manufactured by the 
KEQRIZE PEN CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Four Songs Mezzo Voice 
By HOMER A. NORRIS 
Four songs for good singers, modern in style and concep¬ 
tion, set to modern texts. The titles are: “O Mother Mine,” 
“Peace,” “The World and a Day,” “Etcs ii Kevcnait un 
Jour?” the latter with French text only. Teachers who have 
advanced pupils and singers who make a specialty of recital 
work will be interested to know and use these songs. 
PRICE, $1.00 
A Book of Songs 
By EDGAR A. P. NEWCOMB 
and ARTHUR MACY 
A collection of eight songs and two short piano pieces by a 
popular composer. Mr. Macy’s verses arc particularly adapted 
for a light graceful music setting, such as characterizes all of 
Mr. Newcomb’s compositions. We recommend these songs to 
singers in search of good songs, effective for use in recitals 
and informal gatherings. The songs are intended for medium 
voice. PRICE, $1.50 
Children's Songs 
By W. W. GILCHRIST 
Beautifully Bound. PRICE, $1.00 
ity ol 
of tendern 
a sympathy for children akin to the qual¬ 
m’s Children’s Scenes. Moods of fancy, 
and of pure frolic find a peculiar 
What is. perhaps, tL_. —- -- --— ,-, 
Is their subtle completeness of form. Altogether, these songs 
are of the kind that gain evtr increased appreciation and give 
ever-increased enjoyment as they arc more widely known and 
sung. Liberal Discount to the Profession, and in Quantities. 
Twelve Lyrics 
Music by A. GORING THOMAS 
Words by HAROLD BOULTON 
PRICE, $1.00 
The collection consists of ten songs and two duets, and 
include some of this favorite composer's most successful songs. 
They are of a high-class character, and will be used by 
--•* singers wiio want songs that have style and 
.Duct for Sop. and 
RITE for a copy of the special South¬ 
ern edition of the Seaboard Air Line 
Magazine, which is superbly illus¬ 
trated and contains hundreds of 
specific opportunities for profitable 
investment in the South, and points 
out a desirable location for you, it matters not what 
your occupation. A list of orange groves, banana 
plantations, truck and fruit farms for sale, w.ll also 
be forwarded if desired. 
j. W. WHITE 
General Industrial Agent 
PORTSMOUTH. VA. 
Seaboard Air Line Railway 
2. The Vlklnsr’s Slaughter.Medium 
3. The Heart’s Fancies.Medium 
4. Time’s Harden. .Medium void 
'cello obligi 
.riign voice 
... .High voice ' 
.Jicdium void 
.High voice 
.High voice 
B. Voices of Spring;. 
G. Under Thy Window . 
7. A Hlver Dream. 
8. A Love Lnllahy. 
9. The Willow. 
10. A Sonic of Snnshine.. 
11. The Countryman’s Lo 
12. Sunset . .iouci ior two oop. 
Send fot any or all off he following catalogues free for the ashing ; 
Plano and Vocal Sheet Music by Authors. Sheet Music 
Descriptive. Books Descriptive. Modern Methods and 
Studies Piano Collections, Olvlng Index. Metronomes. 
Satchels, etc Busts and Portraits ol Musicians. 
THEODORE PRESSER 
Music Publisher, Dealer, Importer 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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The CHoral 
Class Book 
A Text-Book for Singing 
Schools, Colleges, Institutes, 
Public Schools, etc., etc. 
By L.S.LEASON and H.H.McGRANAHAN 
Complete, in Board Covers, 75 cents. 194 Pages, 
Large Octavo. 
A complete course in chorus singing from the very 
beginning to the most advanced concert work. Con¬ 
taining an abundance of material for every pur¬ 
pose,—church and concert, solos and quartets, 
anthems, patriotic songs, etc., etc., and a selection 
of choruses from the best works of the great masters. 
A great advantage this work has in addition to the 
large volume and variety of material is the separa¬ 
tion into three parts: Elementary, Intermediate 
and Chorus Department, each 30 Cents. 
A Liberal Discount is Allowed. 
Modern Dance 
Album 
Boston Musical Bureau 
Henry C. Lahee, Pres. Frank N. Robbins, Treas. 
Devoted entirely to Educational Interests 
Send card /or book of Information 
Addrrait, 218 Tremont St., Boston, Nasi. 
A WORK FOR EVERY MUSIC LOVER 
Descriptive Analyses of 
Piano Works 
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
Price $1.50, Cloth Gilt 
For the Musician For the Student For the Teacher 
For the Concert Goer 
Invaluable to Clubs and for Program Making 
This work is a poetic, dramatic, and historical analysis or descrip. 
tion of some of the greatest and best known piano compositions. The 
emotional content of the piece is analysed,—what the piece is meant to 
convey, the circumstances surrounding the composer at the time of in¬ 
spiration, the legend or episode on which the composition is fonndrd ; 
the scene depicted or the picture portrayed. It contains seven < f the 
leading piano compositions of Beethoven, four by Weber, eighteen by 
Chopin, eleven by Liszt, and several each by Schubert, Ru instein 
Grieg, and Ssint-SnaiJ. _ 
The Work is Alike Useful to the Player and Ibe Listener 
Key Desk of the Organ Selected by 
Theodore Thomas 
FOR 
ORCHESTRA HALL 
CHICAGO 
BUILT BY 
Lyon (5 Healy 
Chicago 
A COLLECTION OF DANCE 
MUSIC OF MEDIUM DIFFI¬ 
CULTY FOR THE PIANO 
Price, 50 Cents 
('HIS book has been made to fill a demand 
fll for a collection of good dances more 
difficult than those contained in “ The 
First Dance Album.” 
Every piece is a gem—the choice of our whole 
catalogue between the grades of 2 and 4. 
The book has been expressly designed to meet 
the demands of the modern ball-room, being rich 
in captivating waltzes and dashing two-steps, as 
well as a number of various other dances. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila. 
M. P. MOLLER 
PIPE ORGANS 
Have been endorsed by the most 
eminent organists and clergymen in 
America. More than 700 now in 
use in churches in all parts of the 
country. Specifications and esti¬ 
mates furnished free on application 
and satisfaction guaranteed. .• .- 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
For catalogues and full particulars, address 
M. P. MOLLER, Hagerstown, Maryland. 
Jlijj? ffirgaitH of If thirst (Brail? 
ELECTRIC, TUBULAR PNEUMATIC 
OR MECHANICAL ACTIONS 
WRITE FOR ESTIMATES 
Emmons Howard - - Westfield, Mass. 
c^UJTIN'ORQaN'(0. 
HARTFORD, COA'yV.^' 
& BUILDEk/OFTUBU^R-PNEUIV^nC , 
^ ^NDELECTRICPIPE ORG>INjr- ’ 
Of/yJZ^ fTY. 
A FOUR-HAND COLLECTION 
FOR. ORGAN OR PIANO 
* * * 
The Juvenile Duet Players 
PRICE, 50 CENTS 
RECITAL PROGRAMS. 
Pupils of Miss Mary Mclleena. 
Nocturne, Read; The Dragon Flies Hz™.,, 
March (4 hds.), Teilman; Marionettes11!^^ uesti,«l 
Intermezzo, firanke; Polonaise in F Lanz^ r1. Hussia 
‘•Cavalleria Rustic-ana" (4 hds.), Ma sea Ini'- If,teriBCUo, 
Heins; The Hunt, Demuth; Loves's Lone^ne 
Farfalletta, Marks; Menuetto (i hSS 
Witches' Patrol. Waddington: The Rob^i n; ^ 
Fisher; Sauselndes Liiftehen, Heins; Filth nL,?*'’”'11". 
bach; Enchantment, Morrill; How Can I r 1 e' 
(Styles of Classic and Modern Composers), Tourbf* Thf*: 
Pupils of Miss Leicis. 
Dewdrop Waltz LHschhorn; Hillside, Spindler- s„„ 
Leisure (4 hds.), Stormer; Bugle March Kssi 08 
Morning Song. Gayrrhos ; The Bright Waves .Je n P>* (song), Abt; Angels' Greeting (vocal duet) AhC®??1"8 
bini (4 hds.), Burty; The Young Marshal 
Menuet from Don Juan, Mozart; The Little Dro^tu“'1' 
March. Engel: Fanfare, Slamaty ; Knight RuDeJt «?r 
mann; Sweet Spring is Near (song). Abt-WaltR.!'1^ 
Millard; Second Waltz. Godard; The Miil ClackST&‘ 
I'll be Baby in Baby's Place (song) Harold ' 
Song (vocal duet). AIM; Scherzo. Liisehhorn; The T»» 
Larks, Leschetizky; Venetian Regatta, Bohm- vLt!. Ziegler. ’ lnlc 
Pupils of Miss Belle A 
Ronde d' Amour (4 hu„.;, .woieruoui; rne Mill 
Scarf Dance, Chaminade; Old War Song TemS 
Strong: Waltz, Strauss: To a Wild Rose,’ Macdoiell 
From an Indian Lodge, Maedowell; Cradle Song. i|jta8k.: 
Arabesque, Maedowell: Aragonaise, Massenet- Son. it 
Hope, Batiste: Waltz (in A fiat), Durand; Aus Sohnnnr 
Zeit, Hofmann: Novelette (in E major), Schumann- The 
Eagle, Maedowell; Scotch Poem, Maedowell; Andante (Fifth Symphony) (4 hds.), Beethoven: Nocturne (In E 
flat), Chopin: The Chase, Rheinberger; The Butterdv 
Lavallee; Country Dance, Nevin; Second Hungarini 
Rhapsody (4 hds.), Liszt. 
Pupils of Selma C. Gibson. 
The Awakening, Gobbrerts; Duet, Stiver Stare (4 hds I 
Bohm: Moonlight on the Hudson, Wilson; The Cavalier' 
Spindler; Bells of the Convent, Ludovic; In the Moun¬ 
tains, Deinzer: Annie Laurie, Northrup; The Swallows (4 hds.), Serradell; Blue Bird Echo, Morrison; Joyous 
Farmer, Schumann: Pink Domino Waltz, Renard; Playing 
Tag. Margstein: In Camp, Holst; The Little Flirt, 
Ziegler; Farewell to the Aim, Bohm; Diamond Medal. 
Engelmann; With Courage and Strength (4 hds.), Bion; 
Shadow Dance, Cohen; Silvery Waves, Weyman. 
Pupils of Miss Celia Grocer. 
Nouveau Tremolo, Mayer; The Buglers (4 hds.), Men; 
In Play Time, Engelmann: Piece Romantique, Op. 9, No. 
1. Chaminade; Mountain Zephyrs, Cloy; Pill Pad (4 hds.l, 
Engelmann; Good Night, Sehytte; Rondo In F, Op. S«. 
No. 4, Clement!; Robin's Lament, Meinmger; June Bugs' 
Dance (6 hds.), Holst: Gondellied, In G minor, Men¬ 
delssohn; Tremolo, Gottsehalk: Faust Waltz (4 hds.l, 
Gounod; Spring Song, Mendelssohn; Second Valse, 
Godard; Fantaisie Impromptu, Op. 66, Chopin; Inter¬ 
mezzo, ‘‘Cavalleria Rustioana" (4 hds.), MascagnL 
Pupils of the Broad Street Conservatory of Music, Phila¬ 
delphia. 
Au Matin, Godard: Ballet Mignon, Wachs: June, Tchai¬ 
kovsky; Papillons, Grieg: Berceuse Slave, Op. 11 (vtoliu), 
Neruda; Second Mazurka, Godard: Papillons, Qregn; 
Polonaise, Op. 40, No. 1. Chopin; Valse, Op. 64, No-t 
Chopin; Largo (violin), Handel: Nocturne, Op. 32, No. 1, 
Chopin; La Fileuse, Raff: Licbestraume, Liszt; Valse. 
Op. 42, Chopin; Grand March from Tannhauser (violin!, 
Wagner. 
Pupils of Limestone College School of Music. 
Lustspiel Overture (4 hds.), Kelar-Bela; The Fairy 
Barque, Smallwood; The Wishing Well, Macy; TW 
Shepherd Boy, Wilson; Sparrow Schottische, Lind; Pea™ 
of Foam, Bohm: Talking in My Sleep (song), Gates; TM 
Harebell, Smallwood; The Midgets, Eilenberg; Heath 
Rose, Lange; Second Mazurka, Godard: Sweet Zephyrs u 
hds.), Mozart; Polonaise, Spindler; Rondo ( 
Baumfelder; Twilight, Bohm; Good Night, Little um 
Good Night (song), Maey: Con Amore, Beaumont; aP" 
ning Song, Ellmenreich; Rejoicing of the Birds, Micheur- 
Dreams (song), Bartlett: La Zingara, Bobro; Farewell, 
Behr; Spanish Dance (4 hds.), Moszkowski. 
Pupils of Brenau Conservatory. 
Pupils of Mrs. IV. K. Cone. Mendelssohn: March, from Capriccio Brilliante (4 hds.), Me Tt(, 
Chanson d'Enfant, Guilmant; Knidernasch, Merer , 
Spinning Wheel ("Flying Dutchman ), Wagn - g. 
Chimes, Rathbun; It was a Lover and H s Da»» i () 
Morley: Sweet Souvenir. Martin; Fantasia* Qensian'- 
hds.), Leybach: The Little Castilian, Schmoll. w"Mr„,. 
Op. 175, Locschhorn: Snowflakes (songl. Lo^ . 
light on the Hudson, G. W. Wilson; Minuet (8 baa.), 
D COLLECT™ of piano duets suitable for the 
Cabmet Organ or Piano in the earlier grades 
It consists of many of the most popular numbers 
selected from our catalogue and arranged in effec¬ 
tive manner. This volume has been prepared in deference 
to a very general demand for easy four-hand pieces that 
could be ployed on the CABINET ORGAN P 
abouSeq'tral gPrade° a"d SeC°nd° ^ ** f°Und *° >* 
Id many ways this volume is quite unique. The con- 
coral™ ^en made “P from the best-selling solos ' 
catalogue, the arrangements are sparkling and whil* 
is of the organ, are just 
piano. 
The value of duet playing, even 
cannot be overestimated. 
sparkling, and while within 
1 well suited for the 
1 the earlier grades, 
Pupils of St. Philip’s School of Music. Scbuin*M; 
Barcarolle, Tchaikovsky; Nocturne, OP-J*. KoTeo: 
Tarantclle, Dennee; Winter Lullaby (va°™‘,‘(v„cai), B«- Polish Dance, Scharwenka: Slumbering Song lv0 c 
nett; Marche de Concert, Op. 19. W°llenbau]PC £ 0 hod 
Nevin: Recitative and Aria, I wll‘|J1J h‘ i( I we* ("Eli"), Costa; Melodie, in F. Op. ?6f.* Polr^nge; ®u« 
a Bird. Henselt: Flower Song (violin), L»n|wtll0vfc. 
Melodique, Op. 130, Raff ; Moonhght Sonag, ,^, 
Recitative and Aria. Unfaithful Heart ( B“Star. Jerusalem"), Blumner: Thou Sublime Eve (jjesaiab'- 
ner; Aria, I Know That My Redeemer Livem 
Handel. 
Pupils of Mr. Wm. II. Pontius. jjjerulC O Sunny Beam. Schumann; Last Nighty t 
Dry Those Tears, Del Riego; Thou rt Like u Hawley. * 
Flower. Mattloli: Ah. Well! Who Knows. ^ , w 
Song of Love. At Twilight. Nevin:: in m Notb|jg W' 
Dew, Coombs; A Song of Waiting, wrig ■ gnowflakc ° Rose, Weikel; Garden Song, Dichmont, A g,jpy. 
cf the Grey. Ogden; A Song of Rest. preani. 
A Melody. Harris; If all the Dreams We gb.do^ 
Lynes; My Heart’s Desire. SheRey. L H8wley. J 
Cupid’s Wings, Hammond; Dove s Entreaty. ^ .1 . 
Bird and the Rose. Horrocks; Flower.A! 
THEODORE PRESSER. 1712 Chestnut Str^f pKi, , , ^. p.' 
C9tnUt Street’ ^^delphia. &• ^ 
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Shredded 
Whole Wheat 
Biscuit 
her task will be simplified, and 
the loyalty of her subjects un¬ 
questioned. <1 The ways in which 
it may be prepared in combination 
with milk, cream, eggs, fruits and 
vegetables of every description are 
almost innumerable. Its use is a 
constant succession of dainty sur¬ 
prises. q Remember too, it is the 
food of real health and strength. 
It is made of the whole wheat berry 
and contains every element neces¬ 
sary for building bones, teeth and 
muscle, and for producing energy, 
q Always serve according to direc¬ 
tions in"Tie Fital Question Cook 
Book,” which w* send free upon 
application, q Triscuit, the 
whole wheat cracker, should 
be used in place of bread. It 
makes fine toast and is excel¬ 
lent with butter and cheese. 
as the Depths of the Great Blue Sea, Hammond; Snow¬ 
flakes, Rulfrok; The Nightingale's Song, Nevin; The Ivy 
Leaf, Mildenberg; My Jean, Hues; Summertime Song, 
Speaks; When the Birds Go North, Wllleby; The Star and 
the Flower, d’Hardelot; The Magic Song, Meyer-Helmund. 
Pupils of Mrs. liellie P. Drake. 
Allegro Vivace, 8th Symphony (4 hds.), Beethoven; Sec¬ 
ond Valse, Godard; Allegro and Adagio from Op. 10, No. 
1, Beethoven; Grillen (Whims), Schumann; Grave, Alle¬ 
gro, Adagio from Op. 13, Beethoven; Serenata, Mosz¬ 
kowski; Allegro Con Brio, 5th Symphony (4 hds ), Bee- 
mvln-sti a. y.ji i r , ou uiusl uavr, m auuiuvu .o thorough train- 
...„ .n Harmony, Counterpoint, and Composition, a knowl¬ 
edge of the instruments of the orchestra, their character¬ 
istics. compasses, and effects in combination with other 
instruments. You can do but little in the matter of 
studying orchestration by yourself, unless you have an 
opportunity of hearing an orchestra play, and follow the 
score at the same time. I.iving as you do in a city that 
supports a first-class orchestra, we recommend that you 
study with a practical man who is connected with the or¬ 
chestra, buy or rent scores ^of the works played. _and 
attend every performance. ” * | 
writing only in th- v"”“ 
you cannot learn t r the orchestra. 
SOME SINGERS 1 HAVE HEARD. 
A London scribe thus characterizes certain classes 
of singers:— 
“The amateur tenor is said to be a disease; if this 
be so the low bass is a plague, and the high soprano- 
an epidemic. Amateur vocalists may be roughly di¬ 
vided into five parts:— 
“1. The high soprano. This is usually a lady with 
a range of at least five notes, from F on the fifth 
line to the C above. 
“2. The mezzo-soprano. This is also a lady w ho 
unfortunately cannot reach the top C, hut possesses 
too much dignity and too little musical knowledge 
to sing contralto parts. 
“3. The tenor. Tenors may be subdivided into two 
species—the hygiero and the robusto. The first is 
continually singing ballads under my lady s win¬ 
dow, giving her delicate hints to go to sleep, and 
assuring her that lie will watch o'er her slumbers. 
The tenor of the genus robusto is usually a short, 
thick-set individual with a neck like a Bovril hull; 
he always gets red in face on a high B-fiat. His 
favorite position is standing on a top A with his 
‘breast (I use his own words) expanded to the 
hall,’ expressing an ardent desire to die like a sol¬ 
dier. It’s a pity no one has taken him at his word. 
“4. The baritone. This is a mongrel voice. It is 
neither tenor nor bass, hut is usually possessed by 
long, thin men, who all wish they were tenors. 
“5. The bass: that is the basso profunda. This 
animal, when not found, ‘walking alone in the depths 
of the sea,’ is invariably ‘in cellar coo’.—dr.nking. 
Teacher.—1. The tempo for the allegretto movement 
from Beethoven's Sonata, Opus 14, No. 1, is given in a 
number of editions as dotted half note equals seventy-tivo. 
rm.s„ IW the entire measure is to be played to one 
- —e correct in thinking this 
turn*** ,n,f tempo must be rather fast, t 
Der i uiutn 
This means that t e e tire e 
click of the metronome, ioiure imn h„t a certain flexibility oi te po; um u<= 
, I,,,, *v,e metronome marking lndt- ■ ■ ■ - ~ne measure is 
n sixty-six, to 
iment. 
i Schubert-: “xromm rt‘s "Unfinished" Sym- 
made from the original orchestral score. 
ornatnents^-cre^fornaerlyD 1 nd'lcated T/ s*as The mor¬ 
dent begins with the ^"nJftmipal notf0* For instance : 
CSB-C eg^etoathefnoteDahovet and^'re- 
roVtn\ th,,lrmcPS cn0(prlnciI.al note). Neither of these 
first “wnorosTre roTe^mad” very ibort For instance 
rnmmmWM 
lr*4 The ^crossing of the hands in the ™™£J,'£^e*C0i0r. 
ploved to gain ndditlonalsonority * p,lrposes. 
Very often the thumbs are crossed jn 
A. F.—Although the law on th(j R’'pJrtered Instltu- 
ssr Sis 
ir-s! S h ssjstks 
fortunately, in some ^tate tm* P, ln,ipn|(icant Instltn- 
abused. charters hat ing been Bract jc of wrt„|n 
“ions with incompetent faculties, t. congerv«torlM 
degrees is thus much^-0f'charrors and those which 
We would advise you. If you are «' ' tne subject, 
to consult the laws of your own mate 
lr»"“.ck .i»f-r;X£ 
tnd nuances must j5 „ tlie notes mu t 
r7,hr "t ritv/'“. ."la .f hi™-... ^ > 
^ I d „ Httle time for practicing: I should have have had so little ti I pianoforte wel*. 
Bhown what it means P ^ instnimen1/ 
ndhalSteiIwtasCaA passionate admirer of Beethoven: 
S"Se second movement of the 
declared that the human race was not worthy. 
The person who desires to cultivate a discriminat¬ 
ing taste in music may acquire the fundamental 
knowledge in a few short months. After that one- 
needs only to live much in an atmosphere of good 
music until the acquired principles become uncon¬ 
sciously the moving factors underlying all attention 
to art.—Henderson. 
The test of good music is to he found not in its 
subservience to formal or arbitrary rules, hut its ca¬ 
pacity for satisfying an almost universal require¬ 
ment in human nature. Subservience to rule is in 
many eases a means by which music can attain thia 
end,’hut it is not an end in itself.—Hadow. 
COFFEE CONGESTION 
Causes a Variety of Ails. 
A liappv old lady in Wisconsin says: 
“During the time I was a coffee drinker I was 
subject to sick headaches, recurring every 2 or J 
weeks, and sometimes lasting 2 or 3 days, totally 
unfitting me for anything. 
“To this affliction was added, some years ago, a 
trouble with my heart that was very painful, accom¬ 
panied by a smothering sensation and faintness. 
“I would be unable to lie down, hut was compelled 
to sit gasping for breath until I was perfectly ex¬ 
hausted. 
“Dyspepsia, also, a few years ago came to mate 
life harder to hear. I took all sorts of patent 
medicines as well as doctors’ prescriptions, but none 
of them helped me for any length of time. 
“The doctors frequently told me that coffee waa 
not good for me; but without coffee I felt as if I 
had no breakfast. I finally decided about 2 yearn 
ngo to abandon the use of coffee entirely, and as 1 
had read a great deal about Postum Food Coffee, L 
concluded to try that for a breakfast beverage. 
“I like the taste of it and was particularly please! 
to'notice that it did not ‘come up’ as coffee used to 
1 had onlv hoped that the Postum Food Coffee would 
help my‘digestion, hut I soon found that it was 
doing much more than that. The bad spells with my 
heart grew less and less frequent, and finally ceased 
altogether, and I have not had an attack of sick head¬ 
ache for more than a year. M.V digestion is good, too, 
and I am thankful that I am once more a healthy 
woman. I know my wonderful restoration to health 
ennu* from quitting coffee and using Postum Food 
Coffee." Name given by the Postum Co.. Battle 
Creek. Mich. 
"There’s a reason,” and it is this. Coffee has a. 
direct action on the liver with some people, and causes 
partial congestion of that organ, preventing the 
natural outlet of the secretions. Then follows bilious¬ 
ness. sallow skin, headaches, constipation and finally 
a change of the blood corpuscles and nervous pros¬ 
tration. 
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GOOD MUSIC LIVES FOREVER. 
Back Numbers of “1904” 
The Etude 
The reading matter as good to-day as the day of issue. 
We have these issues done up in bundles at 
25 CENTS PER BUNDLE. 
More than 30 Pieces of Music in each Package. 
Address THE ETUDE, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia., Pa. 
SiB 
Piano Music for Social and Recital Use 
MODERN DRAWING ROOM PIECES 
and ^howvnSinXC!he Vhnndr,iIiifnt*rd a,tract!v<j drawinf;room compositions of a high order, melodious 
pooulari.7 eierv one average player. Modern pieces of striking character and proven popularity, every one sure to be appreciated by the general musical listener 
to the high value of this work is needed No further suggestion a 
«*• e^b.ki wsc eszs: v&zrzi sii° *h*" 
THEODORE PRESSER. Publisher, 1712 Cheitnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
ZABEL BROTHERS 
^ and Samples 
Music Printers 
Columbia Ave. and Randolph St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Music Printing: 
COMPOSERS AUTHORS TEACHERS 
Writ* For Prices 
PU“ of Shwt ""<1 Book. Title. All Styles. Copyright. Secured. 
£• A- Siege Co., 252 W. 47th St., New York 
AND ENGRAVER'S 
Music Cypograpby in all its Branches 
£ (v Dudley C Limerick l 
Recreation Pieces of Character and merit. 
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM 
FOR THE PIANO. PRICE, SO CENTS. 
Our “First Parlor Pieces” has perhaps had 
the iarg^t sale of any fifty-cent collection. The 
I opular Parlor Album may be regarded as a contin¬ 
uation of that volume, and of equal excellence. 
It contains pieces in or about Grade III. Not 
tiie stock standard pieces found in various collec¬ 
tions, but a wealth of new, pleasing pieces of light 
and attractive character and only moderate diffi¬ 
culty. Many well-known and popular composers 
are represented—8chnecker, Read, Petrie, Lack 
Elgar and Reinhold are among them. 
Every piece is selected with the greatest care for 
some intrinsic worth ; not a dull number in the 
book. Every music lover will find many occasions 
When this volume will be available for their own 
or others recreation and pleasure. 
Theodore Presser, Publisher. 
1712 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
No. io South Dicks Street, Philadelphia 
(Market above Fifteenth ) 
•YOVR MVS1C IS TORN!! 
It will take one minute to repair it by using 
Muitum In Parvo Binding Tapm 5 yards 
roll of white linen or 10 yards roll of paper- 
25 cents each, postpaid. If your music dealer 
does not carry it send to THEO. PRESSER 
Philadelphia, or MULTTJM IN PARVO 
BINDER CO„ 624 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
12 
‘bis excellent monthly journal for teachers and students «* * ‘y ! now send nir a Vini,„ oL W.tSt’Lt. 
-ONE- 
EVERY 
MONTH 
urascugntiuB-sE 
I^^^WlSS^Gladys Avenue, Chicago 
rm;li<^jyJ![»n|];n;Lq 
W HERE’S A RICH FIELD 
Be Independent and Your Own Employer 
THE ETUDE 
THE COOKE-KELLER COMBINATION MUSIC STAFF RULER 
THU I-KACTICE^G^T*^**1 OF|SUCCESS Is CONCENTRATION 
THE COOKE-KELLER CO., 708 Halsey St , Brooklyn N Y. 
Rosenthal is to play in concert „ I 
next season. concert in the United gt,t(| 
of B«t°hovenXT ‘S *° !>e e,ected in Fails to the 
nJcS-t and'*Beet'hoven^s SSSg “ Berli“ «• devoted „ 
- £her for the 
$10,000. Ml- iaur's salary ,," 
The Bach Choir, of Baltimore Hai-nia a.., ■ . 
tor, gave Bach's “Passion AccordfnfAt*’!11' Hire- just before Easter Sunday. 8 to St. Matthew" 
United*States?*’has R£ 
toriuni, by the Kimball Co. n the MmneaPoll8 Audi- 
Sym^ony^OrchesU'a.^as^b^m'apprtifted^iul th,e Philharmonic Concerts at Madrid? ted conductor of the 
Frederick A. Stock, assistant to the lata tw, 
of thec'w« 
Messrs. Chappell & Co. 
fered a prize of $500 for 
Three hundred books- 
London, publishers, of. 
submitted?0111*0 °pera librtt'°- 
Bach's “St. Matthew Passion" was given In Am.t., 
dam. on Palm Sunday, by Mengelberg, conductor of lie 
event Coucertgebouw Orchestra. This is an annra* 
-Mf- Thomas 0. Shepard, for thirty-two years director 
Ini versify Glee Club, organist and condurt" 
of the New Haven Oratorio Society, died April 25th. He 
wrote some successful compositions. 
F?ster an<* Ascension Festiial of the Bach Crde 
at Bethlehem, l'a., will be held June lst-3d. In addition 
to a number of the church cantatas, the “Mass in B 
Minor, in two sections, will be given. 
_e connected with the piano department o* 
servatory of Music, under the direction of Mr. Isa. 
Damrosch. which is to be opened in New York City th 
fall. Mrs. Iless-Burr, of Chicago, will join the roc 
department. 
• .iiiv.'i ion i.i M ■ 
is lEVERY PA!« /ffl/ WARRANTED 
MADE WITH . -_0 
IMPROVED TOP CLASP 
FOR ATTACHING TO CORSET 
sample pair Quickly Attached to any . - „ 
SOLO 8V AU. 
Point of Corset 
Tin- Syracuse. N. Y„ Music F 
24-2Cth. The chorus was under the ...., 
Ward: the Boston Festival Orchestra, Emil Molleiitiauer, 
director, assisted. Mendelssohn's “St. Paul," Paint's 
“Hymn of the West,” Bruch's "Fair Ellen.'' and Verdi's 
Alda ' were given. Leading vocal and instrumemnl 
soloists appeared at the various concerts. 
The May number of The Photo Era contains new par- 
traits of a number of native-born American composers, 
vocalists, and musicians of distinction, such as John K. 
Paine, Mrs. Beach, G. W. C'hadwicl:, Waller Damroscb, 
Clarence Eddy. B. T. Lang, lime. Nordica, E. E. Kroeger, 
and George Proctor. The negatives from which the re¬ 
productions were made were by artists like Garo, Strauuj 
Curtiss, Zaider ben Yusuf. Headers of The Etibb will 
be interested to have a copy of the magazine. 
The Springfield. Mass., May Festival was held Maj 
11th and 12th. The chorus of two hundred voices was 
trained by John J. Bishop. The Boston Festivo Or¬ 
chestra, Emil Mollenhauer. director, was present. Sooim 
were : David Bispham, lime. Szumowska, Mme. Hiss™ 
de Moss, Edward I’. Johnson, Marie Nichols, haW 
Bouton, and Frederic Martin. Parry's "Blest IW,“ 
Sirens," excerpts from "Die Meistersinger. and 
“Manzoni Requiem” were the leading vocal numbers. 
strumental works were: Dvorak’s "New wol',ld 
phony, Chopin's piano concerto, and Kroegers u* 
Rookh” suite. 
Signok Angelo Mascheroni, .the composer, died 
Bergamo, Italy, in April, at the age of for'J';?"1„( 
best-known song is “For All Eternity.” At '“e “if . 
seventeen. Mascheroni was conducting orchestras 
Greece, France, and Spain, and finally settled mlans 
a five-years' course of study in composition under ho 
and Sainl-Saens. After teaching the pianoforte 
Paris Conservatoire for two years, he acted as mm- 
of the Italian Opera for a short time at, Co!XI!„ accoo- 
and then at New York. He was for twelve years 
panist to Mme. Patti. His compositions include nn 
a large number of romances and concertos foi >“ .1, ^ 
cantatas and studies, and a great many songs w ^ 
tained a tremendous success in England ana ',i,e best 
His music was alwavs melodious and inspired ny i 
traditions of the Italian school. Just "Gem" 
Signor Mascheroni had completed a entitled 
with organ accompaniment. 
inventors of tiie TUNE-A-PHONE, an 
Tuning by ma'l, an« one wlio can hear can set the equal 
instrument by wb have the indorsements of Ministers, Public 
I'mP'ffT^miendents, Universities, Colleges, Piano Manufac- 
scbool of successful graduates. In these days of 
users, and bunareus it is wise to {ortify one's self by joupeliuon and u turned into money any time or 
laming worid at an hour's notice. Write to-day 
^illustrated prospectus. 
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING 
203 Music Hey 11_Battle Creek. Mich. 
conductor of the next Cincinnati May ^FestYva’h ” *** 018 
The Society of the Friends of Music, in Vienna, has 
arranged to add to the Conservatory of that city, a choral 
iirr successfully teach sdU°o1 for sacred and secular music, including Gregorian 
W tire orofession of G'hant, and a school for choral directing. The course of 
Piano Tuning stut»' wil1 cove1' ttve 
n mr • TT A ScHiLLBH Festival was given in Dayton, O., May 7th 
V [vl A I L and 8th. Rombergs “Lay of the Bell" was given under 
1 x the direction of Mr. W. L. Blumenschein. 
The course*hmludes?act?ori There will be a scries of lectures on music in connec- i ne course me ues muon tlon wi(h the summer session 0f tbe Chicago University, 
" by Lester Bartlett Jones. The first course will consist 
each ot six lectures on "The Elements of Song.” the second 
uigi- of tlle same number on "Music and Worship." 
- " « A private recital of a play with music by Tchaikovsky, 
founded on Russian folk-lore, was given in London not 
long since. The piece is said to be new to the world of 
music outside of Russia. 
Mr. Josef Hofmann has announced a series of three 
prizes: $500, $300, and $200, for the three best con¬ 
structed piano compositions. The contest is open to any 
one who is a resident of the United States. All manu¬ 
scripts are to be addressed to Mr. Hofmann, in care of 
" - Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia, and-* *■- “ 
_cours  includes i 
regulating, voicing^ 
HOME NOTES. 
“King Rene's Daughtej 
was given by pupils of the  --——-— 
Honolulu. April 17th, under the direction of 
Ban Ryiugton. 
The musical program for the morning and evening 
services. April 3oihT In the Third Presbyterian Church, 
Pittsburgh, was selected from Mr. Ad. M. Foersters 
compositions for the organ and the choir : 1 relade in A- 
Hut. "Christ Is Our Corner-stone" i antliem i, lhe Mes¬ 
siah” (solo), Postlude In D minor, Prelude in F min™ ("In Memorlam”), "Out of the Deen” (anthem). Lead 
Us, Heavenly Father,” Postlude In 13 minor. 
The choir of Trinity M. E. Church Denver. Col., gave 
Mendelssohn's “Elijah,'' March 9th, under the direction of 
Mr. W. J. Whiteman. 
The Laporte. Ind.. Madrigal Club cave a concert on 
April 24th, under the direction of Mr. Bertrand Alan Orr. 
Mr. Emil Liebling, pianist, of Chicago, assisted. 
The Mozart Society, of Fisk University, lL N. Wright, 
conductor, gave Handel's “Messiah, April 14th and i.>tn, 
the fifty-sixth and fifty-seventh concerts of the society. 
Mr. J. Warren Andrews, of New York City, gave the 
recital on the new_Este^ organ in St. Paula 
Ctmrclf, l 
r before October 1, 19U5. particulars 
Gainesville, 
Attention Teachers 
For the next sixty days we are going to 
make you the b»S offer of three of the 
CTwbeforeoffered to the pnhlte. Especial¬ 
ly adapted to !4d and 3d grade teaching. 
Love and Passion 
(By Massina ) Pensee Pathetic. A New Flower fong. 
Oar 100,000 of the<e sold in three months. 
Echoes of the Wildwood 
(Ibyll.I By the well-known composer Drumheller. 
So further c mment needed. 
Knights and Ladyes Waltzes 
__\ fTKSo io ♦Kxx Pr*?*A Wall 7. Wfi hav e DUf- 
We will »U you any of these compositions for 1» cts. per copy 
or the three copies for 30 ets. You are entitled to ord. 
these at often as you like at this low rate until the tune limit e. 
pires, August 15, 1905, after which regular prices will prevail 
•St. per copy Postage stamps or money orders accepted. 
THE JOS. MORRIS COMPANY 
136 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE BESTand CHEAPEST HOUSE 
“ 5°gr Ii-!:0of^!32—-p. 
-^MUSICAL INSTRUMENT' mi TSfHpP 
STRA I IlLU BAND &.0RCHE
wmii ion Guaranteed orwonei-- 
1J.WPEPPER 8T~H&LOCUST SI-S PHILADA.PAl 
for May, and in other magazines. 
The Pilgrim Magazine for May contains an article on 
American Music, by Rupert Hughes, with a double-page 
group of portraits of one hundred and seventy-five Ameri¬ 
can composers, accompanied with program data. 
Persons who are interested in famous hymns will be 
glad for the article in the Delineator for June, by Allan 
Sutherland, giving tbe story of Cardinal Neuman's "Lead. 
Kindly Light,” a hymn that has been the favorite of 
many noted persons, including McKinley and Gladstone. 
A Chicago paper says that a new building with a fine 
concert hall is to be erected for the Chicago Musical Col¬ 
lege. 
An examining board in music to facilitate the better 
recognition of music study and to secure due credit to 
pupils who pursue music as a serious study has been pro¬ 
vided for by the New England Educational league. Ibis 
board will arrange examinations in general accordance 
with the high school music course (elective) and will 
award certificates to such pupils as successfully pass 
examinations on the elementary and advanced course. It 
is hoped that these certificates may be accepted and 
credited toward graduation from secondary schools and 
also be accepted for entrance to normal schools, colleges 
or other institutions which allow credit for music, lhe 
members are IT. It. Spalding Harvard: L. It. Lewis, 
Tufts; H. C. Macdougail, Wellesley; S. W. Cole. N. K. 
Conservatory; J. M. McLaughlin, Music SuM^sor Bo^ 
ton- H. D. Sleeper, Smith; F. W. Archibald. Stab 
Normal School, Salem; R. L. Baldwin, Hanford; \\ 
Scott, West Somerville. 
According to a report made at a recent official meet¬ 
ing of the Guildhall School of Music, London, since the 
foundation of the School in 1880, 3j,000 students have 
been in attendance. At the P"**™! time ,ha™ =^ 
pupils, with accommodations for 4000. Seventy-me pei 
cent, of the students are women. 
A FRIEND of music has lately given to Birmingham Unl- 
versitT England, $2500 toward founding a library of 
musical woriS ’.Sir Edward Elgar is the professor of 
music in this institution. 
Henry Wood, the English conductor, lias lately con- 
... -, g baton. SafonofT, the Russian conductot. 
i baton. 
recital 
"Stabat Mater," March 20th. 
r of the First Congregational Church, Algona. 
r the direction of L. T. JS"J;®,nllaol,rat 
aster, gave Mendelssohn a ‘hlijah, March »Jd. 
I LePAGE’S mucilage 
No gumming to clog neck of bottle—No sediment— 
ill not spoil or discolor the finest papers. Full 
or., bottle retails at 5c., or sent by mail for 10c.; 
so half pints, pints, and quarts. 
LePAGE’S photo paste 
'ze retails 5c.; by r-!‘ 1 "* 
ducted without a 
Iiovd's "Hero and Leander," Gounods hlrd SotMan 
and Fannie Bloomtield-Zeister. . 
The fourth biennial convention and festival ot 
I LePAGE’S GLUE Strongest in the World aP0“dsln|42fC^g' 
l oz. bottle or tube, 10c.; by mall, 12c. aeggs, zi-i it, 
CEMENT COMPANY, 1! 
For Vocalists, Teachers, and Students 
The Standard Graded 
Course of Singing 
By HERBERT WILBER GREENE 
In four grades: four volumes 
Price, $1.00 each 
A contpiutlon and arrangement of selected and original 
Kraded to meet the needs of students in all stages ol 
Rei.k . nt ,rom ‘he point of correct tone production to 
*nd artistic rendering. 
i St.e'i*'in Conservatories, Schools, and Vocal Studios as 
•SUntUrd of Attainment. 
«cm”I,??lchcr and every pupil of singing should make himself 
Th, with Standard Graded Vocalises, by H. W. Greene. 
* to,'. ct’ns*sls of four books, each representing approximately 
•bo ar, Slu<‘) ’an advantage of the greatest kind to all teachers 
feta,.. “JD’ins: on a graded system of vocal instruction. This 
ts h J °f special value to schools and conservatories of music, 
Every *"1155 a jysfewatic curriculum in this class of study ■port w-, •‘>?ser 01 note in the line of vocalises has been drawn 
Th, ylJ11 ls not at all a compilation of old often-used vocalises, 
editor. pr“m o( ''terature in this class has been selected by the 
h*1 Tanner Slu<ly is annotated and full directions are given, sc 
tt .5.hers wiU find it a safe and an indispensable guide 
ld IV in press. 
Publisher, 1712 Chestnut St.. Pbllada., Pa. 
“The Tou. number of gW-J - 
New York City during .»« tbe^rds. 
i, eight perform- 
n. in, an 
TBE0- presser, p 
thirty-tv*v vj-v.-. . 
DURING the week ending March ... 
anees of grand opera were given For "Far- 
SS:Ws*,5»WSa” ’ w IM, 
$11,000 over the previous season. 
Next season the ^“einnati Orchestra ^1 ra«l*oiumbu«. 
gtffirsra.* - f 
Mn. Kbei.ebic-kp%rj*.,s%JrappnlStidewSScmr of 
th? ChtoagoOrchMtra^h^naroe^of ,a order 
[l b;er» 
States. rovent Garden 
Among the artists Mme. Suxanne 
ass.’ffltvfWBs,»- u. 
DONIZETTI S opee® “^“oarfJn"Opeli season. Itnllan 
selected for o^nt^Garden thg«gdtgr0Und, accord 
ing to this. have been so 
!SS SlrTTSaa-* "”« t __ 
It does “ot formerTv. especialTj old Italian instrumentsjuiormc j ■ * Jn Ifl 
G5uarnerius (li00) for $500. 
_„ Newburgh, N. Y., April 
Mr. Otto Pfefferkorn will condut 
at the Brenan College School of Music. 
June 14th-July 25th. 
Mb. Everett E. Truktte’s organ pupils gave 
in the Berkeley Temple, Boston, May 2nd. 
The Associate Orchestra. ML Vernon. N. Y.. A. B- 
Abbot, conductor, gave its first subscription concert, 
April 3d. The club consists of thirty members. 
The Mosaic Society, of Murphysboro. 111., gave a Men¬ 
delssohn program at the last meeting, consisting of vocal 
and instrumental music and essays. 
The choir of the Moravian Church. I .an caster, I*a., 
Mr. Willliam A. Wolf, organist and conductor gave 
Slaunder's cantata, "From Olivet to Caharj. April 11th. 
An ensemble piano recital (four pianos and pipe organ) 
was given by the Western Conservatory of Music, Chicago, 
March 23d. 
A subscription concert was given in Detroit. Mich., 
March 30th, by Mr. E. It. Kroeger. of St. Louis, the pro¬ 
gram being made up from the pianists compos!liona. lie 
was assisted by Mrs. A. Newton Knapp, contralto, Miss- 
Lillian Massnlck, soprano, and the Yunck Trio. 
Mr. John Tower has accepted a position as vocal 
teacher in the Kroeger School of Music, 8t. Louis. 
Tub choir of the First Baptist%Church,m Fhllladejphla, 
gave music from RossinlT 
Tat choir 
Iowa, unde
and choirmaster. „ 
Mr. Nathan Sacks, pianist, of St. Ixmls. _ gave 
recital. March 29th, In the Odeon. 
Rosalie Wlrthlin, contralto. 
Mr. G. II. Rowe’s School of Music, Ennis, Texas, moves 
Into larger quarters this month. 
Mu Paul Volkmaxn, tenor, of Philadelphia, and a 
member of the faculty of the 6road Street Conservatory 
of Music, gave a successful song recital, April Util. 
Mr. Wit. F. Bentley, assisted by Miss Selma Zetter- 
berg. gave a lecture song-recital — 
of the Song in America.’ a 
Music. Galesburg, 111., April 
"Nain.” by Homer A. Norris, was given at Mecbanlcs- 
liure l’a oil April 7th, by a chorus of fifty voices, with 
Mr. Harry C. Harper, Director of Music at IrvlM Col- 
lego, as conductor. The soloists weic Mrs. Wilbur r. 
Harris, soprano, and Mr. Edward G. Row, tenor. 
The annual commencement escercjM■ of the Broad 
Street Conservatory of Music, Philadelphia, Mr. 
It. Combs, director, took place May 
students received certificates and A 
worthy feature was the playing of ' 
Orchestras consisting of forty-five plny< 
Michigan Music Convention at Ypsllant . Mr S),ry will 
hold his regtilar Summer Ierm at his studio in the Hue 
Arts Building. *_ 
DAME NATURE HINTS 
When the Food Is Not Suited. 
When Nature gives her signal that something is- 
wrong it is generally with the food; the old Dame i* 
always faithful and one should net at once. 
To put off tiie change is to risk that which may be 
irreparable. An Arizona man says: 
“For years I could not safely eat any breakfast. 
I tried all kinds of breakfast foo<U. but they were 
all soft, starchy messes, which gave ine distressing- 
headaches. I drank strong coffee too, which appeared 
to bene lit me at the time, but added to the headaches 
afterwards. Toast and coffee were no better, for 1 
found the toast very constipating. 
"A friend persuaded me to quit the old coffee and 
the starchy breakfast foods, and use Fostum Onffce- 
and Grape-Nuts instead. I shall never regret taking 
his advice. I begun using them three months ago. 
"Tiie change they have worked in me is wonderful. 
I now have no more of the distressing sensations in 
tny stomach after eating, and I never have any head¬ 
aches. I have gained 12 pounds in weight and feel 
I tetter in every way. Grape-Nuts make a delicious ns. 
well as n nutritious dish, and 1 find that Post urn- 
Coffee is easily digested and never produces dyspepsia 
symptoms.” 
Name given by Postum Co.. Battle Creek, Mich. 
There’s a reason. 
Ot the little book, “The Road to Wellville,” ii* 
each pkg. 
Miss 
; Knox Conservatory of 
, when sixteen 
vruiiuiiT. uu ...plomns A note- 
tb l i  f the Pupils’ Symphony 
260 the etude 
Thousands of Testimonials 
From Prominent Teachers Everywhere, 
Attest to the Practical Value of the 
Standard Graded 
Course of Studies 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS 
The leading musical writer and educator of the present time. 
10 Grades 10 Volumes $1.00 Each 
Sheet Music Form. Our usual Discount allowed. 
Standard studies, arranged in progressive order, selected from the 
best composers, for the cultivation of 
TECHNIC, TASTE and SIGHT READING 
carefully edited, fingered, phrased and annotated, with complete 
directions for the application of Mason's “System of Touch and 
Technic" for the production of a modern style of playing. 
SEND FOR ANY OR ALL OF THE VOLUMES ON INSPECTION 
THEO. PRESSER Phila., Pa. 
SWEET= NORMAL 
WHITNEY TST 
IN MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN. 
You can come to us and enter the 
regular training school or take our 
Complete Correspondence Course 
of sixty lessons - - . . . 
This course is the most perfect in application ana 
execution of any course of its kind ever offered. Z 
music teacher can take this course by correspondence 
and teach it at once. Our method has never failed 
ogive immediate results to the many who have taken 
it. The value of the kindergarten work is beyond 
question ; it is no longer a theory but an accepted fact 
that ,ts training ,s essential to the perfect development 
of the human mind. With the Correspondence Course 
we furnish materials and most minute instructions for 
axty iessons. Write at once for our free illustrated 
SWEET=WHITNEY CO. 
999 The Gilbert, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Fletcher Music Method * SIMPLEX AND 
H. M. FIELD, Leipsic IIIVLF 55 KINDERGARTEN 
^ront*^I^Y^HR Metropolitan w*01!0111® ^“ndon M“INGS’ GuildhaU Sch°o1 of M“ic' 
MGANt?ARGNOSCDA’ L°ndon US1C’ ° fAJDALAN ”°Bof,oiRK’ B°St°n 
DR Harris, u_„.., 
Original Kinder- 
garten System in 
America and 
Europe 
nt S»!ERT FUCHS, Dresden 
ARRIS, Director Hamilton Conservatory of Mu< 
FRANKLIN’TA vr'riD0ST0n , 1 „haYe taught the Fletcher Music Method now to 
WM TOMT TMO London, Eneland about three years, with increasing satisfaction as to re 
Exp’n, N Y * Choral D«r. World’s Columbian SSli?’ bas he,Ped me wonderfully, not only directl; 
tadX«»’ _ Columbian with my junior pupils, but in broadening and deepen 
—j ~i~:— —— knotty problem 
JoRHNWORTHMBo“AonSON' N*W York 
New*\Nir Germ*n^ 
c«MsCsY<?f°^^ 
°'p“"T «• COMBS, a,c”,s“sf 
GILMORE BRVa ht _ ^"vatory 
*'*T j i r ils, o t i  
“I* all,..my work. and solving of teaoTlinrv TL • _, - 5 —- :»J r , l i many tt proble  ot teaching. There is nothing one-sided about it—cy< 
ear. fingers, brain, memory, imagination, all are r«8fh 
ana made to contribute their share to the general music* 
culture. Further, it is a delight to the children. wh< 
learn paolv lr*v* tw aIdccm and latpr on their prac ^ Phila. oir. iiroad St. Conservatnn/ ..x ™ r, it i li t t t ennar , I YANT tv tn ^' !f?rn jfa5* y* ,ove their classes, and later on their pm 
MRS^3"1, N' C* Dlf Durham Conservatory, thdr parents ** n° hardship’ to the great surpnse ( 
SARMUEATWE coNLEe FrSK.E’ New York ™ *ROBERTA GEDDES-HARVEY, Mus. Bac., 
w COLE, Boston (Trm. College). Organist of St. George's Church, 
Guelph, Omani 
the Yormal work Th!!'e(W°r!! 'n'h children. I have taught t0 tram teachers but finch ht mtke her a true exponent of the Method to tea 
i n May ind June th ^ave Prov<‘d their ability wiflwGGM her8..my system, and have been refused, for thev were not willing to pr 
Canada in July AnvPFiJta‘hN°^nal,course f«r Fletcher.Method ti»»£ren> lave <aken specialconrT'’tfachfirs. in this country, ready to help m« 
the former work V letcher Teacher ean fit herself to graduate f° .tf'achers- Thev will 3®®ofstudy .which I have recommended and will ti 
0rk’ graduate from the teaching of children ?,assLes in different parts of the United States! 
THE APPARATUS 0 the^^te^o^«ichers after proving her ability w 
Sfe^u?*cal Association. 
FLETCHER MUSI^T^ ~~ ^ l| 
antR MUSICAL ASSOCIATION BULLETIN, a on theteach.ng of music to children. 
ha,y.ince “U*JC Method, .pent five veil *”** “ ye*T{or ‘he benefit of the Fletcher music teach* 
For further particulars, address 
•y. .mu oiner foreign countriA« ~Q' Ia* United 
PERYEAR 
PCBLI5HED BY 
TRC°. PREA5ER 
1712 CBE5TNCT 5T. 
PWLADELPniA.PiV 
